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PREFACE

It is usual for haggadahs to be designed for children, and to be translated for the
translator, for he alone can understand the translation, if anyone can.

Here is an attempt to present the haggadah simply, for the intelligent adult who
wishes to be treated as such, and for teachers who want to fill in the gaps in their
knowledge. It gives translations and explanations that a normal reasonably
educated and intelligent adult should understand. It is up to the reader to re-state
it in simpler language, as required, for children, in the way the haggadah itself says
teaching should be done.

Attention has been paid to translating the text into decent English, and to explain
many things that are obvious to some people but not to others. Emphasis has been
laid on explaining the main thing, the story of the Exodus, rather than odd customs
that have arisen or philosophical issues. Care has been taken with the layout and
to spell Hebrew biblical quotations as they are spelt in the original. A special
feature is the punctuation, which has neither been done at random nor copied, but
carefully thought out. (For technical reasons it has not always been possible to
mark in the Hebrew a quotation within a quotation.) My thanks to Rabbi YitzHhak
Frank, who helped me as far as humanly possible with the text of the Aramaic
where this occurs (pointing out to me that vocalisation of Aramaic is often
controversial, and in the Haggadah the Aramaic is mostly mixed up confusingly
with Hebrew). Having had to do my own proof-reading, inherently unsatisfactory
for any author or even editor, I must crave forgiveness for the inevitable
undetected mistakes and printing errors.

In a few minor matters, especially at the end when the songs begin, different
versions of the order exist. I have chosen the simplest and commonest version
according to standard Ashkenazi custom in the Diaspora. In Israel where there is
only one Seder, the only difference is to omit the Omer counting and possibly one
of the songs, both marked ‘for the second night’.

The translation and notes, originally hand-written nearly forty years ago and later
typed, were recently put onto computer, thoroughly revised and edited, and the
Hebrew then added. The book is dedicated to my uncle who explained to me the
concept of the ‘toast’ and also got me to appreciate the Nishmat prayer. He is now
ninety-three, and I pray that He to whom I am indebted for help in producing this
Haggadah will allow him the best part of thirty years’ use of it.

A.S. Bet Zayit 5751

In this latest edition I have marked the shevana and short kamets in the Hebrew.
The dedication is now to the memory of my late uncle.

A.S. Eli 5777
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THE NIGHT BEFORE – SEARCHING FOR HAMETS

On the evening before that of the Seder, or if the first Seder is on Saturday night then on the
preceding Thursday evening, the Head of the House, who is responsible, searches the house
thoroughly for any hamets – see below – and as this is done after dark, artificial light must be
used. Any hamets that is found is collected on a plate or in a dish or some other suitable
receptacle, and put aside until next morning. Before searching, a blessing is said. Usually by the
time the search is made several days have been spent clearing and cleaning the house from top to
bottom. All the same it is necessary to have the search, but if it is wasted the blessing has been
said for nothing, so we make quite sure that it is not wasted by putting, or sending someone to put,
a few pieces of bread in different rooms or cupboards so that the searcher is bound to find
something. The custom is to take a feather with which to sweep any crumbs under the bread into
the receptacle. The ‘Head of the House’ should get his sons to help him, as education. Before
searching, the following blessing is said:

A9 I2L+ <|6Hx 0 K6 |4L| H:¡) )- L>M) D: H2 ¡x |4 Ļ »z H; < J̧ F$ B1L0}6 L( ¦J0 J2 |4- I(W0E$ L- D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx

You are blessed, GOD our God, King of the Universe, who has set us apart with his
instructions and instructed us concerning the destruction of hamets.

After the search, any hamets that remains unless needed for the same day or the following
morning must be put aside to be burned the following morning.

The following statement is then said by the Head of the House on behalf of all his household.
(Should he be away or ill, these duties may be delegated to someone who takes the responsibility
on his behalf.) The statement is in Aramaic, but unlike the blessing, the important thing is not just
to say it, but to say and understand it, and it may be said in any language (including English)
provided that it is clearly understood. Before saying it, it is as well to read the English translation,
then say it aloud in Aramaic if understood, but anyway in English as well, to make sure that
everyone else in the family (women as well as men) understand.

A$ L6U< K$»' $L< D8 K6 ¡¤ -I)E( J0 ¡) 0- H, D%H0 { IºV<F6K% $L0»'| { Iº H2F+ $L0»z - H>|¸»<H% $L¤ H$»z $ L6- H2F+K) $L<- H2F+ 0¾¤

May any leaven (i.e. yeast) or leavened bread that may happen to be in my possession,
that I have not noticed and have not destroyed be rejected as worthless and be
considered as the dust on the ground.

BURNING HAMETS

The following morning the hamets is burned, and the following statement is said. It must be
likewise understood and may be said in English. Frequently the Head of the House expects to be
away at work at the time of burning, so he may delegate the duty to someone else. (If there is no-
one else, he must burn before leaving for work.) In that case, the person who burns makes the
statement after burning, and the Head of the House also should say it at about that time, wherever
he may be.

0- H, D%H0 { IºV<F6K% $L0»'| { IºV<F6K%»z { Iº H2F+ $L0»'| { Iº H2F+ Kz - H>|¸»<H% $ L¤ H$»z $L6- H2F+K) $L<- H2F+ 0¾¤
A$L6U< K$»' $L< D8 K6 ¡¤ -I)E(J0 ¡)

May any leaven (i.e. yeast) or leavened bread that may happen to be in my possession,
whether I have noticed it or not, whether I have destroyed it or not, be rejected as
worthless and be considered as the dust on the ground.
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On the day before Pesach we are forbidden to eat matsah, so that we may appreciate it at
the Seder. When this occurs on the Sabbath (i.e. the first Seder is on Saturday night), a
special type of enriched matsah which is not suitable for the Seder is allowed for the
Sabbath meals.

ERUV TAVSHILIN

On the Sabbath, cooking and several other activities (not necessarily ‘work’, this is the wrong
word) are forbidden. Nearly all these activities are equally forbidden on the Festivals, including
Passover, the exception being that (apart from Atonement Day) as long as the festival does not fall
on the Sabbath we are allowed to do some of these things if they are needed for preparing food
(including cooking, and lighting something from something else). Certain things that are permitted
for food may also be done even if not for food (such as carrying and smoking), but in all cases we
may only do what is needed for that day, and not do these things for the next day. We may not
even cook on the first day for the second day.

The first day of Pesach is never on Friday, but if it occurs on Thursday so that the second day
(in the Diaspora) is on Friday, we would not be able to cook on Friday for the Sabbath! We are
however allowed to do this if we set up an eruv before the Festival starts, that is on Wednesday.
(In Israel, this problem can only occur on Rosh Hashanah, Shavuot and the last day of Passover.)

The eruv consists of putting two cooked articles (for example an egg and a matsah) aside on a
plate, ready cooked before the festival, with the intention of eating them on the Sabbath. They do
not have to be cooked specially, for instance an ordinary matsah is bought ready-cooked. They
must remain until the Sabbath, but you may change your mind and decide not to eat them, or even
eat them after the Sabbath.

When setting up the eruv, the following blessing is said in Hebrew, followed by the statement,
which may be said in Aramaic or in English, or need not be said at all as long as the idea it
expresses is held in mind when setting up the eruv. It is considered the duty of the Head of the
House* to set it up, mainly on behalf of his wife who does the cooking, and he also does it on
behalf of everyone else in the town, so that if he forgets and only remembers after the festival has
started, his wife may still cook by relying on the fact that somebody else in the town has almost
certainly done it for them as well.

A%|< I6 >K) D: H2 0K6 |4L| H:¡) )- L>M) D: H2 ¡x |4 Ļ »z H; < J̧ F$ B1L0}6 L( ¦J0 J2 |4- I(W0E$ L- D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx

You are blessed, GOD our God, King of the Universe, who has set us apart with his
instructions and instructed us concerning the instruction of eruv.

0¾¤ 'Kx D6 J2 ¡0| $L&L< ¡̧ $ L;L0U' K$ ¡0| $L4 L2 D, K$ ¡0| $L0 L¹K% ¡0| $ I8- I2 ¡0 $L4K0 -I< ¡̧ $ I(¡- $L%|< I6 3 I'F(Kx
A>$M~ K( <- H6Lx 1-V< Lz K( 0¾/ ¡0| |4L0 $ L> ¡x Ķ ¡0 $L% L, $ L2}£ H2 $L4-K/»< ¾:

Through this eruv, may we be allowed to bake, boil, keep [hot food] insulated, kindle a
light, and do whatever is necessary [for the purpose] on the Festival for the Sabbath,
we and all who live in this town.
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LIGHTING THE CANDLES

As on any Sabbath or Festival, it is the duty of the Mistress of the House to light candles which
are placed on the table. If there are only men, then a man must light them, but he does not say the
second blessing because it is included in the kiddush.

The candles may be lit normally from about the time that the Festival begins, but they may not
be lit or moved on the Sabbath. So –
= on Friday night they must be lit before the Sabbath begins;
= on Saturday night they may not be lit until after the Sabbath is over, nor may the Seder be
started earlier than that.

The candles are lit and the following blessings are said after lighting. (The part in brackets is
added only on Friday nights.)

1}-( ¡) >Lx Ķ ) 0 J̧ <I4 ;-H0U'K( ¡0 |4L| H: ¡) )- L>M) D: H2 ¡x |4 Ļ »z H; < J̧ F$ B1L0}6L( ¦J0 J2 |4- I(W0E$ L-D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx
A%},

A(J~ K( 3 K2 ¡~K0 |4 L6-Hy H(¡) |4 L2¡£ H;¡) |4L-E+ J( J̧ B1L0}6 L( ¦J0 J2 |4- I(W0E$ L- D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx

You are blessed, GOD our God, King of the Universe, who has set us apart with his
instructions and instructed us to light the lamp of (the Sabbath and) the Festival.

You are blessed, GOD our God, King of the Universe, who has kept us alive, kept us up,
and enabled us to reach this occasion.

* Note that with searching and destroying hamets the main duty falls on the
Head of the House as the property is his! With eruv in theory it is the one
who cooks who has to do it, but it is delegated to the man because the
woman is expected to be too busy with Seder preparations.

But in the rest of the Haggadah, where the expression ‘Head of Household’
is used, it is only a convenient translation of baal haseder, the one who leads
or conducts the Seder, who is usually, but need not be, the actual Head of
the House. It is customary, though, that at the Seder the Head recites the
Grace After Meals himself and does not delegate the honour even to a
distinguished guest.
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SEDER PREPARATIONS

The Head of the Household (i.e. the person who is conducting the Seder) has in front of him,
from the start until the meal, three matsahs placed one on top of each other, all whole and
unbroken, and a plate on which certain items are arranged a certain way. There are variations on
this as on many customs, and the ones given here are the most commonly accepted ones, because
to list too many causes confusion.

(It may be mentioned here that some have six items on the plate, while the Gaon of Vilna’s
custom was to have only four items and only two matsahs!)

Some people use only ‘shemurah’ matsah throughout the Festival (which is very expensive),
some use only ‘shemurah’ at the Seder, but it is usual to at very least use ‘shemurah’ matsah for
these three. It is quite in order, and often done, for more than one person to have such a ‘plate’
with three matsahs, not only the Head of the Household. Sometimes every man present has a set.
There is a great advantage in this when many people are present, because each person (women as
well as men) has to have a certain quantity of matsah from each of the three, and there is otherwise
not enough to go round. Spare maror may be put on a separate dish, but that is not very
satisfactory. Among the Jews from Germany, only the ‘Head’ has a plate, but he has a special dish
with three layers – like a chest of three drawers with the drawers missing – in each layer he puts
a number of matsahs so that there are three groups.

The arrangements of items on the plate is as shown.

BONE (lower foreleg) to which there is still at least some meat attached.

K6}< ¡*Some have roast lamb; others specifically have boiled meat, or even chicken,
not roasted. Some compromise with roast chicken. It is to remind us of the
roast lamb or kid of the Pesach sacrifice, but as it is not the Pesach sacrifice
we should not pretend, so it is better not to have roast or lamb (or kid).

( L:- Ix HARD-BOILED EGG, to remind us of the Festival sacrifice. Some people
roast this egg after boiling, but most say that it should not be roasted.

<}< L2
MAROR or ‘bitter vegetables’. The reason is explained in the text of the haggadah. Some use
horseradish, others chicory, many use lettuce even though it is not bitter, and somehow the rabbis
justify this: some say that originally bitter lettuce was used and the custom has stuck even though
the lettuce is no longer bitter.

PASTE (the word means ‘clay’) to remind us of the mortar used in Egypt >J5N<F+(before cement was invented) to hold bricks together. It is usually made
of grated apples and nuts with wine and cinnamon added – recipes vary.

5 K² D< K¤ VEGETABLE such as parsley, spring onions, radishes, used for the special
hors d’oeuvre (karpas).
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A BOWL OF SALT-WATER is also needed, to dip the karpas into. Some put this on the main
Plate, but most do not. Some put two types of maror, using a different type for Hillel’s sandwich.
Like many ‘individual’ Seder customs, this is harmless but illogical.

Certain basic things should not be altered, but with that proviso, where customs vary there is
no ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ way, since it is largely custom that itself decides ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ in the
smaller matters.

THE ORDER

Somebody thought up the following little ditty to help people to remember the correct order in
which different things are done on this night. When books were scarce and people relied on their
memories this was invaluable. The author, to make it rhyme, made some grammatical mistakes,
which the pedants amend. However, it seems silly to correct these minor errors if doing so spoils
the rhyme, which is the whole and only point of the ditty. There is nothing holy about it. But it
is still a tradition to include and use it, it is useful, and the sections in this haggadah, both in
Hebrew and in English, have been marked using the system.

9 K+K< ¸Iz K;9 K+K- 5 K²U< K¤
(L: D+¾< '-Hy K2(L³ K2 $- H:}2
¦I<}¤ <}< L2¦I<}6?3 L+ D0 O̧
¦I<Lx 3|8 L:( L:U<H4 0 I¬ K(
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+K5 J² 0- I0 < J' I5

Fill the first cup



=IIV KÜ=

The first cup is filled. Some have the custom that nobody fills his or her own cup, a sign of
freedom that one can relax and let someone else pour, which a slave cannot do.

The matsahs should be covered, the Seder Plate placed on top of the cover.

The Head of the Household takes the cup in his right hand (unless he is lefthanded), says the
kiddush, and according to custom the others:
(a) just listen and answer Amen, or
(b) say it quietly word by word as he says it aloud, or
(c) each man in turn says the complete kiddush after the Head has finished.

[On Friday night (Sabbath), the words in square brackets are added, the first four words (in round
brackets) being whispered.]

1- H(W0E$ 0K/¡-K) A1 L$L% ¡: 0¾/ ¡) 9 J< L$ L( ¡) 1H- K2 Ļ K( |¬O/¡-K) A- H¹ H¹ K( 1}- – (< J;N% - H(¡-K) %J< J6 - H(¡-K))]
1- H(W0E$ ¦J<L%¡-K) A( Lµ L6 < J̧ F$ }º D/$K0 ¡2 0¾¤ H2 - H6- H% ¡¹K( 1}£ Kx >Nx Ḑ H£K) B( Lµ L6 < J̧ F$ }º D/$K0 ¡2 - H6-H% ¡¹ K( 1}-Kx

[A>}µF6K0 1- H(W0E$ $L<Lx < J̧ F$ }º D/$K0 ¡2 0¾¤ H2 >K% Ļ }% - H¤ B}>N$ ¸ Iz K;¡-K) - H6-H% ¡¹ K( 1}- > J$

The cup is raised

:- K>}xK< ¡) 3L4 LxK< ¡) 3L4 L< L2 -I< ¡% L5

A3 J8Ly K( -V< ¡² $I<}x B1L0}6 L( ¦J0 J2 |4- I(W0E$ L- D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx
|4 Ļ »z H;¡) B3}¸L0 0¾¤ H2 |4 L2 D2}< ¡) B1 L6 0¾¤ H2 |4Lx < K+Lx < J̧ F$ B1L0}6 L( ¦J0 J2 |4- I(W0E$ L- D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx
1-H̄ K2¡*| 1-Hy K+ B( L+ D2 Hµ ¡0 1- H'F6}2[| ( L+|4 ¡2H0 >}>Lx Ķ ] (L%F(K$ ¡x |4- I(W0E$ L- D- |4 L0 3 Iº HºK) S)- L>M) D: H2 ¡x
<J/I* ¸J'N; $L< D; H2 [(L%F( K$ ¡x] |4- I>|< I+ 3 K2¡* (J~ K( >}³ K®K( & K+ 1}- > J$¡) [B(J~ K( >Lx K¹ K( 1}- > J$] B3}µ Lµ ¡0
(L%F( K$ ¡x] ª ¡̧ D' ¾; - I'F6}2[| >Kx Ķ ¡)] B1- H® K6 L( 0¾¤ H2 Lº Ḑ Kz H; |4 L>}$ ¡) Lº D< K+L% |4L% - H¤ S1H- L< D: H2 > K$- H:-H0

A1-H̄ K2 ¡~ K(¡) 0 I$L< DµH- [ ¡) >Lx K¹K(] ¸Iz K; ¡2 L- D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx S|4 Lº D0 K+D4 H( 3}µ Lµ ¡%| ( L+ D2 Hµ ¡x [3}:L< ¡%|

On Saturday night only, lower the cup and say, looking at the candles:

A¸ I$ L( -I<}$ ¡2 $I<}x B1L0}6 L( ¦J0 J2 |4- I(W0E$ L- D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx

then ‘use’ the candles by looking at the reflection of their light in one’s fingernails.

On Saturday night, raise the cup again and continue (but omit on other nights):

0 I$L< DµH- 3-Ix B¦ J̧ N+ ¡0 <}$ 3-Ix B0N+ ¡0 ¸J'N; 3-Ix 0-Vz D% K® K( B1L0}6 L( ¦J0 J2 |4- I(W0E$ L- D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx
> J$¡) B Lº D0 Kz D% H( %}, 1}- > K¹O' ¡;H0 >Lx Ķ > K¹O' ¡; 3-Ix S( JµF6 K® K( - I2¡- > J̧ I̧ ¡0 - H6-H% ¡¹ K( 1}- 3-Ix B1- H®K6L0
( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx Sª J> L¹O' ¡́ Hx 0 I$L< DµH- ª ¡® K6 > J$ Lº Ḑ Kz H;¡) Lº D0 Kz D% H( S Lº Ḑ Kz H; ( JµF6 K®K( - I2¡- > J̧ I¹ H2 - H6-H% ¡¹ K( 1}-

A¸ J'N; ¡0 ¸J'N; 3-Ix 0-Vz D% K® K( L- D-

On all nights, conclude:

A(J~ K( 3 K2 ¡~K0 |4 L6-Hy H(¡) |4 L2¡£ H;¡) |4L-E+ J( J̧ B1L0}6 L( ¦J0 J2 |4- I(W0E$ L- D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx

Drink the wine, half the cupful if possible, sitting, leaning back to the left side.
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KADESH (Sanctification)

THE KIDDUSH1 AND THE FIRST CUP OF WINE.

(The words in italics are said only on Friday nights, when the first eight words, in brackets, are
said in a whisper.)

(There was evening, and there was morning) The sixth day. The sky and the earth and all
their accessories were completed; and with the seventh day God completed his items that he had
produced, and took a respite on the seventh day from all the items that he had been producing.
God then blessed the seventh day and set it apart, because on it he had taken a respite from all
his items for the production of which God had created.

You are blessed, GOD our God, King of the Universe, creator of the fruit of the vine.

You are blessed, GOD our God, King of the Universe, who has selected us from all peoples,
and raised us above all language groups, and set us apart with his instructions; and you have
given us, GOD our God, with love, Sabbaths for rest and Appointments2 for happiness,
Festivals and Holidays for enjoyment, this Sabbath day, and this day of the Festival of
Matsahs, our Holiday of Freedom, with love, a ‘Special Assembly’,3 a reminder of the Exodus
from Egypt; for it is us you have selected, and us you have set apart from all the peoples, and
you have given us your special Sabbath and Appointments with love and goodwill, with
happiness and enjoyment as a legacy: you are blessed, GOD, who sets apart the Sabbath and
Israel and the Holidays.

(The next two paragraphs are said only on Saturday nights):

You are blessed, GOD our God, King of the Universe, creator of the lights of the fire.

You are blessed, GOD our God, King of the Universe, who segregates holiness from
wordliness, light from darkness, Israel from other peoples, the seventh day from the sixth
days of activity; you have segregated the holiness of the Sabbath from the holiness of the
Festival, and set the seventh day apart from the six days of activity; you have segregated and
set apart your people Israel through your holiness; you are blessed, GOD, who segregates
holiness from holiness.

(Continue, regardless of which night of the week:)

You are blessed, GOD our God, King of the Universe, who has kept us alive, kept us up,
and enabled us to reach this occasion.
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1. The words Kiddush, Kadesh and in one case Kedushah all mean ‘sanctification’ – not ‘making
holy’ but pronouncing, proclaiming or declaring something holy. In the case of Kadesh and
Kedushah it is God’s name that we ‘sanctify’ but in the case of Kiddush it is the day, the occasion
which we proclaim as holy by blessing God who has made it holy. The word ‘holy’ means set
apart, special, or reserved, and has been replaced by one of these wherever possible. In olden times
it was the custom to drink a cup of wine before a feast and another one immediately after. Any
appropriate toast was often associated with one of these, and made in addition to the blessing over
the wine itself. The Grace after meals was used as the toast for the second cup, and still is when
the second cup is drunk – the one who recites the Grace holds the cup of wine while reciting, then
says the blessing on the wine, then drinks it. Before the first cup, but after the blessing on the wine
(before drinking it) on the evening of a Sabbath or Festival, we say the Kiddush as a toast, blessing
God for making this a special, or ‘holy’, day. This is so important that even those of us that are
poor and do not normally have feasts make a special effort on Sabbaths and Festivals to at least
treat our meal as a feast, and to at least drink a cup of wine before it (the one after it is not so
important) so that we can make the toast of the Kiddush. On the Seder it is different – for certain
technical reasons it is necessary for us to make four toasts. (Some even say five – see note on
‘Elijah’s cup’ later). There are three basic parts to the Seder – the Maggid, or relating the story;
the Eating ceremonies including the meal; and the Hallel of praise and thanksgiving. So we drink
the four cups before, between and after the sections. The first cup is that with which we commence
the whole evening’s service, and we precede it with the Kiddush as its toast. As a toast for the
second cup, which is immediately before the meal, we have the first part of the Hallel and the
blessing over the miracle of Passover. The Grace is the toast for the third cup, and the remainder
of the Hallel section with its blessing is toast for the fourth.

2. ‘Appointments’ is another word meaning Festivals, so-called because they are a time when
every Jew has an appointment to meet God.

3. ‘Special Assembly’ and ‘special sabbath’. You may translate these as ‘holy convocation’ and
‘holy sabbath’ if you prefer and if you are sure you know what ‘holy’ means, but they do not
sound Jewish to me!
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=Ú KÌKÝ=
According to one custom, the Head of the Household washes his hands. Others have the custom
that everyone washes their hands. In any event, no blessing is said over washing the hands.

=Ö Kb DÝ K]=
The ‘karpas’ is dipped into the salt water, and the blessing is said:

A( L2L'F$ L( -V< ¡² $I<}x B1L0}6 L( ¦J0 J2 |4- I(W0E$ L- D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx

The ‘karpas’ is then eaten, the quantity eaten should according to some opinions be less in volume
than that of a large olive (to avoid having to say a short grace afterwards) and there is no need
to lean while eating it.

=Ú KÌKÎ=
The middle matsah is broken into two portions, nearly but not quite equal in size. The smaller part
is replaced, but the larger part is carefully wrapped in a serviette or cloth or other suitable
wrapper and hidden away to be used later for the ‘afikomon’. It is customary that during the
Seder, when Head of the House is not looking, one of the young children finds and ‘steals’ the
afikomon. When it is needed later the child holds it to ransom for the promise of a present. There
is no religious significance in this. It keeps the children interested, which is the purpose of the
Seder.

=ÈÎHU KÓ=
The plate is removed from on the matsahs, which are then uncovered.

Some take one or all of the matsahs and hold them up for all to see while the
following is said.

A1H-L< D: H2»' $ L6U< K$ ¡x $L4 K> L(L% K$ |0K/F$ - Hz $L- D4 K6 $ L2 D+K0 $ L(
A+ K5 D8H- ¡) - I>-I- ¦-V< ¡: Hz 0¾¤ S0}/-I- ¡) - I>-I- 3- H8 ¡/ Hz 0¾¤
A0 I$L< DµH-»' $ L6U< K$ ¡x ( L$Lx K( (L4 L¹K0 B$L/ L( $ Lº Ķ L(
A3-H<}+ -I4 Dx ( ¡$Lx K( (L4 L¹K0 B- I' ¡% K6 B$L/ L( $ Lº Ķ L(
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RAHATS (Washing the hands – without a blessing).

KARPAS (Vegetable – NOT the bitter vegetable).

You are blessed, GOD our God, King of the Universe, creator of the produce of the
ground.

YAHATS (Halving)

MAGGID (Narrative)

THE PROLOGUE

This paragraph is recited not in Hebrew but in Aramaic, a language related to Hebrew and used
in Talmudic times by the Jews in Babylonia as a sort of Yiddish. The Jews also imported it into
Israel itself, but the fourth sentence makes it clear that this paragraph was composed outside Israel.
Nowadays in Israel the last sentence is modified slightly.

This is the bread of suffering1 that our fathers ate in Egypt.
Whoever is hungry, let him come and eat!
Whoever is in need,2 let him come and join in the Pessach!3

Now [we celebrate it] here, next year in the Land of Israel!
Now [we celebrate it] as slaves,4 next year as free men!

(In Israel nowadays the last two lines are replaced by:
Now [we celebrate it] here, next year in rebuilt Jerusalem;
Yesterday we were slaves, but today [we are] free men!)

1. Suffering, humiliation (due to enslavement) or poverty. Here there is not much difference in
effect, as all apply from the same cause.

2. First we invite all who are hungry to join our Pessach meal, whether they are interested in the
Pessach or not, no conditions, no stipulations. Then all who, whether hungry or not, wish to join
in the Pessach.

3. This refers to the Pessach (Passover) meal eaten during the Seder, which is the main part
around which the Haggadah has been built, and implies an open invitation to anyone to come and
join. It does not refer to the original Pessach sacrifice offered in the days of the Temple, because
the law specifies that it had to be eaten in pre-arranged groups which nobody could join at the last
minute. In the middle ages the Christians in certain countries started the ‘blood libel’ that the Jews
needed Christian blood for Passover. To counteract this lie and to show that we have nothing to
hide, it was stressed that this open invitation to join us applied to both Jew and non-Jew alike, all
being welcome; but when the Temple existed, a non-Jew was not allowed to eat of the Pessach
sacrifice.

4. We are not actually slaves, but are regarded as such insamuch as we do not possess complete
freedom to exist here as a people governed by our own law, the Torah.
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THE QUESTION

Fill the second cup

The matsahs are covered, the plate replaced, and the
second cup is filled. Strictly it should be the son, but in
practice the youngest boy or man present (provided he
is able to say it) then reads the following. If the
youngest child is a girl, she may also read it. If there are no men, apart
from the Head of the House, one of the women reads it. A man holding
a Seder alone reads it himself.

After reading it in Hebrew, it may also be read in English to make sure
that everyone understands it, but this is not essential.

?>}0- I¬ K( 0¾¤ H2 (J~ K( (L0¡- K¬ K( (L̄ Kº Ḑ H4 ( K2
!(L³ K2 }¬O¤ (J~ K( (L0 ¡-K¬ K( B( L³ K2| 9 I2L+ 3-H0 ¡/}$ |4 L$ >}0- I¬ K( 0¾/ ¡x J̧

!<}< L2 (J~ K( (L0 ¡-K¬ K( B>};L<¡- < L$ ¡̧ 3- H0 ¡/}$ |4 L$ >}0- I¬ K( 0¾/ ¡x J̧
!1- H2L6 ¡8 - Iº Ḑ (J~ K( (L0¡-K¬ K( B> L+ J$ 1 K6K² |0- H8F$ 3- H0-Hx D, K2 |4 L$ 3- I$ >}0- I¬ K( 0¾/ ¡x J̧
!3-Hx O5 ¡2 |4L¬ O¤ (J~ K( (L0¡-K¬ K( B3-Hx O5 ¡2 3-I%| 3-H% ¡̧ }- 3- Ix 3-H0 ¡/}$ |4 L$ >}0- I¬ K( 0¾/ ¡x J̧

The matsahs are partially uncovered, so that they are visible, and remain so throughout until the
meal, except where stated otherwise.

When reading the following narative, aloud, it is usual to translate it either paragraph by
paragraph or verse by verse, or phrase by phrase, if there is anyone who might not otherwise
understand it. In any case it should be explained and discussed, questions should be asked, and
even those very familiar with the whole Haggadah usually try to find one or two new questions or
one or two new explanations or comments each time.
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THE QUESTION

The purpose of the Question is to provoke a reply, in other words to open a discussion that
enables the narrator to explain to everyone else, and especially the children, the story behind the
strange customs of this night. There is a further reason: frequently we adopt certain customs which
gradually become a habit, and we even forget why we do them, we just take them for granted, until
someone asks us and we are forced to think. That is why someone having a Seder on his own still
reads the Question himself and answers it.

Why does tonight differ from all [other] nights –1

in that on other nights we eat bread or matsah, but tonight only matsah?
in that on other nights we eat other vegetables, but tonight bitter vegetables?
in that on other nights we do not dip even once, but tonight [we dip] twice?2

in that on other nights we eat either sitting or reclining,3 but tonight we are all reclining?

1. The famous ‘four questions’, really only one question (or four-in-one), namely ‘why does
tonight differ from all other nights?’ followed by four examples of differences brought to illustrate
the question. There are, we know, several other differences, such as drinking four cups of wine,
but these four are selected. The purpose of the question is to stimulate discussion, and the rabbis
in Talmudic times taught that the best way to teach and learn is through discussion. The answerer
therefore replies to the question as a whole and not to each part separately. He starts at the
beginning ‘We were slaves to Pharaoh.... our God brought us out...’: this night celebrates the great
miracle of the Exodus (departure) from Egypt, as such, and the detailed customs are to remind us
of the individual accompanying miracles and events. Later, after the discussion, we explain the first
two mysterious customs – matsah (unleavened bread) and maror (bitter vegetables). The other two
– dipping and reclining – are not explained in the text of the Haggadah.

What puzzles us is how the son asks questions about mysterious customs that he has not yet
seen, since these rituals take place later on, after the question is asked and an answer is given.

The answer to this is simply that the meal (in which respect there are differences between this
night and other nights) originally took place first. The animal sacrifice was brought and offered,
and the meat was then taken away and, with the matsahs and maror, eaten, reclining, in the family
group. The meal was followed by the son asking the question, and then the actual ‘haggadah’, the
telling or recital. Only much later – when the Temple had been destroyed, the offering was no
longer brought, and what remained of the ceremony took place at home – was the order inverted,
first the recital (which still had to be preceded by the Question) and then the meal.

2. This was originally the fourth example. The third was ‘in that on other nights we eat our meat
roasted, stewed or cooked any other way, but tonight roasted?’ The Festival offering (see p. 7)
could be cooked any way one wanted, but the Pessach had to be roasted. When the Temple was
destroyed and the latter was no longer brought, this example was removed and the example of
‘reclining’ was added at the end to restore the number of examples to four.

3. The word literally means ‘gathered round’. In olden times a man eating alone would ‘sit’, but
a group of people would adopt the Roman custom of stretching themselves out on the floor or on
low couches and reclining on the left side, forming a sort of circle with their heads towards the
centre of the group, whenever leisurely partaking of a feast. Only free men would have the
opportunity for this, slaves would not have the leisure. As this is the festival of freedom, we all,
at least on this night, act as free men do. Since nowadays this mode of eating is no longer
practised, we remind ourselves of it symbolically by leaning back comfortably and slightly to the
left when drinking each of the four cups of wine, when eating the first matsah (on which the
blessing is made) and the afikomon or dessert matsah (see later), and according to some opinions
also when eating the maror and Hillel’s sandwich.
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THE ANSWER

(i) Why and who

(L;L*F+ 'L- ¡x 1 L¹ H2 |4- I(W0E$ L- D- |4 I$- H:}£K) S1H-L< D: H2 ¡x (N6U< K8 ¡0 |4-H- L( 1-V' L%F6
B1H- K< D: H® H2 |4- I>}%F$ > J$ $|( ¦|<Lx ¸}' Ĺ K( $- H:}( $W0 |0- H$¡) A(L-|, ¡4 K6N< ¡* H%|
|4 L¬ O¤ |0- H8F$¡) A1H-L< D: H2 ¡x (N6U< K8 ¡0 |4-H- L( 1-V'Lx D6 O̧ ¡2 |4-I4 L% -I4 ¡%| |4-I4 L%| |4 L$ -I<F(
S1H- L< D: H2 > K$- H:-Hx < I² K5 ¡0 |4- I0 L6 (L) D: H2 B(L<}º K( > J$ 1- H6 ¡'}- |4 L¬ O¤ B1-H4 I;¡* |4 L¬O¤ B1-H4}% ¡4 |4 L¬O¤ B1- H2L/F+

A+Lx O̧ ¡2 (J* - I<F( B1H- K< D: H2 > K$- H:-Hx < I² K5 ¡0 (JxU< K® K( 0¾/¡)
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THE ANSWER (i) Why and who

Here the narrator, the one who tells the story, begins to answer the question in general terms,
quoting from Deut. 6:21.

‘We were slaves to Pharaoh in Egypt, and GOD our God brought us out from there with
a strong arm1 and an outstretched forearm2.’ Furthermore, had the Holy One (who is
blessed) not brought our fathers out of Egypt, then we, our children, and our grandchildren
would have been enslaved3 to Pharaoh in Egypt. Consequently, even if we are all experts, 4

all intelligent, all elders,5 all wellversed in the Torah, it is our duty to relate about the
Exodus6 from Egypt; and whoever talks7 a lot about the Exodus from Egypt is praised.

1. ‘Strong arm’ implies power.

2. ‘Outstretched forearm’ implies range.

3. More accurately, ‘mortgaged’, or even ‘sold’. That is why we had to be not only rescued but
also ‘redeemed’. The Israelites to some extent suffered for their own mistakes, because unwittingly
they helped to sell themselves to Pharaoh, making themselves over-humble in their efforts to help
and so becoming dependent. This becomes clear further on, and is explained in a note on the
remark ‘come, let us deal cunningly with them.’

4. Experts, or clever, or wise men.

5. Elders in the sense of experienced, not just old in age.

6. Exodus, or going out, or departure. We do not call it ‘escape’ because we did not flee in terror,
we marched out with our heads high.

7. Talks, relates or discusses.

The narrator illustrates the importance attached to this duty by a story concerning five of the
greatest scholars who stayed up all night discussing the Exodus. At that time, Roman persecution
of the Jews in Israel was intense. Physical persecution was almost unbearable, and to undermine
the morale of the people they were forbidden to practise their religion or to study the Torah. Bar
Kochba led a revolt for political independence and freedom, but of the leading rabbis only Rabbi
Akiva supported him. The others opposed him but apparently did not actually try to prevent him
except with words. All were however united in resisting any attempt to supress the study and
practice of Torah, and in order to study they used to meet in secret. Rabbi Akiva alone sometimes
defied the ban and taught in public.
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An example
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A relevant digression
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A story [is told] of Rabbi Eliezer, Rabbi Joshua, Rabbi Eleazar son of Azariah, Rabbi
Akiva and Rabbi Tarfon: they were gathered round1 at Beney Verak2 and were discussing
the Exodus all that night3 until their pupils came and said to them ‘Teachers, the time has
arrived for the morning reading of the Shema4’.

1. ‘Gathered round’ – the same word is used here as is translated ‘reclining’ in the main question
earlier.

2. Beney Verak was a town in Israel where Rabbi Akiva was spiritual head of the community.

3. Presumably Passover. This was about sixty years after the destruction of the Temple.

4. The Shema must be read (or rather recited, as it may be said by heart) at least twice daily by
every Jew – morning and evening. For this purpose, ‘morning’ does not start until daybreak.

Rabbi Eleazar son of Azariah commented: “Here am I like a man of seventy1, yet I never
succeeded [in proving the law] that the Exodus must be referred to at nighttime until Ben
Zoma explained the biblical verse (Deut 16:3) ‘in order that you may remember2 the day you
left Egypt all of the days of your life’ as follows: ‘the days of your life’ would mean the actual
days, ‘all of the days of your life’ includes the nights3.” But the other rabbis4 explained:
‘the days of your life’ means this world, ‘all of the days of your life’ includes the days of the
Messiah.

1. The ‘President’ or Chief Rabbi, Rabban Gamaliel, was deposed and removed from his position
by the leading scholars of the Academy following an argument and internal politics in the
Academy, as his attitude was considered too arrogant. Eleazar son of Azariah was considered a
brilliant man and the most suited for the post, so he was elected; but his appointment was opposed
on the grounds that his hair was not even white! According to legend, a miracle occurred and his
hair turned white overnight! It was on that day that Ben Zoma announced his explanation given
here. Rabbi Eleazar was only eighteen, but said ‘I am like a man of seventy’. This story possibly
accounts for the absence of Rabban Gamaliel, who is usually associated with these other rabbis,
from the particular gathering at Beney Verak.

2. The word translated ‘remember’ also means ‘mention’; hence this verse is taken as implying
a duty for every Jew to make some reference to the Exodus every day. We do this by reciting, after
the Shema, the paragraph about tsitsis (fringes), at the end of which is a reference to God’s
bringing us out of Egypt. Rabbi Eleazar knew that we recite this at night (when fringes are not
worn) but could not find the reason until Ben-Zoma explained it.

3. According to Ben-Zoma, ‘all of the days’ means all of each day, i.e. all the twenty-four hours
of each day, so we must recite this paragraph at night as well as in the morning.

4. According to the other rabbis (i.e. those who disagreed with Ben-Zoma, it does not mean those
at Beney Verak) ‘all of the days’ means ‘every day’ and does not include the nights. This
ambiguity in the use of the word ‘all’ to imply sometimes ‘every’ and sometimes ‘the whole’
occurs in Hebrew as in English. Hebrew has no separate words for ‘the whole’ and ‘every’, only
a word meaning ‘all’.
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(ii) How
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THE ANSWER (ii) How

There are four references in the Torah to the duty to tell one’s son about the Exodus, in different
situations. The narrator, having told of the important duty to relate about the Exodus, now proceeds
to explain how this duty is to be performed. The situation that raises the issue is not important,
only how you explain it, the approach depending on the type of person you are telling it to.

The Omnipresent1 is blessed. He is blessed.
He who gave the Torah to his people Israel is blessed. He is blessed.
The Torah refers to four [types of] sons: one clever 2, one wicked, one simple, and one who

does not know [how] to ask.

1. Omnipresent. He who is everywhere!

2. ‘Clever’ implies that he is clever enough to choose correctly between good and bad. The
wicked person is classed automatically as a fool, as often in the Bible, because although he does
not lack intelligence and cunning he does not realise that wickedness brings about its own
destruction.

What does the Clever one say? (Deut. 6:20)1 ‘What are all these testimonies, rituals and
judgements that GOD our God has commanded you?’2 So you in turn tell him,3 for
example the laws of the Pessach [sacrifice] such as ‘we are not allowed to conclude with a
dessert4 after the Pessach.’

1. A general question about the Torah.

2. The verse begins ‘when your son asks you ...’. By distinguishing between the three different
types of laws, the son shows that he is clever.

3. The answer written in the Torah itself (Deut. 6:21-25) is that the basis of the entire Torah is the
Exodus from Egypt; but verse 23, the essential part of the answer, is considered unsuitable in the
Diaspora, so a different answer is substituted.

4. The word for dessert is afikomon, a Greek word brought into Hebrew, whose precise meaning
is in doubt. The usual and easiest explanation is that we are forbidden to eat anything that evening
after the Pessach, so that we should enjoy the taste of it. As we no longer have the sacrifice we
remember it by eating a piece of matsah specially put aside at the beginning of the service, which
we call the afikomon, and after it we may not eat any more (of anything) that evening.

What does the Wicked one say? (Exodus 12:26)1 ‘What is all this service for you?’2 ‘For
you’ and not for him! Since he excluded himself from the general body and denied [the
existence of] the Fundamental3, you too should set his teeth on edge4 and say to him:
(Exodus 13:8) ‘on account of this GOD did for me when I came out of Egypt’ – ‘for me’ and
not for him! Had he been there he would not have been saved!

1. Regarding the Pessach sacrifice. But as we do not bring it nowadays, a different answer is
substituted for Exodus 12:27, accenting it so as to make the same point.

2. The verse begins ‘when your sons say to you ...’ and the phrasing of his remark is taken as a
sneer, showing that he is wicked.

3. God. The version of the text used here in the Hebrew and translated accordingly is as amended
by the Vilna Gaon and is found in old manuscripts.

4. A sarcastic question needs a sarcastic reply. Why bother at all to answer him? Why waste
breath? We are told that it is necessary even to answer the wicked son, so that he cannot say we
do not know the answer, but to answer him in his own language.
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What does the Simple one say? (Exodus 13:14)1 ‘What is this?’2 You are to answer him
(Exodus 13:14) ‘With strength of arm God brought us out of Egypt, from the slave house.’

1. Regarding the firstborn.

2. The verse begins ‘when your son asks you ...’. The simplicity of the question shows his nature
– he is not gifted with enough brains to be either clever or wicked.

And as for the one who does not know [how] to ask, you open up [the subject] for him, as
it says: (Exodus 13:8)1 ‘And you are to tell2 your son on that day, saying ‘for the sake of this
GOD did for me when I left Egypt!’3

1. Regarding clearing out all leaven and eating matsahs for seven days.

2. The verse begins ‘and you are to tell...’ with no remark about your son saying or asking
anything first, so it must refer to a case where your son does not ask. Since the customs are so
unusual it is felt that they must arouse some form of comment, either curiosity or contempt, unless
the son does not know how to ask.

3. This whole verse (Exodus 13:8), deliberately translated here differently on the two occasions
quoted, is an extremely difficult one to understand simply, even in the Hebrew, and different
versions are offered even of the simple meaning, so it is even more difficult to render in English.
The author of the Haggadah however analyses it, both here and later on, and by putting the
emphasis on each word in turn he learns something new from it each time. Answering the wicked
son he emphasises ‘for me’. Answering the fourth son he emphasises ‘and you are to tell’. He now
continues, having started on it, emphasising in the next paragraph the words ‘on that day’ and
‘this’ respectively, and later we meet the verse yet again.

THE ANSWER (iii) When

The narrator has explained the general reason for the ceremonies – to remind us of the Exodus
following our slavery in Egypt – and has explained the duty to relate the story, illustrating how
seriously this duty was taken. Then he explained how it is to be told, depending on whom we are
telling it to, and he now discusses when this duty falls. There is a duty for every Jew to mention
the Exodus (to himself, after the Shema, so that he should remember it) every day and, following
Ben Zoma, every night, as we have seen. This is based on Deut. 16:3. But there is also the duty
to relate the story of the Exodus (in the first place to one’s son, as we have seen in the above
cases, but if there is no son we relate it to each other, or if alone to one’s self) and it is this that
is being considered now.

I might have thought [that the duty to relate the story and explain it can be fulfilled at any
time] from the New Moon1 [of Nissan2 onwards] – but the verse clearly says ‘on that day3’.
I might have thought [it means] while it is still day4 – but the verse clearly says ‘on account
of this’5 – ‘on account of this’6 is only said when matsah and maror are laid out in front of
you!

1. The first day of the month. The reason for thinking this is that everything connected with the
original Paschal sacrifice in Egypt started then, and we are told to connect this month with the
Exodus (see Exodus:12:1).

2. Pessach is on the 14th/15th of Nissan, i.e. two weeks later.

3. When the sacrifice is offered.

4. The lamb or kid was slaughtered on the afternoon of the 14th of Nissan, but it was not until
the evening, the 15th by Jewish reckoning, that it was eaten, together with the matsah and maror.

5. Or ‘for the sake of this’ – see previous paragraph.

6. ‘This’ implies something one can point to – the food, all together, ready to be eaten. In any
case, the paragraph in the Bible where the verse occurs is dealing with matsah.
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(iv) What – introduction
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Cover the matsahs, raise the cup, and say the following in a loud voice, as when
making a toast.
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THE ANSWER (iv) What – introduction.

Here a new section of the Haggadah begins, where the narrator gets down to details. Before we
can discuss how we came out of Egypt, we would like to know what we were doing there, why we
wanted to leave, how we came there in the first place, and where we came from originally.

Joshua, in his farewell speech, reviewed the history of the People from the time of Abraham to
the present (i.e. Joshua’s) day, when they were firmly established as a nation on their own land.
The first part of the speech relates in concise form all the relevant details down to Jacob’s journey
to Egypt, and the narrator quotes it after pointing out that all was predetermined for a purpose.

Originally our forefathers were idolworshippers, and now the Omnipresent has brought
us near [to him] to serve him, as it is said: (Joshua 24:2) “Then Joshua said to all the people,
Thus says GOD, God of Israel: ‘Your fathers, from antiquity, lived across the River
[Euphrates]1 – Terah, father of Abraham and father of Nahor – and they served other gods.
But I took your father, Abraham, from Across the River and I led him throughout the land
of Canaan; and I increased his offspring and gave him Isaac, and to Isaac I gave Jacob and
Esau. To Esau I gave Mount Seir, to inherit it, while Jacob and his sons descended to
Egypt.’”

1. ‘The River’ (unspecified) normally means the Euphrates. ‘Across the River’ from Israel or
Canaan meant what is now called Irak.

Now comes a slight digression to show that it was not only predestined but also foretold.

He who keeps his promise to Israel is blessed, He is blessed, that the Holy One (he is
blessed) calculated the end1, to act as he had said to Abraham in the ‘Contract between the
pieces’2, as it is said: (Genesis 15:13) “And he said to Abram: ‘You are to clearly know that
your offspring3 will be a resident in a land4 not theirs – and they5 will serve them6, and
they6 will persecute7 them5 – four hundred years. But I shall also judge the nation whom
they serve, and after that they5 will leave with great wealth.’”

1. The phrase ‘calculated the end’ is interpreted mystically and mathematically. The period of
residence of Abraham’s offspring in a land not theirs (first Canaan, not yet theirs, then Egypt)
started after this promise was made, with the birth of Isaac who is referred to as his offspring. The
persecution was only for part of that time, starting after the death of Joseph.

2. The contract where Abram cut the animals in two and God symbolically passed between them
(Genesis chapter 15).

3. Israel, but initially Isaac.

4. Egypt, but initially Canaan not yet theirs.

5. Israel.

6. Egypt.

7. Or humiliate, or impoverish.

A further slight digression. It is brief and shows the relevance to our own times.

And it is this1 which has stood up for our fathers and for us; for not just one alone has
stood against us to eliminate us, but in each generation2 there are those who stand up against
us to eliminate us and the Holy One (he is blessed) rescues us from their hands!

1. The promise to Abraham.

2. Even before Pharaoh – see next paragraph.
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(v) What, precisely, and in brief, explained

Lower the cup, again uncover the matsahs, and resume:

(This is the most important part of the narrative, and it is on this section in
particular that time should be allowed for ample discussion.)

3L%L0 ¡) B1-V< L/¡~ K( 0 K6 $L¬ J$ <K*L& $N0 (N6U<K² J̧ S|4- H% L$ %N;F6K- ¡0 >}µF6K0 - H®K<F$L( 3 L%L0 ¸ Í Hx ( K2 ' K2 ¡0| $ I:
< K2E$J̄ J̧ B0N¤ K( > J$ <};F6K0 ¸ Í Hx

B, L6 D2 - I> ¡2 Hx 1 Ļ <¾&L£K) B( L2¡- K< D: H2 ' J<I£K) B- H% L$ ' I%N$ - H®K<F$
A% L<L) 1|: L6 B0}'Ly -}& ¡0 1 Ļ - H(¡-K)
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THE ANSWER (v) What, precisely and in brief, explained.

When the Temple existed, everyone had to bring, once a year, as a present to the priest on duty,
the first produce of the season to ripen, which is the best quality, of seven products: wheat
(including spelt), barley (including rye and oats), grapes, figs, pomegranates, olives and dates –
whichever of these grew on the person’s land. When offering them to the priest the person who
brought them had to perform a certain ceremony which included making a declaration or statement,
the exact words of which are given in the Torah (Deut. 26:1-11). The narrator now quotes the
statement (the exact words of which are indicated in translation by block capitals) verse by verse,
(omitting the last part which deals with settling in the Land of Israel – but see later pp. 48-49).
After quoting each verse, the narrator analyses it, taking it phrase by phrase and discussing each
phrase, bringing in cross-references from the main story in the book of Exodus and from
elsewhere. These remind us of the incidents we have learned but forgotten, and serve as a basis
for discussion.

This method of analysis is typical of the Talmudic system (called midrash) of interpreting the
Bible text, based on the axiom that no word in the Torah is superfluous. Every word, let alone
every phrase, has its special meaning and is put there to teach us something. The narrator first
introduces the ‘statement’ or ‘declaration’, connecting it with the last paragraph.

Go and learn what Laban the Aramean wanted to do to Jacob our father1, in that
Pharaoh only decreed against the males, whereas Laban wanted to destroy 2 the whole lot,
as it is said (Deut. 26:5):

MY FATHER WAS AN ARAMEAN ABOUT TO PERISH3, AND HE WENT DOWN TO
EGYPT, WHERE HE RESIDED FEW IN NUMBER; BUT THERE HE BECAME A
NATION, GREAT, POWERFUL AND LARGE.

1. This shows, following the last paragraph, that even before Pharaoh someone tried to destroy
us, and it introduces the ‘statement’ or ‘declaration’, but it need not be taken too literally (see note
3).

2. Literally to ‘uproot’, to destroy the whole nation by tackling it at the root. Had he destroyed
Jacob (Israel) there would have been no people of Israel.

3. ‘My father Jacob originally came from Aram (Mesopotamia)’ – was actually born in Canaan,
but his grandfather Abraham came from Aram. The Rabbis traditionally translate this differently,
namely ‘An Aramean (viz. Laban) tried to destroy my father (Jacob).’ There are two objections
to this, firstly that it is grammatically incorrect, secondly that there is no indication that Laban
tried to kill Jacob. However it is not meant as a literal translation, only as a symbolic reference.
Laban undoubtedly persecuted and humiliated Jacob and tried to destroy him morally, by not
allowing him his self-respect. He fed and patronised him, but would not allow him his
independence, so trying to make him a slave until in the end Jacob rebelled. Those interested may
contrast the attitude of Abraham to his nephew, Lot.
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AND HE WENT DOWN TO EGYPT – forced [against his will] by divine command1.

1. God arranged the famine to force Jacob to leave Canaan.

AND HE RESIDED THERE – implies that our father Jacob did not go to settle in Egypt but
only to reside there [temporarily], as it is said (Gen. 47:4): ‘And they said to Pharaoh: We
have come to reside in the land, for there is no pasture for your servants’ flocks, because the
famine in the Land of Canaan is severe; so please now let your servants live in the Land of
Goshen.’

FEW IN NUMBER – as it is said (Deut. 10:22): ‘As seventy persons your fathers went down
to Egypt, and now GOD your God has made you as many as the stars of heaven.’

BUT THERE HE BECAME A NATION – implies that [the people of] Israel were prominent
there.

GREAT, POWERFUL – as it is said (Exodus 1:7): ‘Meanwhile the children of Israel had
reproduced, become prolific, increased and become powerful, to a very great extent; and the
land was filled with them.’

AND NUMEROUS – as it is said (Ezekiel 16:7)1: ‘I had made you as numerous as that which
grows on the land, and you had increased and you had grown and become an ornament of
ornaments! Your breasts were formed and your hair had sprouted 2, but you were nude and
bare3!’ (Ezekiel 16:6): ‘When I passed over you, I saw you being trampled in your blood, and
I said to you “through your blood, live!”, and I said to you “through your blood, live!”’4

1. These verses from Ezekiel are hard to explain out of context. In the usual style of Biblical
prophets, Ezekiel compares Israel to a woman, born naked and innocent, growing to maturity,
becoming defiled by sin when stooping to immorality, being unfaithful to her husband (God) who
loves her though rejected, and who will accept her back on repentance. When her lovers no longer
need her they throw her out, she only then realises that they do not really care, returns to her
husband with bowed head, and he forgives and accepts her back. This theme is used frequently.
In the chapter from which this is taken, Ezekiel is referring to Israel’s ‘youth’ when in Egypt. The
purpose is to illustrate the word ‘numerous’.

2. Two signs of maturity.

3. Bare and nude spiritually – the next verse (not quoted here) relates how God covered the
nakedness and gave the Torah.

4. This verse actually occurs in Ezekiel before the other, and is not included in all Haggadah
editions, either because it is not entirely necessary or for fear that it may be misinterpreted by
those of our enemies who wish to spread the idiotic ‘blood libel’. Even where it is included, it is
usually not translated, because it has been misunderstood as referring to the blood of menstruation
which ‘must not be mentioned’, but it does not mean that. The rabbis have explained the repetition
of the phrase ‘through your blood, live!’ (or possibly, ‘on account of your blood, live!’) as
referring to the two ‘bloods’ by which Israel’s faith in God was tested while still in Egypt – the
blood of circumcision, and the blood of the Pessach lamb or kid which (on that occasion only) they
sprinkled on the doorposts.
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THEN THE EGYPTIANS DEALT WITH US WICKEDLY AND HUMILIATED1 US AND
IMPOSED HARD LABOUR ON US.

1. The word is used in different cases to mean humiliate, persecute, torture, rape, impoverish,
bully, or take away a person’s self-respect (but never to afflict as usually translated). Since the
general idea is to get on top of someone and push him down, the word ‘humiliate’ is used as it
includes all the others. All these are means of taking away a person’s self-respect by not allowing
him basic human rights, especially freedom.

THEN THE EGYPTIANS DEALT WITH US WICKEDLY – as it is said (Exodus 1:10):
‘Come, let us deal cunningly1 with them, or they will increase, so that if a war occurs they
too will be added on to our enemies and fight against us, and go up out of the country.’

1. How did they do it? This was the cunning and the wickedness. Because the Egyptians had
received Israel (Jacob) and his children with hospitality and treated them well, they knew that the
Israelites would feel obligated and indebted to them and took advantage. They started to build
store-cities, and when they asked the Israelites to help the latter predictably fell over backwards
to do whatever they could. The Egyptians withdrew gradually, leaving the Israelites to do all the
work at the expense of their own work, until they became fully dependent on the Egyptians who
were able to enslave them. Such wickedness pays off only in the short run: the Egyptians became
dependent on their slaves, and when the Israelites finally left Egypt, not only did the Egyptians
suffer catastrophes, they suddenly found themselves without the slaves that had kept their economy
going, and were themselves thus impoverished.

The Israelites should have been on their guard to preserve their self-respect, but this does not
exonerate Pharaoh and the Egyptians who acted cunningly by willingly devising this. One could
mitigate the Egyptians by saying that they did it out of fear – the Bible admits this. But God
judges, he alone knew that whatever their initial reasons, they later derived pleasure and benefit,
other than merely safeguarding their security, from persecuting their Israelite slaves. Their sincerity
was put to the test when Moses repeatedly asked Pharaoh to let them go. He could have answered
either by releasing them for three days as asked, or by saying ‘go and don’t come back!’, but he
did not. God knew Pharaoh’s insincerity and demonstrated it to the world by ‘hardening his heart’.
This enabled Pharaoh to be punished in such a way that justice was not only done but also seen
to be done, so that all the world might see God’s justice and not complain that Pharaoh was not
given a chance. Had his motive been sincerely just fear, his heart would not have been hardened.
Other kings in the Bible, for instance Abimelech (with Sarah) and Ahasuerus (who granted Haman
permission to exterminate the Jews) were not deeply wicked, so they were given a chance to avoid
sinning and incurring the punishment, but Pharaoh was too wicked and had gone too far.

AND HUMILIATED US – as it is said (Exodus 1:11): ‘So they set officers of the levies over
them in order to humiliate them with their burdens; and they built storecities for Pharaoh:
Pithom and Rameses.’

AND IMPOSED HARD LABOUR ON US – as it is said (Exodus 1:13): ‘So Egypt enslaved the
children of Israel crushingly1.’

1. This word either means extremely hard work, or unsuitable work. The main purpose of
enslaving the Israelites was to humiliate them and ‘hold them down’, rather than to help the
economy, so each person was deliberately given a job he was unused to and totally unsuited for,
so as to be too difficult for him, and soul-destructive.
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SO WE CRIED OUT TO GOD, THE GOD OF OUR FATHERS; AND GOD HEARD OUR
VOICE AND SAW OUR HUMILIATION, AND OUR TOIL, AND OUR OPPRESSION.

SO WE CRIED OUT TO GOD THE GOD OF OUR FATHERS – as it is said (Exodus 2:23):
‘Now it came about, in the course of those many days, that the King of Egypt died, and the
children of Israel sighed from the slavery and cried out; and their cry for help reached up
to God from the slavery.

AND GOD HEARD OUR VOICE – as it is said (Exodus 2:24)‘And God heard their groan;
and God remembered his Contract with Abraham, with Isaac and with Jacob.’

AND SAW OUR HUMILIATION – this refers to segregation preventing marital relations1,
as it is said (Exodus 2:24): ‘And God saw the children of Israel, and God knew!’

1. If you see a man beating another, you can see that the second one is suffering. But when a man
is separated from his wife, only God can see and know their suffering. As explained above, the
word ‘humiliation’ has a very wide meaning, but the author of the Haggadah here gives it a very
narrow one. It was this particular form of humiliation that caused the greatest suffering, made the
people cry out loudest to God, and which God would tolerate least of all.

AND OUR TOIL1 – these are the sons2, as it is said (Exodus 1:22): ‘Every son that is born,
you are to throw him into the Nile3, but every daughter you may let live.’

1. The Hebrew word means work that makes you weary, or the weariness of overwork, or both.

2. Children are somehow connected with toil, because the mother becomes weary in giving birth
and the father in working to bring them up.

3. Possibly as a human sacrifice – the Egyptians worshipped the Nile. This is the second thing
God would not tolerate – excessive spilling of human blood.

AND OUR OPPRESSION1 – this refers to the harassment2, as it is said (Exodus 3:9): ‘and
I have also seen the pressure which the Egyptians are exerting on them 3.’

1. Pressure, ‘being squeezed’.

2. The author of the Haggadah is explaining ‘oppression’ not as ‘cramped conditions’ (pressure
of space) but as harassment (pressure of time).

3. One way to humiliate a person, to torture him mentally, is to refuse to allow him to relax,
physically or mentally, long enough to recover and be fresh to tackle the next task. This gradually
induces a permanent (what scientists call ‘residual’) nervous tension of body and mind, causing
neurosis and ultimately various physical and mental disorders and illnesses which may take years
to cure and correct even after the torture has stopped.

This is the third thing God notices. When a man screams for a respite, a breather, and cries to
be given a chance, when he has suffered enough to be determined to take full advantage of that
chance, God answers.
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AND GOD BROUGHT US OUT OF EGYPT WITH A STRONG ARM AND WITH AN
OUTSTRETCHED FOREARM, AND WITH GREAT CAUSE OF AWE, AND WITH SIGNS
AND WITH MIRACLES.

AND GOD BROUGHT US OUT OF EGYPT – not by means of an angel, nor by means of a
seraph1, nor by means of an agent, but the Holy One (he is blessed) with his own personality
and by himself, as it is written (Exodus 12:12) ‘And I shall travel through the land of Egypt
on this night, and I shall strike [dead] every firstborn in the land of Egypt, both man and
beast, and against all the gods of Egypt I shall execute judgements2, I am GOD!’

This verse itself may be analysed:
‘And I shall travel through the land of Egypt on this night’ – I, and not an angel;
‘and I shall strike [dead] every firstborn in the land of Egypt’ – I, and not a seraph;
‘and against all the gods of Egypt I shall execute judgements’ – I, and not an agent;
‘I am GOD’ – I am He, and no other!

1. Angel comes from the Greek ‘angellos’ which, like the Hebrew word it is used to translate,
simply means a messenger or agent. Since a seraph is simply a type of angel, it is difficult to see
the point of distinguishing the three. Also, what is meant by saying that God acted personally and
not through an agent? Although we cannot understand how God can act ‘personally’, whoever
wrote this section of the Haggadah certainly had something in mind which human beings can
understand. Possibly the following is meant:

God acts through different types of agency, which may be a creature (human or animal), or an
event or natural phenomenon (like a storm or volcano); or the hand of God is seen not in the event
itself but in its timing. So the miracles of Egypt, even the Red Sea crossing, could be explained
as ‘natural’. Such events as hailstorms, fog or plagues of locusts are not unknown in the world.
One could claim that God has so arranged the world that those who try to oppose him bring about
their own punishment by cause and effect, which to a large extent is certainly true. But striking
the firstborn – which was what ultimately brought the people out of Egypt – appears to be entirely
supernatural, and beyond any possible explanation unless we say that God acted personally – did
not use his creations (creatures, natural phenomena, or timing of events) as his agents.

Alternatively, with the earlier plagues for example, the exact number of frogs, locusts or
hailstones that arrived did not need to be accurate. A few more or a few less would make no
difference. But this had to be precise: every Egyptian firstborn, no other Egyptian, and no Israelite,
was to die that night, and likewise with the animals. From this we learn the proverb ‘If you want
a job done properly, do it yourself!’

2. A common idiom, meaning retributions, or punishments.

WITH A STRONG ARM – this refers to the epidemic, as it is said (Exodus 9:3): ‘The hand 1

of GOD is about to be [laid] on your livestock that is on the land: on the horses, on the asses,
on the camels, on the cattle, and on the sheep and goats, a very severe epidemic.’

1. The Hebrew word means arm including hand. We would say ‘strong arm’ but ‘lay hands on’.

AND WITH AN OUTSTRETCHED FOREARM – this refers to the sword1, as it is said
(I Chron. 21:16): ‘with his sword drawn in his hand, outstretched towards Jerusalem.’2

1. The sword as a symbol of destruction by massacre. It means that God ‘stretched his arm’ over
Egypt (just as Moses stretched his stick before the other blows fell) before striking down the
firstborns.

2. This verse has nothing to do with the Exodus, but simply illustrates the point – the sword
stretched out towards Jerusalem symbolised impending doom in which there would be a massacre.
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AND WITH GREAT CAUSE OF AWE1 – this refers to the revealing of the Divine
Presence2, as it is said (Deut. 4:34): ‘Or has any god ever attempted to come, to take for
himself a nation from among another nation, with trials, with signs and with miracles, and
with war and with a strong arm and with an outstretched forearm and with great causes of
awe as all that GOD your God has done for you in Egypt before your eyes?’

1. Awe is reverential fear, somthing between or combining on the one hand respect and
admiration, and on the other hand fear and terror – not the fear of panic where one runs away, but
where one sees something coming from which there is no escape and which has to be faced, or
where one has a near miss and someone else gets hit (‘next time it might be me!’). The word
translated ‘cause of awe’ implies ‘source of awe’ or awe-inspiring activity.

2. All the other phrases in the verse have been or are about to be explained, so it appears that the
‘cause of awe’ was the actual fact that God did these things before people’s eyes, rather than the
detailed things that were done. In other words it was the sort of ‘personal appearance’ or revealing
of the Divine Presence. Despite this, the deduction is not very clear.

AND WITH SIGNS – this refers to the stick1, as it is said (Exodus 4:17): ‘and you are to take
in your hand this stick with which you are to perform the signs2.’

1. This was the stick Moses had at the Burning Bush, and which he used as a sort of magic wand
on several occasions. In fact the whole idea of a magic wand used in fairy tales was possibly taken
from this.

2. There is a tremendous difference between the word translated here as ‘signs’ and the word
translated here as ‘miracles’ or ‘marvels’. The latter are a sort of glorified magic or conjuring
tricks, which might be from God but need not be – in themselves they impress only those who are
ignorant, stupid or simple. Pharaoh asked Moses and Aaron to produce one, so Aaron threw down
his stick which became a crocodile. Pharaoh’s scientists were not impressed, they did the same (but
Aaron’s swallowed theirs, which still did not impress them). Although science was in those days
kept as a mystery, the experts know the secrets of how these things work. These miracles were to
impress those people who believed in them, to first of all show them that our God is no less than
any of the gods of Egypt, and then to show them that he is greater than all of them put together.
They forced people to respect him and listen. They did not impress the intelligent – who would
only be impressed by his teachings which came with the giving of the Torah on Mount Sinai.

The ‘signs’ however were acts with a special significance which an intelligent person would
appreciate. In the first place, those who believed already had to be assured that they were
genuinely from God. That is why Moses needed signs to show the elders of Israel, who were too
clever to be impressed by magic, that he was genuine. (Anyone can come and say ‘God sent me’!)
In the second place they are to impress the intelligent person who has not accepted God, namely
the atheist and agnostic, and even the idolater who has been disillusioned by the miracles and has
an open mind as a result. Pharaoh’s priests for instance did not believe in idols – they operated
them!

In the events before, during and after the Exodus, the spectacular events were miracles, but signs
were interwoven with them. For instance, the timings and the fact that the Egyptian objects of
worship (the Nile which turned to blood, the crocodile, the crops, the Sun which was blotted out
for three days, and so on) were humiliated in turn, gave cause for a reappraisal of ideas.

The English words ‘signs’ and ‘miracles’ are not perfect translations, but the distinct meanings
of the Hebrew words are perfectly clear, as just explained.
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AND WITH MIRACLES1 – this refers to the blood2, as it is said (Joel 3:3): ‘and I shall put
miracles in the sky and on earth: blood, and fire, and columns of smoke.’3

1. Miracles – see previous note.

2. The turning of the Nile and other water into blood.

3. This verse has nothing to do with the Exodus, it refers to a future date, but merely shows the
connection between ‘miracles’ and ‘blood’. The spilling of wine here is a mistake based on
ignorance.

An alternative explanation of this verse is:1

WITH A STRONG ARM ............................................ two2

AND WITH AN OUTSTRETCHED FOREARM ...... two2

AND WITH GREAT CAUSE OF AWE .................... two2

AND WITH SIGNS ...................................................... two3

AND WITH MIRACLES ............................................. two3

These [add up to] ............................................................. ten
[corresponding to the number of] blows that the Holy One (he is blessed) brought
against the Egyptians4 in Egypt, namely:5

BLOOD FROGS GNATS (or TICKS)
MIXTURE EPIDEMIC INFLAMMATION
HAIL LOCUSTS DARKNESS

STRIKING OF THE FIRSTBORNS

Rabbi Judah used to give them mnemonics:6 DeTsaKh; ADaSh; BeAHaV.

1. This explanation is brought to introduce the TEN BLOWS (so-called ‘Ten Plagues’). It is no
more a logical explanation than the previous one, but it is not meant to be. In the days when books
were scarce and people learned verses by heart, things that had to be remembered, such as the
number of blows in this case, were ‘linked up’ with a verse in some way, even if (as here) the link
was a bit far-fetched. Nobody seriously suggests that the verse means this, only that it can be taken
to contain an indirect reference.

2. The phrase consists of two Hebrew words.

3. The Hebrew is one word, which is plural, and therefore refers to at least two.

4. But not the Israelites, who somehow escaped them. That was one of the ‘signs’ associated with
the ‘miracles’.

5. The Ten are here laid out in the form of a 3 x 3 matrix (3 columns of 3 rows) with the tenth
on its own. With the first nine, we find that the members of each row have things in common
which the other rows do not, and the members of each columns have things in common which the
other columns do not.

6. The three ‘words’ are acronyms from the initial Hebrew letters, as an easier way of
remembering them; or to make sure that we remember them in the correct order in which they
occurred, which is the order given in the book of Exodus and not that given in Psalm 105; or
perhaps to group them in threes as explained above, with the tenth tacked on to the last group.
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The following may refresh the memory of those not too familiar with the story:
1. BLOOD The water of the Nile turned into blood; so did all the other water in the country,

making it undrinkable. (Do not confuse this with the instruction to Moses, Exodus
4:9, to take some water from the Nile and pour it onto dry land where it would
become blood; this was not one of the blows but a sign for the Israelites.)

2. FROGS Frogs smothered the country, in people’s houses, everywhere.
3. TICKS A swarm of ticks or gnats (some say lice) covered the country.
4. MIXTURE Opinions differ as to whether this was an invasion by a mixture of insects or of

wild animals.
5. EPIDEMIC An epidemic attacked and killed off most of the livestock.
6. INFLAMMATION A skin infection produced boils on people and animals.
7. HAIL An extremely heavy hailstorm (unusual for Egypt and unknown there in such

intensity) with thunder and lightning attacked and destroyed most of the crops at
early harvest time.

8. LOCUSTS These large insects suddenly appear in a country from ‘nowhere’ unexpectedly,
eat up everything they can, then suddenly fly off and disappear. Certain countries,
including Egypt, tend to get attacked by them every few years, at irregular
intervals, but this was the worst in Egypt’s history, and they ate everything left
by the hailstorm, including the later harvest.

9. DARKNESS Three days of ‘thick’ total darkness, possibly a fog, unknown in Egypt and so
causing terror, or perhaps a sandstorm from the Sahara.

10. STRIKING OF THE FIRSTBORNS.
In the middle of the night, every firstborn in Egypt (except of the Israelites) was
suddenly and mysteriously struck dead – whether Egyptians, or their slaves, or
their animals. Tradition says that Pharaoh himself was a firstborn, the only
exception, which was why he was terrified and not only released the people but
drove them out.

When naming each of the Ten Blows (above) we spill a drop of wine from the cup into its
saucer, as this represents the only sad note in the whole evening. Our cup of happiness is not quite
full, because even though the Egyptians brought it on themselves, they were human beings, they
were once even very good to us, we regret that they had to suffer, and we do not gloat over our
enemies’ downfall. As long as we are saved, seeing them punished does not help us. Here we
mention it to remind us of God’s greatness, in that in this way he rescued us and gave us back our
self-respect, while at the same time commanding the respect of the whole world, with a warning
that wickedness does not go unpunished but brings about its own destruction, and God sees to it
that it does.
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The incidents at the Red Sea followed a few days later. Pharaoh recovered from his shock and
had second thoughts about releasing so many slaves, so chased after them with his army to fetch
them back, catching up with them at the Gulf of Akaba, called Yam Suf, a branch of the Red Sea.
The sea miraculously split, the Israelites passed through on the dried up part in the middle and
safely reached the other side. Pharaoh’s army of chariots and horses tried to follow, got bogged
down in the mud, and when the sea returned they were unable to escape and were all drowned.

[From the east bank of the Gulf they carried on to Mount Sinai in Midian, today part of Saudi
Arabia. The name ‘Sinai Peninsula’ for the west bank of the Gulf is a misnomer.]
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Rabbi José the Galilean said:
How do we know that the Egyptians were struck with ten blows in Egypt and fifty blows

on the Red Sea?1 With reference to Egypt, what does it say? (Exodus 8:15) ‘Then the
scientists said to Pharaoh “It is the finger of God”’2 And with reference to the Red Sea, what
does it say? (Exodus 14:13) ‘Then Israel saw the great hand that God had used against Egypt,
and the people had respect for God, and they trusted in God and in Moses his servant 3.’
How many were they struck with the finger? Ten blows. Hence you may say that in Egypt
they received ten blows and on the Sea fifty blows.4

1. The punishment on the Red Sea was five times as severe as all the punishment in Egypt rolled
together.

2. With reference to the Ticks, just one of the blows. There were ten blows in Egypt, and the
Mishnah (Avoth 5:5) states that the Egyptians correspondingly suffered ten blows on the Red Sea.
‘The finger of God’ is actually a possible translation, and is used by Rabbi José for his elaboration
of the story, but the more likely translation is ‘the finger of a god’, as this was the first thing that
Moses or Aaron had done that the scientists found themselves unable – at least to some extent –
to copy. Until then they had managed to reassure Pharaoh that Moses’s claim that he had been sent
by a deity was false: whatever he (or Aaron) did they could do – see Exodus 7:9-11 and 22; 8:3.

3. The people trusted God first, and because of that they trusted Moses, not the other way round.
This is the fundamental difference between the basis of the teachings, and the approach to
acceptance, of Judaism on the one hand and of Christianity on the other. (Incidentally this is the
only reference to the name of Moses in the whole Haggadah.)

4. Because a hand has five fingers. This is not strictly logical, because the reference to a finger
applies to only one (the Gnats), not ten, and ‘hand’ is used in connection with the Epidemic. But
it is not to be taken literally – anyway God has no hand or finger in the physical sense. Rabbi José
is trying to indicate that we should not underestimate the calamity at the Red Sea in comparison
with the others.
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Rabbi Eliezer said:
How do we know that each blow that the Holy One (he is blessed) brought on the

Egyptians in Egypt consisted of four blows?1 Because it is said (Psalm 78:49):2 ‘He released
against them the heat of his anger:3 wrath4, and indignation4, and distress5, a mission of
harmful agencies6.’
Wrath – one. Indignation – two. Distress – three. Mission of harmful agencies – four. So that
in Egypt they received forty blows and on the sea two hundred7 blows!

1. Each blow had four aspects to it. An example of three aspects is given by the Bible in the case
of the frogs – there was the general problem of the nuisance they caused, then when they died
there was the problem of disposing of the bodies (which the Egyptians piled in heaps), and finally
there was the stench. Furthermore as the economy of the country was slowly wrecked and troubles
obviously abounded in a country that was a very important trading centre, it is likely that foreign
traders would keep away.

2. The Psalm deals with the punishment of Egypt.

3. The colon inserted here (there is no such punctuation in Hebrew) implies ‘namely’, but in the
next paragraph Rabbi Akiva disagrees and inserts in effect a comma.

4. The words translated ‘wrath’ (literally ‘outpouring’) and ‘indignation’ (literally ‘foam’) are
really synonyms for ‘anger’.

5. Trouble, pressure. A difficult word to translate exactly.

6. A group or series of angels, or messengers, or agencies sent to do harm to the Egyptians as a
punishment.

7. Combining his theory with that of Rabbi José.

Rabbi Akiva said:
How do we know that each blow that the Holy One (he is blessed) brought on the

Egyptians in Egypt consisted of five1 blows? Because it is said (Psalm 78:49): ‘He released
against them:2 the heat of his anger, wrath, and indignation, and distress, a mission of
harmful agencies.’
The heat of his anger – one. Wrath – two. Indignation – three. Distress – four. Mission of
harmful agencies – five. So that in Egypt they received fifty blows and on the sea two
hundred and fifty blows!

1. His view differs from Rabbi Eliezer’s.

2. He punctuates differently, effectively inserting the colon here, counting ‘heat of anger’ as a
separate item.

What is the purpose of these calculations? That we should not underestimate all the fantastic
things God did at that time on our behalf. Even fantastic things that happen nowadays are
insignificant compared to what happened then.
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The remainder of this section, all that appears on this page, is not said, but it is included here
because according to the Mishnah it should be said. No doubt it was omitted in the Diaspora as
being inappropriate, but today at least in Israel there is no reason why it should not be said. It
gives the whole thing point, and without it the main point of the Seder is missing.
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Continue from here
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This page does not constitute part of the traditional accepted Haggadah. However, the
Mishnah in giving instructions for the Seder states that we should read and ‘explain’ the section
beginning in Deuteronomy 26:5 ‘down to the end of the section’. This could only mean at very
least to the end of verse 9 and possibly even verses 10 and 11 (though this is less likely).
Obviously this part was omitted as unsuitable in the Diaspora, but there seems to be no conceivable
reason for not reinstating it today in Israel. It is particularly important now that initial Zionist
enthusiasm for the country has faded and there is a considerable lack of appreciation (even among
the ‘religious’ and perhaps even more among the ‘ultra-religious’) of what God has given to us.

In order to comply with the Mishnah I have therefore re-instated verse 9, and with it given an
‘explanation’ (not quite the right word, but the nearest to it) on the lines of that given for the
previous verses, namely by quoting other suitable verses to illustrate it.

AND HE HAS BROUGHT US TO THIS PLACE1, AND GIVEN US THIS COUNTRY, A
LAND [THAT IS] AN EMITTER OF2 MILK AND SWEETNESS3

1. This was the whole point of the Exodus, not to just take us out of Egypt and leave us in the
desert but to bring us to a better place, which we can call our own. Those who are able (even with
difficulty) to leave where they are and emigrate to Israel but prefer to sit in comfort in the
Diaspora and celebrate the Seder there are missing the point. (Far, far worse those who leave Israel
temporarily to celebrate Pesach abroad!) Had God simply taken us out of the slave-house of Egypt
and left us in the desert, we would have been free from oppression and starved to death. Often to
do half a job and leave the rest is worse than not to start; taking us out of Egypt was half a job,
for which we are grateful because the job was also completed! It was just before the time of
Pesach that we actually entered the Promised Land, and the long delay was our own fault, because
our ancestors did not want to enter if it meant war – they wanted peace at all costs, even if it
meant returning to Egypt and slavery!

2. Certainly not ‘flowing with’ which is contrary to the meaning of the words, contrary to the
grammar, and contrary to the sense. It would imply that everything is there to be picked up, and
that is not the case. The land has to be worked, but in many parts of the world where the land is
worked the yield is low, here the yield is extremely high in quantity, quality and variety.

3. ‘Milk’, possibly ‘cream’. ‘Sweetness’ implies sugar, of which the main source was fruit,
especially dates. (The word is used to mean ‘honey’ only when bees are specified.)

AND HE HAS BROUGHT US TO THIS PLACE – as it is said (1 Samuel 12:8): ‘and brought
your fathers out of Egypt and settled them in this place.’

AND GIVEN US THIS COUNTRY – as it is said (Deut.6:23): ‘And he took us out of there,
in order to bring us to give us the land that he swore to our fathers [to give].’

A LAND [THAT IS] AN EMITTER OF MILK AND SWEETNESS – as it is said (Deut.11:12):
‘A land that GOD your God seeks: GOD your God has his eyes on it always, from the
beginning of the year to the end of the year.’
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1L4}2 ¡2 > J$ |4L0 3 K>L4 |¬ H$
1L£ K( > J$ |4L0 6K< L; $W0 ¡). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .!|4I£ Kz

1L£ K( > J$ |4L0 6K< L; |¬ H$
(L%L< L+Jx }/}> ¡% |4L<- H%E6 J( $W0 ¡). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .!|4I£ Kz

(L%L< L+Jx }/}> ¡% |4L<-H%E6J( |¬ H$
}/}> ¡x |4- I< L: 6 Ḱ Ḩ $W0 ¡). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .!|4I£ Kz

}/}> ¡x |4- I< L: 6 Ḱ Ḩ |¬ H$
(L4 Ļ 1- H6LxU< K$ <LxU' H®Kx |4- I/ ¡<¾: ; I² H5 $W0 ¡). . . . . . . . .!|4I£ Kz

(L4 Ļ 1- H6LxU< K$ <LxU' H®Kx |4- I/ ¡<¾: ; I² H5 |¬ H$
3 L®K( > J$ |4L0- H/E$ J( $W0 ¡). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .!|4I£ Kz

3 L®K( > J$ |4L0- H/E$ J( |¬ H$
>Lx K¹ K( >J$ |4 L0 3 K>L4 $W0 ¡). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .!|4I£ Kz

>Lx K¹K( > J$ |4L0 3 K>L4 |¬ H$
-L4- H5 < K( -I4 ¡8 H0 |4L%»< I; $W0 ¡). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .!|4I£ Kz

-L4- H5 < K( -I4 ¡8 H0 |4L%»< I; |¬ H$
(L<}º K( >J$ |4 L0 3 K>L4 $W0 ¡). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .!|4I£ Kz

(L<}º K( > J$ |4L0 3 K>L4 |¬ H$
0 I$L< DµH- 9 J< J$ ¡0 |4 L5-H4 D/ H( $W0 ¡). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .!|4I£ Kz

0 I$L< DµH- 9 J< J$ ¡0 |4 L5-H4 D/ H( |¬ H$
(L<- H+ ¡x K( >-Ix > J$ |4L0 (L4L% $W0 ¡). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .!|4I£ Kz
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THE ANSWER (vi) Summary

How many stages of good deeds the Omnipresent has done for us!

If he had brought us out of Egypt,
but not executed judgements against them – it would have sufficed us.

If he had executed judgements against them,
but not done [likewise] against their gods – "

If he had done [likewise] against their gods,
but not killed their firstborns – "

If he had killed their firstborns,
but not given us their money – "

If he had given us their money,
but not split the sea for us – "

If he had split the sea for us,
but not brought us through the middle of it on dry land – "

If he had brought us through the middle of it on dry land,
but not drowned our enemies in the middle of it – "

If he had drowned our enemies in the middle of it,
but not provided our needs in the desert forty years – "

If he had provided our needs in the desert forty years,
but not fed us the manna – "

If he had fed us the manna,
but not given us the sabbath – "

If he had given us the sabbath,
but not brought us near to him before Mount Sinai – "

If he had brought us near to him before Mount Sinai,
but not given us the Torah – "

If he had given us the Torah,
but not brought us into the Land of Israel – "

If he had brought us into the Land of Israel,
but not built us the ‘Chosen House’ (i.e. Temple) "
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!|4- I0 L6 1}; L® K0 > J0 J² O/ ¡2| ( L0|8 ¡/ (L%}, ( L® K/¡) ( L® K¤ > K+ K$ 0 K6

!1H- K< D: H® H2 |4 L$- H:}( J̧

!1- H, L8 ¡̧ 1 J(L% ( LµL6¡)

!1J(- I(W0$I% ( LµL6¡)

!1J(-I<}/ ¡x > J$ &K< L(¡)

!1L4}2 ¡2 > J$ |4L0 3 K>L4 ¡)

!1L£ K( > J$ |4L0 6K< L;¡)

!(L%L< L+Jx }/}> ¡% |4L<-H%E6 J( ¡)

!}/}> ¡x |4- I< L: 6 Ḱ Ḩ ¡)

!(L4 Ļ 1- H6LxU< K$ <LxU' H®Kx |4- I/ ¡< ¾: ; I² H5 ¡)

!3 L® K( > J$ |4L0- H/E$ J(¡)

!>Lx K¹ K( > J$ |4L0 3 K>L4 ¡)

!-L4- H5 < K( -I4 ¡8 H0 |4L%»< I;¡)

!(L<}º K( > J$ |4L0 3 K>L4 ¡)

!0 I$L< DµH- 9J< J$ ¡0 |4 L5-H4 D/ H(¡)

!|4- I>}4M)F6 0¾¤ 0 K6 < I²K/ ¡0 (L<- H+ ¡x K( >-Ix > J$ |4L0 (L4L%|

(On the Sabbath before Pesach it is customary after the afternoon service to read through the
haggadah from )4--( 1-'%6 on page 18, as far as here.)
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To what great extent there is good, doubled and redoubled, from the Omnipresent for our
benefit!

– that he
brought us out of Egypt

and executed judgements against them
and did likewise with their gods
and killed their firstborns
and gave us their money
and split the sea for us
and brought us through the middle of it on dry land
and drowned our enemies in the middle of it
and provided our needs in the desert forty years
and fed us the manna
and gave us the sabbath
and brought us near to him before Mount Sinai
and gave us the Torah
and brought us into the Land of Israel
and built us the Chosen House (the Temple) to atone for all our sins.

This is the original end of the Haggadah proper, i.e. the narrative, which preceded the
ceremonial parts of the service. The last relevant verse of the Declamation (Deuteronomy 26:9),
thanking God for bringing us into and settling us in our own land (so that the duty of bringing the
first produce to the Temple, the occasion of the Declamation, may be fulfilled), is omitted from
modern Haggadahs – see pp. 48-49 – but it is hinted at in the two versions of the summary.
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}>L%}+ - I'¡- $ L:L- $W0 + K5 J²Kx |0 I$ 1-V<L%»' ( Ļ N0 ¡̧ < K2 L$ $W¬ J̧ 0¾¤ A< I2}$ (L- L( 0 I$-H0 D2Ky 3LxK<
A3 I( |0 I$¡)

A<}< L2| S( L³ K2 S+ K5 J²

Some point towards, others just look at, the bone on the Plate, which reminds us of the Pesach
sacrifice, while saying the following:

1}; L® K( + K5L² J̧ 1|¸ 0 K6 ?( K2 1|¸ 0 K6 B1L£ K; ¸Lz D; H® K( >-Ix J̧ 3 K2 ¡* Hx 1-H0 ¡/}$ |4- I>}%F$ |- L( J̧ +K5 J²
< K2E$J̄ J̧ B1H- L< D: H2 ¡x |4- I>}%F$ - IºLx 0 K6

B1H- K< D: H2 > J$ }² D&¾4 ¡x 1H-K< D: H2 ¡x 0 I$L< DµH- -I4 ¡% - IºLx 0 K6 + K5L² < J̧ F$ BL--K0 $|( + K5 J² +K%J*C 1 JºU< K2F$K)
(A|)F+ Kº Ḑ H£K) B1 L6 L( 'ŃH£K)) CS0- H³ H( |4- IºLx > J$¡)

The Head of the House touches the matsahs, or raises them, so that all can see, while saying the
following:

' K6 9- H2F+ K( ¡0 |4- I>}%F$ 0 J̧ 1 L; I: ¡x ;- H² D5 H( $W¬ J̧ 1|¸ 0 K6 ?( K2 1|¸ 0 K6 B1-H0 ¡/}$ |4 L$ J̧ }* ( L³ K2
< K2E$J̄ J̧ B1L0 L$ ¡&| $|( ¦|<Lx ¸}' Ĺ K( 1- H/L0 ¡®K( - I/ ¡0 K2 ¦J0 J2 1J(-I0F6 (L0 D&H4 J̧

$W0 ¡) 1H-K< D: H® H2 |¸»<M& - H¤ B9 I2L+ $W0 - H¤ B>}³ K2 >M& O6 1H-K< D: H® H2 |$- H:}( < J̧ F$ ; I:Lx K( > J$ |8$M£K)
A1 J(L0 |µ L6 $W0 (L' I: 1K&¡) B K{ I2 D( K2 D> H( ¡0 |0 ¡/L-

The Head of the House touches the maror, or raises it, so that all can see, while saying the
following:

B1H- L< D: H2 ¡x |4- I>}%F$ -I£ K+ > J$ 1-V< D: H®K( |<»< I® J̧ 1|¸ 0 K6 ?( K2 1|¸ 0 K6 B1- H0 ¡/}$ |4 L$ J̧ (J* <}< L2
< K2E$J̄ J̧

1 L>L'N%F6 0¾¤ > I$ B( J' L¶Kx (L'N%F6 0¾/ ¡%| 1-H4 I% ¡0 H%| < J2N+ ¡x B( Ļ L; ( L'N%F6Kx 1 J(-I£ K+ > J$ |<»< L2¡-K)
A¦J< L8 ¡x 1 J(L% |' ¡% L6 < J̧ F$
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OBLIGATIONS

We have performed the duty of relating the story of the Exodus. However, before we can
proceed with the ceremony of eating the matsah there are two further duties. The first, which
Rabban Gamaliel points out, is to mention three significant words, which we briefly explain. The
second is to show our appreciation by giving thanks to God for all that he has done for us that
enables us to celebrate this occasion.

Rabban Gamaliel used to say: Whoever has not said these three words on Pessach has not
discharged his duty, and these are the words: PESSACH MATSAH MAROR.

PESSACH1 – that our fathers used to eat at the time when the Temple was standing2 – on
account of what? Because the Holy One (he is blessed) ‘skipped over’ our houses in Egypt,
as it is said (Exodus 12:27): Then you are to say ‘It is a Pessach (‘skipping’ or ‘passover’)
sacrifice to GOD who skipped over the houses of the Children of Israel in Egypt when he
struck Egypt3, and saved our houses’ (and the people bowed down and prostrated
themselves4).

1. This refers to the actual sacrifice, the Paschal lamb or kid. (It is not always realised that a lamb
or a kid were equally acceptable. Both were abominations to the Egyptians.) The word means
‘skipping’, as lambs skip, with a derived meaning ‘omission’ as in English.

2. The shankbone on the plate, which we do not eat, is to remind us of it.

3. The slaying of the firstborns.

4. When Moses had given the instructions. This is the end of the verse, included so as not to quote
half a verse.

MATSAH1 – this, that we eat – on account of what? Because2 the dough of our fathers did
not have time to become leavened before the Supreme King of Kings, the Holy One (he is
blessed), revealed himself before them and redeemed them, as it is said (Exodus 12:39): ‘And
they baked the dough that they had brought out of Egypt into unleavened (matsah) cakes,
because it had not become leavened, because they were driven out of Egypt and were unable
to dawdle, and they had not prepared provisions for themselves.’

1. Matsah means unleavened bread, that is bread baked before the dough has had a chance to
ferment and ‘rise’.

2. This is the real reason. The reason given at the beginning of the Haggadah (‘the bread of
humiliation eaten by our fathers in Egypt’) is only secondary, and is only based on a tradition.

MAROR (bitter vegetables) – this, that we eat – on account of what? Because the Egyptians
embittered the lives of our fathers in Egypt, as it is said (Exodus 1:14): ‘And they embittered
their lives with hard labour, with mortar and with bricks and with all types of farm work –
all their labour with which they worked crushingly.’
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Continue (after replacing the maror)

– < K2E$J̄ J̧ B1H-L< D: H® H2 $ L:L- $|( |¬ H$ ¡¤ }2 D: K6 > J$ >}$U<H0 1L' L$ %L£ K+ <}'L) <}z 0¾/ ¡x
AC!1H-L< D: H® H2 - H>$ I: ¡x B- H0 L- D- ( Lµ L6 (J* <|%F6KxC <N2$I0 $|( K( 1}£Kx ª ¡4 H% ¡0 LºU'Ky H(¡) –

– < K2E$J̄ J̧ B1 J( L® H6 0 K$Ly |4 L>}$ 7 K$ $L¬ J$ B$|( ¦|<Lx ¸}' Ĺ K( 0 K$Ly 'K% ¡0Hx |4- I>}%F$ > J$ $W0
A|4- I>}%F$K0 6Kx Ḑ H4 < J̧ F$ 9J< L$ L( > J$ |4L0 > J>L0 |4 L>}$ $-H% L( 3 K6 K2 ¡0 1 L¹ H2 $- H:}( |4 L>}$¡) –

Cover the matsahs, raise the cup, and say in a loud voice (as when making a
toast) the following, which should be said joyfully, as it introduces a happy song
of thanks and praise:

5I¬ K; ¡0| B(I¬ K6 ¡0 B¦I<L% ¡0 B< Iz K( ¡0 B1 I2}< ¡0 B< I$L8 ¡0 B K+Ix Ķ ¡0 B0 I¬ K( ¡0 B>}'}( ¡0 1-H%L£ K+ |4 D+K4F$¦ L/- H8 ¡0
B( L+ D2 Hµ ¡0 3}&L£ H2 B>|< I+ ¡0 >|z D% K6 I2 |4 L$- H:}( –– |¬ I$ L( 1- H±H̄ K( 0¾¤ > J$ |4L0 ¡) |4- I>}%F$K0 ( Lµ L6 J̧ - H2 ¡0
A{L- |0 ¡0 K( B( Ļ L'F+ (L<- Ḩ )-L4 L8 ¡0 < K2$M4¡) S(L¬ O$ ¡& H0 '|x D6 H¹ H2| B0}'Ly <}$ ¡0 (L0 I8F$ I2 B%}, 1}- ¡0 0J% I$ I2
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THANKS AND PRAISE – Introduction

In each generation a person is obliged to regard himself as if he came out of Egypt, as it
is said (Exodus 13:8)1: ‘And you are to tell your son on that day saying “For the sake of this
GOD did for me when I came out of Egypt!”’ Not our fathers alone did the Holy One (he is
blessed) redeem from Egypt, but he redeemed us too with them, as it is said (Deut. 6:23): ‘and
us2 he brought out of there, in order to bring us, to give us the land about which he had
sworn to our fathers.’

1. We are already familiar with this verse. Here, by shifting the emphasis and looking at it from
a different angle, we learn yet another lesson from it.

2. Moses said ‘us’ in this verse, taken from his farewell speech, even though the generation that
actually left Egypt had almost died out in the forty years in the desert, and most of his audience
were born outside Egypt.

Therefore we are obliged to thank, praise, laud, glorify, extol, beatify, bless, exalt and
clap1 him who performed for our fathers and for us all these miracles 2 – he brought us out
from slavery to freedom, from grief to joy, and from mourning to festival, and from thick
darkness to bright light, and from mortgage3 to redemption. So let us say before him a new
hymn, Halleluyah!4

1. A lot of these are words are synonyms, and it is not really so important which English word
is used for which, for instance ‘clap’ means ‘praise’. Biblical Hebrew is very concise, and only in
poetry is a phrase either contrasted with its opposite or repeated once in different words. But in
those parts of the Bible, in the books of Daniel and Ezra, that are written in Aramaic, we
frequently find a string of words meaning almost the same thing, especially in letters and
proclamations issued by the Babylonians. In English this style is used in legal documents to cover
every possible contingency. When the Jews lived in Babylonia they spoke Aramaic, and this
repetitive style has influenced later Rabbinic Hebrew, especially in the writing of prayers.

2. Here the word for ‘miracles’ is used in its wider, general sense and not in the narrower sense
used before (where they are distinguished from ‘signs’).

3. The word in Hebrew happens to look like the word for slavery, but it is not. ‘Mortgage’ or
‘sale’ has ‘redemption’ as its opposite; whereas ‘slavery’ means being forced to serve and work
for others, of which the opposite is ‘freedom’. Thus on Pesach we celebrate not only Freedom but
also Redemption.

Here are five pairs of opposites representing ten kindnesses. To remove grief is a kindness – to
substitute joy is another, because there is a neutral state between the two. Similarly freedom means
more than the mere absence of slavery, it is a positive idea, to know how to use and keep one’s
independence. This was given by handing us the Torah on Mount Sinai, seven weeks after leaving
Egypt and slavery. In the interval Israel was in the neutral state and vulnerable, their faith was not
entrenched (see Exodus 13:17) and when their moral and physical endurance was stretched to the
full at Rephidim, Amalek saw their weakness, took advantage and struck (See Exodus 17, all, and
Deut. 25:17-19).

4. This paragraph introduces the Hallel.
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The next two paragraphs are the first part of the Hallel, happy psalms of thanks and praise. Ideally
they should be sung to a happy tune, if a suitable tune is known.

AL- D- 1 I̧ > J$ |0 ¡0 K( BL- D- - I' ¡% K6 B|0 ¡0 K( S{L- |0 ¡0 K(
A1L0}6 ' K6¡) ( Lº K6 I2 ¦L<N% ¡2 L- D- 1 I̧ - H(¡-

AL- D- 1 I̧ 0L¬ O( ¡2 }$}% ¡2 ' K6 ¸ J2 J̧ +K< D* H® H2
A}'}% ¡¤ 1H- K2 L¹K( 0 K6 BL- D- 1H-}y 0¾¤ 0K6 1L<

B>J% Ļ L0 - H(-Hx D& K® K( |4- I(W0E$ L-- K¤ - H2
?9J< L$L%| 1H- K2 L¹Kx >}$U<H0 -H0- H² Ḑ K®K(

A3}- D% J$ 1-V<L- >N² Ḑ K$ I2 B0 Lz < L8 L6 I2 - H2- H; ¡2
A}® K6 -I%-V'¡4 1 H6 B1- H%-V' ¡4 1 H6 -H%- Ḩ }( ¡0

!{L- |0 ¡0 K( S( L+ I2 ¡µ 1-H4Lx K( 1 I$ >H- Kx K( >J< J;F6 - H%- Ḩ }2

B* I6W0 1K6 I2 %N;F6K- >-Ix B1-L< D: H® H2 0 I$L< DµH- >$ I: ¡x
A)- L>}0 ¡̧ D2 K2 0 I$L< DµH- B}¸U' ¾; ¡0 ( L'|(¡- ( L>¡- L(

A<}+ L$ ¡0 %N±H- 3 IzU<K£ K( B5M4L£K) ( L$L< 1L£ K(
A3$N: -I4 ¡% H¤ >}6L% ¡y B1- H0- I$ ¡/ |' ¡;L< 1-V< L( J(

?<}+ L$ ¡0 %N± Hº B3 IzU<K£ K( ?5|4 L> - H¤ 1L£ K( ª ¡¬ ( K2
?3$N: -I4 ¡% H¤ B>}6L% ¡y ?1-H0- I$ ¡/ |' ¡;U< Hº B1-H< L( J(
B%N;F6K- K{}0E$ -I4 ¡8 H¬ H2 !9J< L$ -H0|+ B3}' L$ -I4 ¡8H¬ H2

!1H- L2 }4¡- D6 K2 ¡0 ¸- H2L¬ K+ B1H- K2 1K&F$ <|³ K( - H/ ¡8N(K(
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THE HALLEL (Psalms 113118) Part 1.

The Hallel (praise) is a set of six psalms, the set being read on all joyous occasions when we
have a special reason for giving thanks and praise to God for some historic events or miracles that
are being celebrated.

It is recited on the three Festivals, Hanukkah, Israel Independence Day, Jerusalem Liberation
Day, and also on the New Moon, but not the New Year or Atonement Day. (Sometimes two
sections are omitted, but not here.) The events have to be such that affect the whole, or at least the
bulk, of the Jewish nation, not just a local section. (On Purim we read the book of Esther instead,
since the Jews still remained subjects of Ahasuerus.)

In order not to delay the eating of the Matsah and the Maror more than necessary, we read only
the first two psalms now – especially as the second one refers to the Exodus – and continue with
the rest after the meal and grace.

(A commentary on this, as on the grace after meals, the ‘Great Hallel’ which follows, and the
Nishmat prayer, is more appropriately found in a Bible or prayer book, so only a translation is
given. If one does not already understand the meaning of these prayers and hymns, now is not the
time to study them but to simply recite or where possible sing them, bearing in mind the general
idea.)

(Psalm 113). Halleluyah; Praise, o servants of GOD, praise the name of GOD. May GOD’s
name be blessed from now and for ever. From where the sun rises to where it sets, the name
of GOD is praised. GOD is high above all nations, his presence above the sky. Who is like
GOD our God who lives up high, who lowers himself to see what is in heaven and on earth?
He raises the poor man from the dust, and lifts the destitute from the dunghill, to seat him
with princes, with the princes of his people! He makes the childless woman live in her house
a happy mother of children, Halleluyah!

(Psalm 114). When Israel departed from Egypt, the House of Jacob from a foreignspeaking
people, it came about that Judah became his sanctuary, Israel his dominions. The sea saw [it]
and fled, the Jordan turned back, the mountains skipped like rams, hills like lambs. What
[happened] to you, the Sea, that you should flee? – the Jordan [that] you should turn back?
– the mountains [that] you should skip like rams, hills like lambs? Earth, tremble before the
[the] Lord, before the God of Jacob who turns the rock into a pool of water, flint into a
waterfountain!
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Raise the cup, stand (some sit), and say joyfully,

(L0¡-K¬K0 |4 L6-Hy H( ¡) B1H-K< D: H® H2 |4- I>}%F$ > J$ 0 K$L& ¡) |4 L0 L$ ¡y < J̧ F$ B1L0}6 L( ¦J0 J2 |4- I(W0E$ L- D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx
1-V< I+F$ 1-H0L&»<H0 ¡) 1-V'F6}2 ¡0 |4 I6-Hy K( B|4- I>}%F$ - I(W0$I) |4- I(W0E$ L-D- B3 I¤ S<}< L2| ( L³ K2 }x 0¾/E$J0 (J~ K(
3 H2| 1- H+L% ¡~ K( 3 H2 1 Ļ 0K/$M4¡) Sª J> L'}%F6Kx 1- Hµ Lµ¡) ªJ<- H6 3K- D4 H% ¡x 1- H+ I2 ¡µ B1}0 Ļ ¡0 |4 I>$L< D;H0 1- H$Lx K(
>|' ¡² 0 K6¡) |4 I>L¬ O$ ¡y 0 K6 ¸L' L+ <- Ḩ ª ¡0 ( J'}4 ¡) S3}:L< ¡0 ªF+KxD* H2 <- H; 0 K6 1 L2Lz K6-HyK- < J̧ F$ B1- H+ L5 ¡² K(

A0 I$L< DµH- 0 K$Ly L- D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx S|4 I̧ D8K4

A3 J8Ly K( -V< ¡² $I<}x B1L0}6 L( ¦J0 J2 |4- I(W0E$ L- D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx

Drink the wine, reclining to the left.
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THE SPECIAL BLESSING AND THE SECOND CUP OF WINE

Whenever we celebrate the anniversary of a miracle, sometimes even a personal one, we say a
blessing to that effect (as on Hanukkah or Purim), but on this occasion we celebrate a whole
collection of the greatest miracles that ever occurred, connected with the establishement of our
people as an independent nation, so we say with great happiness the following special blessing, as
a toast followed by the second cup of wine, before we eat.

You are blessed, GOD our God, king of the universe, who has redeemed us and redeemed
our fathers from Egypt, and enabled us to reach this night on which to eat Matsah and
Maror; in the same way may GOD our God and God of our fathers enable us to reach other
Appointments1 and PilgrimFestivals2 that are approaching [us], in peace, enjoying the
building of your City3 and rejoicing in your service, and may we eat there from the [festival]
sacrifices4 and from the Pessach sacrifices, whose blood [we pray] may reach the wall of
your altar to be accepted; and may we thank you with a new song about our redemption and
the freeing of our soul; you are blessed, GOD, who has redeemed Israel.

You are blessed, GOD our God, king of the universe, creator of the fruit of the vine.

1. Refers to all the Festivals.

2. Passover, Pentecost and Tabernacles.

3. Jerusalem.

4. Brought in addition to the Pesach, and also on the other pilgrim festivals. The egg on the plate
reminds us of this.
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=É LÛ DÌ¾Ý=
All wash the hands, and say the following blessing:

A1H- L'L- >K0- H, ¡4 0 K6 |4L| H:¡) )- L>M) D: H2 ¡x |4 Ļ »z H; < J̧ F$ B1L0}6 L( ¦J0 J2 |4- I(W0E$ L- D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx

=ÅÎ HÛDÓ=
Hold all three matsahs (the broken one between the two whole ones). The following blessing is said
over the matsah as food. On all sabbaths and festivals we say ‘motsi’ over two whole unbroken
loaves, even though we only start one. In this case it is the top and bottom which are whole.

A9J< L$ L( 3 H2 1J+J0 $- H:}® K( B1L0}6 L( ¦J0 J2 |4- I(W0E$ L- D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx

=É Lc KÓ=
Lower the bottom matsah, and say the following blessing over the special mitsvah, or duty, of
eating matsah on this occasion, holding the top (whole) and middle (broken) matsahs:

A( L³ K2 >K0-H/F$ 0K6 |4L| H:¡) )- L>M) D: H2 ¡x |4 Ļ »z H; < J̧ F$ B1L0}6 L( ¦J0 J2 |4- I(W0E$ L- D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx

Break off a piece (a minimum quantity, equivalent to the volume of a very large olive or half a
mediumsized egg) from each – and eat both together, reclining to the left.

=ÝDÝ LÓ=
Take a piece of maror, again the minimum quantity is the volume of half a mediumsized egg, dip
it into the haroset (paste) and shake off any surplus. Then say the following blessing over the duty
of eating maror.

A<}< L2 >K0-H/F$ 0K6 |4L| H:¡) )- L>M) D: H2 ¡x |4 Ļ »z H; < J̧ F$ B1L0}6 L( ¦J0 J2 |4- I(W0E$ L- D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx

Eat the maror. Some recline, but most do not.
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CEREMONIAL EATING

RAHTSAH (Washing hands with a blessing, before eating bread.)

You are blessed, GOD our God, king of the universe, who has set us apart with his
instructions and instructed us concerning the preparation of the hands.

MOTSI (Blessing before eating bread, in this case Matsah as food. This blessing covers all food
eaten in the meal.)

You are blessed, GOD our God, king of the universe, who produces bread from the
ground.

MATSAH (Eating the matsah as part of the ceremony, not merely as food, preceded by a blessing
over the actual ceremony of eating the matsah.)

You are blessed, GOD our God, king of the universe, who has set us apart with his
instructions and instructed us concerning the eating of matsah.

MAROR (Bitter vegetables eaten as part of the ceremony.)

This is not considered as part of the meal, and is therefore not covered by the blessing just
recited over bread. There should therefore be a blessing over the maror as food, but it is covered
by the blessing on vegetables said earlier in the evening over the ‘karpas’. It is however preceded
by a blessing over the ceremony of eating the maror.)

You are blessed, GOD our God, king of the universe, who has set us apart with his
instructions and instructed us concerning the eating of maror.
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=EIÝD]=
Hillel’s sandwich. Break a piece from the bottom matsah (same minimum quantity), break it in two,
and between the two put some more maror (same minimum quantity), dipping it into the paste as
before, and say the following:

( L³ K2 (+ K5 J²) ¦I<}¤ (L- L( – 1L£ K; ¸Lz D; H® K( >-Ix J̧ 3 K2¡~Kx 0I¬ H( ( LµL6 3 I¤ A0I¬ H( ¡¤ ¸Lz D; H®K0 <J/I*
CA|(O0 ¡/$M- 1-V<N< ¡2| >}³ K2 0K6C < K2E$J̄ J̧ ( K2 1I£ K; ¡0 B'K+K- ¡x 0I/}$¡) <}< L2|

Eat the sandwich, reclining to the left.

Note: the paste is only used for dipping into, and not eaten as part of the ceremony. If it is tasty
there is no harm in eating it before or during the meal, but not before the above ceremonies are
over. The Plate is no longer required.

=EIÝD× Ô LÌ DÑ OI=
THE MEAL
Note: If one wishes to smoke (provided it is not Friday night, when smoking is forbidden on
account of the Sabbath), there is no objection to taking a light from the candles on the table.
Unlike the lights on Hanukkah (which are to be seen but not used), the Festival candles are for
the purpose of bringing extra light and joy for the occasion, they are for use. Naturally while the
haggadah is being read it is considered insulting to smoke.

One may drink wine during the meal, but not eat roast meat (especially lamb, mutton or goatsmeat)
as this is like pretending to eat the Pesach. The Pesach has to be the real thing, eaten in
accordance with special laws and rituals, or nothing.
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KOREKH (‘Folding’ – Hillel’s sandwich.)

A remembrance of the Temple1, according to Hillel2. This is how Hillel acted in the days
when the Temple was standing – he used to fold over (Pessach 3,) matsah and maror, and eat
them together, in order to fulfil that which is written (Numbers 9:11)4: ‘They are to eat it
on5 matsahs and bitter vegetables.’

1. Although there is no sadness on this occasion, it is the duty of every Jew, in the middle of any
celebration or happy occasion, to pause for a minute and remember the Temple. (At a wedding we
break the glass.) On this occasion we remember not in mourning but in hope.

2. Hillel was the father of the Talmud, and introduced an entirely new approach to the whole of
Judaism, to its study and practice. In particular it was his policy to always be tolerant (even to non-
Jews who tried to ridicule him and ended up becoming Jews and Hillel’s pupils), never lose his
temper, and always answer in a nice way and without spite any question however provocative or
spiteful in intent. In this way he influenced many away from the wrong path after they had been
rejected by others less tolerant. We have seen the relevance in the Haggadah with the need to
answer the ‘wicked’ son; although Hillel did not classify people as ‘good’ or ‘bad’, but preached
and practised a policy of loving and ‘pursuing’ peace, loving all God’s creatures, and where
possible attracting them to the Torah. He was a quiet, humble and almost unknown man when one
year a rare circumstance occurred – Pessach fell on a Sunday! This presented many problems as
the Pessach sacrifice could not be slaughtered the previous afternoon, it being Sabbath. It was so
long since this had last happened that everyone had forgotten what to do. Before the Talmud, laws
were not written down. As a last resort someone suggested asking Hillel, whose answers were
given so simply, clearly, humbly and logically that his knowledge, understanding, character and
personality were appreciated, he rapidly rose to fame, and became, as a spiritual head of Israel, one
of the greatest leaders we have ever had. As his ‘emergence’ was in connection with procedure on
Pessach, it is particularly appropriate that we should remember his name at the seder.

3. It appears that Hillel included the meat of the Pessach in his sandwich, but some opinions say
that he did not. Nowadays anyway this makes no difference. The other rabbis disagreed with him
and ate all three separately. On this night of joy we wish to please everybody, so we also do it
Hillel’s way, but without a blessing.

4. The version in Exodus 12:8 is slightly different.

5. The word can mean ‘together with’, but Hillel took it literally to mean ‘on’.

SHULCHAN OREKH (‘Laid Table’)

THE MEAL

The meal, which should be a feast worthy of the occasion, is eaten.
(Wine may be drunk during the meal if required, but before and after the meal only the specified

four cups may be drunk, two before and two after.
We do not eat roast meat, as the Pessach had to be roasted, and we do not wish to pretend even

to eat the Pessach, which has to be the real thing or nothing, so instead, after the meal, we have
.....)
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=ÔXÙ LÛ=
After the meal, after the dessert and everything else, but before the Grace, the afikomon is eaten
– again the same minimum quantity – reclining to the left. It is a reminder of the Pesach, and after
it nothing more may be eaten until next day; nor may anything further be drunk, except water or
drinks that are simply flavoured water (without milk), apart from the official two further cups of
wine.

=EIÝ LT=

Fill the third cup

The third cup is then filled.

Before Grace, the following is usually sung:

A1- H2 ¡0N+ ¡¤ |4-H- L( B3}£ H: >K%- Ḩ > J$ L- D- %|¸ ¡x S>}0F6 K® K( <- Ḩ
S(L̄ H< |4I4}¸ ¡0| B|4- H² ;}+ ¡µ $I0 L®H- * L$

!(J¬ I$ 1H6 >}µF6K0 L- D- 0-Vz D& H(C 1H-}y K% |< ¡2$M- * L$
C!1- H+ I2 ¡µ |4-H- L( B|4 L® H6 >}µF6K0 L- D- 0-Vz D& H(
A%J&J̄ Kx 1- H;- H8F$K¤ |4 I>)H% ¡̧ > J$ L- D- (L%|¸

A|<N: D;H- (L̄V< ¡x B( L6 D2V' ¡x 1- H6»<M~ K(
A)- L>N®O0F$ $ IµM4 (L̄V< ¡% $N%L- $Nx S6K<L~ K( ¦ J̧ J2 $ IµM4 B(N/L%| ¦I0I- ¦}0 L(

Some add:

A' J6L) 1L0}6 ¡0 }¸U'¾; 1 I̧ < LµLx 0¾¤ ¦I<L%-H) B- H² <Jx K'¡- L- D- >K¬ H( ¡º
A{L- |0 ¡0 K( B1L0}6 ' K6¡) ( Lº K6 I2 {L- ¦I<L% ¡4 |4 D+K4F$K)

A}z D5 K+ 1L0}6 ¡0 - H¤ B%}, - H¤ L-- K0 |'}(
?}>L¬ H( ¡º 0¾¤ K6- H2 Ḑ K- BL- D- >}<|% ¡y 0I¬ K2¡- - H2

If there are three adult males present, begin here. If there are ten adult males present, add the
words in brackets. The Head of the Household should if possible lead the Grace himself and not
delegate it to anyone else (as is often done on other occasions) even to a distinguished guest. The
first line is just an announcement which may be read in any language.

Head of House:

!¦I<L% ¡4 B- K>}xK<
Others reply:

A1L0}6 ' K6¡) ( Lº K6 I2 ¦L<N% ¡2 L- D- 1 I̧ - H(¡-
Head of House:

A1L0}6 ' K6¡) ( Lº K6 I2 ¦L<N% ¡2 L- D- 1 I̧ - H(¡-
!}¬ J¹ H2 |4 D0K/ L$ J̧ (|4- I(W0E$) ¦I<L% ¡4 B- K>}x K< ¡) 3L4LxK< ¡) 3L4 L< L2 >|¸»<Hx

Others reply:

A|4-H- L+ }%|, ¡%| }¬ J¹ H2 |4 D0 K/ L$ J̧ (|4- I(W0E$) ¦|<Lx
Head of House:

A|4-H- L+ }%|, ¡%| }¬ J¹ H2 |4 D0 K/ L$ J̧ (|4- I(W0E$) ¦|<Lx
A}2 ¡̧ ¦|<L%| $|( ¦|<Lx
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TSAFUN (‘Hidden’)

THE AFIKOMON

(The AFIKOMON, or dessert matsah, to remind us of the Pessach sacrifice. After eating it we
may not eat anything else before retiring, either during or after the seder.)

BAREKH (‘Blessing’)

GRACE AFTER MEALS

(Before Grace, the following, Psalm 126, is traditionally sung:)

A Song of the Steps. When GOD rehabilitates Zion, we shall have become like dreamers;
Then will our mouth be full of laughter, and our tongue [full] of joy.
Then among the nations they will say ‘GOD has acted greatly with these people;
Had GOD acted greatly with us, we would be happy!’
Revive us, GOD, like the mountain stream beds in the Negev.
Those who sow in tears will reap in joy!
Though he goes, weeping as he goes, carrying the seeds that he scatters;
Yet he will indeed arrive joyfully, carrying his sheaves.

Some add the following verses:

(Psalm 145:21) Let my mouth speak the praise of GOD, and may all flesh bless his holy
name for ever and ever.

(Psalm 115:18) And we bless God from now and for ever, Halleluyah.
(Psalm – various) Thank GOD for he is good, for his kindness is eternal.
(Psalm 106:2) Who will relate the powerful deeds of GOD, will make all his praise be

heard?

(The word rabotai means ‘Gentlemen’ or ‘Sirs’, corresponding to the French ‘Messieurs’,
although either word sounds clumsy in English.)

(The Head of the House commences:)
Gentlemen, let us say grace!

(The others reply:)
May the name of GOD be blessed from now and for ever.

(The Head of the House repeats:)
May the name of GOD be blessed from now and for ever

(and adds:)
With the permission of teachers, masters and sirs,
Let us bless (our God) from whose we have eaten!

(The others reply:)
Blessed is (our God) from whose we have eaten, and through whose goodness we are alive.

(The Head of the House replies:)
Blessed is (our God) from whose we have eaten, and through whose goodness we are alive.

(All say together:)
He is blessed and his name is blessed.
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If there are less than three adult males present, begin here:

$|( .1- H2F+K< ¡%| ' J5 J+ ¡x B3 I+ ¡x B}%|, ¡x }¬O¤ 1L0}6 L( > J$ 3L~ K( B1L0}6L( ¦ J0 J2 |4- I(W0E$ L- D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx
3}* L2 |4L0 < K5 D+J- 0 K$¡) B|4 L0 < K5 L+ $N0 '- H2 Lº 0}'Ly K( }%|, ¡%| .}z D5 K+ 1L0}6 ¡0 - H¤ B< LµLx 0¾/ ¡0 1 J+J0 3 I>}4
0¾/ ¡0 3}* L2 3- H/ I2| B0N¤ K0 %- H, I2| B0N¤ K0 5I4 D<K8 ¡2| 3L* (0 I$) $|( -H¤ .0}'Ly K( }2 ¡̧ <|%F6Kx B' J6L) 1L0}6 ¡0

A0N¤ K( > J$ 3L~ K( BL- D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx .$L<Lx < J̧ F$ )- L>}£V< ¡x

–– |4- I(W0E$ L- D- Bª D0 ( J'}4
B(L% L+»<| (L%}, B( Lz D2 J+ 9J< J$ |4- I>}%F$K0 Lº D0 K+D4 H( J̧ 0 K6 –

B1-V'L%F6 >-Ix H2 |4 L>-V' ¡8| B1H-K< D: H2 9J< J$ I2 |4- I(W0E$ L-D- |4 L>$ I:}( J̧ 0 K6¡) –

B|4 I< Lµ ¡%H% Lº D2 K>L+ J̧ ª ¡>-V< ¡x 0 K6¡) –

B|4 L>U' K®H¬ J̧ ª ¡>L<}º 0 K6¡) –

B|4 Lº D6 K'}( J̧ ª- J́ O+ 0 K6¡) –

B|4 LºD4K4}+ J̧ ' J5 J+L) 3 I+ 1-H£ K+ 0 K6¡) –

B'- H2 Lº |4 L>}$ 5I4U< K8 ¡2| 3L* ( Lº K$ Ļ 3}* L2 >K0- H/F$ 0 K6¡) –

S( L6 Ļ 0¾/ ¡%| B> I6 0¾/ ¡%| 1}- 0¾/ ¡x ––

1L0}6 ¡0 '- H2 Lº - K+ 0¾/ - H8 ¡x ª ¡2 Ḩ ¦K<Lx D>H- A¦ L>}$ 1- H/»<L% ¡2| B¦L0 1-V'}2 |4 D+K4F$ |4- I(W0E$ L- D- 0N¤ K( 0 K6¡)
( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx .C¦L0 3 K>L4 < J̧ F$ (L%N¢K( 9J< L$ L( 0 K6 ª- J(W0E$ L- D- > J$ Lº D/K<I%| B Lº D6L% Lµ¡) Lº D0 K/ L$¡)C %|>L¤K¤ B' J6L)

A3}* L®K( 0 K6¡) 9J< L$L( 0 K6 L- D-

0 K6¡) Bª J'}% ¡¤ 3 K¤ Ḑ H2 3}£ H: 0 K6¡) BªJ<- H6 1H- K0 Ļ |<¡- 0 K6¡) Bª J® K6 0 I$L< DµH- 0 K6 B|4- I(W0E$ L- D- B$L4?1 J+K<
B|4 I6»< – |4-H% L$ B|4- I(W0E$ A)-L0 L6 ª ¡2 Ḩ $L< D;H̄ J̧ ¸}' Ĺ K( ¡) 0}'Ly K( >H-Kx K( 0 K6¡) Bª J+- Ḩ ¡2 'H) Lz >-Ix >|/ ¡0 K2
|4 I/-V< D: Kº 0 K$ $L4 ¡) A|4- I>}< L: 0¾¤ H2 (L< I( D2 |4- I(W0E$ L-D- |4 L0 +K)U< K(¡) !|4 I+-H)U< K(¡) B|4 I0 ¡¤ D0 K/¡) |4 I5 ¡4U<K² B|4I4|*
B( L+|> ¡² K( B( L$I0 ¡® K( ª»'L- ¡0 1 H$ -H/ B1 L> L$L) D0 K( - I'- H0 $W0 ¡) B1 L'L) < LµLx >K4 ¡º K2 - I'-H0 $W0 B|4- I(W0E$ L- D-

A' J6L) 1L0}6 ¡0 1I0 L¤H4 $W0 ¡) ¸}%I4 $W¬ J̧ B(L% L+»< L(¡) ( Ļ |' ¡y K(

[On Friday night, add the following paragraph:

- H¤ A(J~ K( ¸}' Ĺ K(¡) 0}'Ly K( >Lx K¹ K( - H6-H% ¡¹ K( 1}- >K) D: H2 ¡%| Bª- J>M) D: H2 ¡x B|4- I(W0E$ L- D- B|4 I:-H0F+ K( ¡) ( I:»<
B|4 L0 +K4 L( ª»4}:»<H%| AªJ4}:»< >K) D: H2 ¡¤ B(L%F(K$ ¡x }x K+|4L0 ¡) }x >¾x Ḑ H0 Bª-J4 L8 ¡0 $|( ¸}' L;¡) 0}'Ly (J* 1}-
ª»<- H6 3}£ H: > K2E+J4 ¡x |4- I(W0E$ L- D- |4 I$U< K(¡) A|4 I> L+|4 ¡2 1}- ¡x ( L+L4F$K) 3}&L- ¡) (L< L: - H( ¡> $W¬ J̧ B|4- I(W0E$ L- D-

[A>}2L+J̄ K( 0 K6K%| >}6|¸¡- K( 0 K6Kx $|( ( LºK$ - H¤ Bª J̧ U' ¾; <- H6 1H- K0 Ļ |<¡- 3K- D4 H% ¡%|

B|4I4}< ¡/H* – < I/L~H- ¡) ' I;L²H- ¡) B6 K2 L¹H- ¡) ( J:L<I- ¡) B( J$L<I- ¡) 6KyK- ¡) $}%L- ¡) B( J0F6K- B|4- I>}%F$ - I(W0$I) |4- I(W0E$
0¾¤ 3}< ¡/H* ¡) Bª J̧ D' ¾; <- H6 1H- K0 Ļ |<¡- 3}< ¡/H* ¡) Bª Jz D% K6 'H) Lz 3 Jx K+- Ḩ L2 3}< ¡/H* ¡) B|4- I>}%F$ 3}< ¡/H* ¡) B|4I4}' ¡; H8|
& K+ 1}- ¡x B1}0 Ļ ¡0| 1-H£ K+ ¡0 B1- H2F+K< ¡0| ' J5 J+ ¡0| 3 I+ ¡0 B(L%}, ¡0 B( L,I0 ¡8H0 Bª-J4 L8 ¡0 – 0 I$L< DµH- >-Ix ª ¡® K6
(L6|¸¡- <K% ¡' H%| A1-¡£ K+ ¡0 }% |4 I6- Ḩ }( ¡) B(L/L< ¡% H0 }% |4 I' ¡;¾8| B(L%}, D0 }x |4- I(N0E$ L- D- |4 I< ¡/¾* A(J~ K( >}³ K® K(
A( Lº L$ 1|+K<¡) 3|¯ K+ ¦ J0 J2 0 I$ - H¤ B|4-I4- I6 ª-J0 I$ - H¤ B|4 I6- Ḩ }( ¡) |4- I0 L6 1I+K<¡) |4Ī ¾+ ¡) 5|+ B1- H2F+K< ¡)

!3 I2 L$ A1H- L0 Ļ |<¡- )- L2F+K< ¡% (J4}x L- D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx A|4- I2L- ¡% (L< I( ¡2Hx B¸ J'Ń K( <- H6 1H-K0 Ļ |<¡- (I4 ¡%|
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You are blessed, GOD our God, king of the universe, who feeds the whole world through
his goodness, with goodwill, with kindness and with mercy; he (Psalm 136) ‘provides bread
for all flesh, for his kindness is eternal’, and in his great goodness he has not given us
insufficient; and may he never give us insufficient food, for the sake of his great reputation,
for he is God, feeding and supplying (food) for all, and doing good for all, and preparing food
for all his creatures that he has created. You are blessed, GOD, who feeds all!

Let us thank you, GOD our God ––
for the fact that you have granted as a legacy to our fathers a land that is pleasant, good

and spacious,
and for the fact that you GOD our God have brought us out of Egypt and redeemed us from

the slavehouse,
and for your contract that you have sealed in our flesh,
and for your Teaching (Torah) that you have taught us,
and for your laws that you have enabled us to get to know,
and for the life, goodwill and kindness that you have granted us,
and for the meal of food that you feed and supply us with continually,

–– every day, at every time and at every hour.
For all this, GOD our God, we thank you and bless you: may your name be blessed, through

the mouth of all that live, continually and for ever, as it is written (Deut. 8:10) ‘and you will
eat and be satisfied; then you are to bless GOD your God for the good land that he has given
you’. You are blessed, GOD, for the land and for the food.

Take pity, please, GOD our God, on Israel your people, on Jerusalem your city, on Zion
the home of your presence, on the kingdom of the House of David your annointed one, and
on the great and holy Temple through which your reputation is preached. Our God, our
father, shepherd us, feed us, supply us and provide for us, and relieve us; give us respite,
GOD our God, quickly from all our troubles; and please do not cause us to need so as to be
dependent on that given by ‘flesh and blood’, nor dependent on their loans, but only on your
full, open, overflowing and large hand, that we may never, ever be ashamed or put to shame.

(On Sabbath add:
Be pleased and give us peace of mind, GOD our God, through [our keeping]

your commands, and in particular the command concerning the seventh day, this great and
holy day; for this day is great and special in your eyes, on which to cease and on which to
rest, with love, according to the command of your wish; and in your wish, allow us to rest,
God our God, that there may be neither trouble, nor sorrow, nor grief on our day of rest.
Furthermore, let us see, GOD our God, the rehabilitation of Zion your city and the rebuilding
of Jerusalem your holy city, for you are the one capable of salvation and rehabilitation.)

Our God and God of our fathers, may the memory and remebrance of us and the memory
of our fathers rise, arrive, reach, appear, and be accepted, listened to, brought to mind and
remembered – also the memory of the Messiah, son of David your servant, the memory of
Jerusalem your holy city, and the memory of all your people the House of Israel – before you,
for escape, for good, for goodwill, for kindness and for mercy, for life and for peace on this
day of the Festival of Matsahs. Remember us on it, GOD our God, for good; and bear us in
mind on it for blessing; and save us on it for life! And concerning the matter of salvation and
mercy, take pity and grant us goodwill, have mercy on us and save us, for our eyes are
turned towards you, for you are God, king, gracious and merciful.

And rebuild Jerusalem the city of the T~emple quickly, in our days! You are blessed, GOD,
who mercifully rebuilds Jerusalem. Amen.
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B|4 I< »:}- B|4 I0F$}y B|4 I$»<}x B|4 I<-Vz K$ B|4 I¤ D0 K2 B|4- H% L$ B0 I$ L( B1L0}6 L( ¦J0 J2 |4- I(W0E$ L- D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx
B%- H, I( $|( 1}-L) 1}- 0¾/ ¡x J̧ A0N¤ K0 %- H, I® K( ¡) %}¢ K( ¦J0 J®K( B0 I$L< DµH- ( I6}< |4 I6}< B%N;F6K- ¸}' ¡; |4 I̧ }' ¡;
1- H2F+K< ¡0| ' J5 J+ ¡0| 3 I+ ¡0 .' K6L0 |4 I0 ¡2 D&H- $|( B|4 I0 ¡2}& $|( B|4 L0 L2 ¡& $|( .|4L0 %- H,-I- $|( B%- H, I2 $|(
A%}, 0¾/¡) B1}0 Ļ ¡) 1-H£ K+¡) 1- H2F+K<¡) B(L0 L¤ D0K/ ¡) ( L5L4U< K² ( L2L+J4 B( L6|¸-H) (L/L< ¡x B( L+L0 D: K(¡) (L0 L³ K( B+K) J< ¡0|

A|4I< ¡± K+¡- 0 K$ 1L0}6 ¡0 %|, 0¾¤ H2|

A' J6L) 1L0}6 ¡0 |4- I0 L6 ¦}0 D2H- $|( B3 L2F+K< L(
A9J< L$L%| 1H- K2 L¹Kx ¦K<Lx D>H- $|( B3 L2F+K< L(

- I2 ¡0}6 ¡0| ' K6L0 |4Lx < KzK( D>H- ¡) B1- H+ L: ¡4 + K:I4 ¡0 |4Lx < K$L² D>H- ¡) B1-V<}z <}' ¡0 +Kx Kº Ḑ H- $|( B3 L2F+K< L(
A1- H2L0}6

A'}%L/ ¡x |4 I5 ¡4U< K8¡- $|( B3 L2F+K< L(
A|4 I:U< K$ ¡0 >|£ H2 ¡2}; |4I/-H0}- ¡) B|4 I<$L| K: 0 K6 I2 |4 I¬ O6 <}x Ḑ H- $|( B3 L2F+K< L(

A)-L0 L6 |4 D0 K/ L$ J̧ (J* 3 L+ D0 O̧ 0 K6¡) B(J~ K( >H-KxKx (LxO< ¡2 (L/L< ¡x |4 L0 +K0 Ḑ H- $|( B3 L2F+K< L(
B>}6|¸¡- B>}%}, >}<}µ ¡x |4L0?< J¶K%-H) B%}¢K0 <|/L* B$-H%L̄ K( |(L£ H0 I$ >J$ |4 L0 +K0 Ḑ H- $|( B3 L2F+K< L(

A>}2E+J4 ¡)

Choose from the following two, with or without the words in brackets, as appropriate:

$|( B3 L2F+K< L(
-H0 < J̧ F$ 0¾¤ >J$¡) (- H6U<K* > J$¡)) (- Hº Ḑ H$ > J$¡)) -H4 I/»<L%¡- =

> J$¡) B1 L>-Ix > J$¡) B(J~ K( >H-Kx K( >K0F6Kx (- H>L<}2 - H® H$) >J$¡) (J~ K( >H-Kx K( 0 K6Kx (- H<}2 - H% L$) >J$ ¦I<L%¡- =

B1 J(L0 < J̧ F$ 0¾/ > J$¡) 1 L6U<K*
3 I¤ AC0N¤ B0N¤ H2 B0N¤KxC %N;F6K- ¡) ; L+ D:H- 1 L(L< D% K$ |4- I>}%F$ |/»<Lx D>H̄ J̧ }2 ¡¤ B(|4 L0 < J̧ F$ 0¾¤ > J$¡) |4 L>}$)

C!3 I2 L$C < K2$M4 ¡) .( L2I0 ¡̧ ( L/L< ¡%Hx ' K+K- |4 L¬ O¤ |4 L>}$ ¦I<L%¡-

( L; L' ¡:| BL-D- > I$ I2 (L/L< ¡% $ L¶H4 ¡) A1}0 Ļ >J< J2 Ḑ H2 ¡0 - H( ¡º J̧ >|/ ¡* |4- I0 L6¡) 1 J(-I0 L6 |' ¡®K0¡- 1}< L®Kx
A1L' L$¡) 1- H(W0E$ -I4- I6 ¡x %}, 0 J/ Iµ¡) 3 I+ $ L: D2H4¡) A|4 I6 Ḑ H- - I(W0E$ I2

[On Friday night add the following line:

[A1- H2L0}6L( -I£ K+ ¡0 ( L+|4 ¡2| >Lx Ķ }¬ O¤ J̧ 1}- |4 I0- H+D4K- $|( B3 L2F+K< L(

A%}, }¬ O¤ J̧ 1}- |4 I0- H+D4K- $|( B3 L2F+K< L(
)-H~ H2 1-H4E(J4 ¡) 1 J(- I̧ $L< ¡x 1 J(- I>}< ¡, K6¡) 1-H% ¡̧ }- 1- H;-Vz K³ J̧ B¦N< L$ }¬ O¤ J̧ 1}- |4 I0- H+ D4K- $|( B3 L2F+K< L(

A1 J( L® H6 |4 I; D0 J+ - H(-H) B(L4-H/ ¡¹K(
A$Lx K( 1L0}6 L( -I£ K+ ¡0| B K+- Ḩ L® K( >}2- H0 |4 I¤K*¡- $|( B3 L2F+K< L(

A1L0}6 ' K6 B}6U<K* ¡0| 'H) L' ¡0 }+- Ḩ ¡2H0 ' J5 J+ ( JµN6 ¡) .}¤ D0 K2 >}6|¸¡- 0Nz D& H2
C!3 I2 L$C |< ¡2 H$¡) A0 I$L< DµH- 0¾¤ 0K6¡) |4- I0 L6 1}0 Ļ ( JµF6K- $|( B)- L2}< ¡2Hx 1}0 Ļ ( JµN6
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You are blessed, GOD our God, king of the universe, the God our father, our king, our
mighty [protector], our creator, our redeemer, our maker, our saint the Holy One of Jacob,
our shepherd the shepherd of Israel, the king who is good and who does good for all; who
each day has done good, does good, and will do good for us; he has dealt kindly, deals kindly
and will deal kindly with us for ever – for goodwill, for kindness, for mercy, and for the
respite of rescue, prosperity, blessing, and salvation, rehabilitation, supply and provision, and
mercy, life and peace and all goodness; and of all goodness may he never let us be short.

May the Merciful reign over us for ever!
May the Merciful be blessed in heaven and on earth!
May the Merciful be praised for all generations, rule over us for ever, and reign over us

for all eternity.
May the Merciful supply (our needs) with dignity!
May the Merciful break our yoke (of suffering) off from our neck, and may he lead us

upright to our land!
May the Merciful send us much blessing in this house, and on this table at which we have

eaten!
May the Merciful send us Elijah the Prophet (remembered for good) who may bring us

good news, salvation and rehabilitation.

(The following sentence up to the semi-colon is said by each person silently, each saying only
those words that are appropriate to him or her:)

May the Merciful bless my father my teacher, the master of this house, my mother my
teacher, the mistress of this house, them, their house, their children, me, my wife/husband,
my children, and all that is theirs/mine;
.... us and all that is ours just as our fathers Abraham, Isaac and Jacob were blessed ‘with
all’, ‘of all’ and ‘all’ respectively, so may he bless us all together with a complete blessing,
and let us say ‘Amen’!

On High may they plead both on their own behalf and ours sufficient justification for there
to be lasting peace; (Psalm 24:5 adapted:) and that we may receive blessing from GOD and
reward from our God who saves; (Proverbs 3:4 adapted:) and may we find goodwill and a good
understanding in the sight of God and man.

(On Sabbath add:

May the Merciful grant us a day that is complete Sabbath and rest for eternal life!)

May the Merciful grant us a day that is wholly good!
May the Merciful grant us a day that is wholly prolonged, in which the righteous sit with

their crowns on their heads, enjoying the aura of the Divine Presence (and may our lot be
with them)!

May the Merciful grant us the privilege of reaching the days of the Messiah and the life
of the Next World.

(2 Samuel 22:51) He is a tower of salvation to his king, and performs kindness for his
annointed, for David and his descendants for ever.

He makes peace in his high places (Job 25:2), may he make peace for us and for all Israel
– and say ‘Amen’!
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Some add the following verses:

A)- L$ I<-H0 <}5 D+ K2 3- I$ - H¤ B)- Ļ N' ¡; L-D- > J$ |$<¡-
A%}, 0¾/ |< ¡5 D+K- $W0 L- D- - I̧ »<N' ¡) B|% I6L<¡) |¸L< 1-V<- H8 ¡¤

A}z D5 K+ 1L0}6 ¡0 - H¤ B%}, - H¤ L-- K0 |'}(
A3}:L< - K+ 0¾/ ¡0 K6-Hx Dµ K2| Bª J'L- > J$ K+ I>}²

A}+ K, D% H2 L- D- (L- L(¡) BL--Kx + K, D%H- < J̧ F$ <J%Jy K( ¦|<Lx
A1 J+L0 ¸ J́ K% ¡2 }6U<K* ¡) B%L*E6J4 ;-Vz K: - H>- H$L< $N0 ¡) .- H> D4 K;L* 1Ky B- H>-H- L( < K6K4

A1}0 L¹K% }® K6 > J$ ¦I<L%¡- L- D- .3 IºH- }® K6 ¡0 *N6 L- D-

Raise the cup.

A3 J8Ly K( -V< ¡² $I<}x B1L0}6 L( ¦J0 J2 |4- I(W0E$ L- D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx

Drink the wine, reclining to the left.
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(The following verses are frequently added quietly after the Grace.)
(Psalm 34:10). Fear GOD, (you) his holy ones, for there is no shortage for those who fear him.
(Psalm 34:11). Young lions want and starve, but those who seek God are not short of any good
thing.
(Psalm 118:1 & elsewhere): Thank GOD for he is good, for his kindness is eternal.
(Psalm 145:16). Opening your hand and satisfying with goodwill all who live.
(Jeremiah 17:7). Blessed is the man who trusts in GOD and for whom GOD is his security.
(Psalm 37:25). I was a young man, now I am old, but I have not seen a righteous man
abandoned, nor his children in search of bread.
(Psalm 29:11). GOD gives strength to his people; GOD will bless his people with peace.

THE THIRD CUP OF WINE

You are blessed, GOD our God, king of the universe, creator of the fruit of the vine.
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Fill the fourth cup

Also a cup known as Elijah’s cup is filled, but the wine is not drunk. At the end of the evening, the

wine from Elijah’s cup is poured back into the bottle.

The door (of the room, and the street door) is opened, and the following is said:

A|$L< L; $W0 ª ¡2 Ḩ ¡x < J̧ F$ >}/L0 D2 K2 0K6¡) Bª|6 L'¡- $W0 < J̧ F$ 1H-}y K( 0 J$ ª ¡> L2F+ ¦N8 ¡̧
A|® Ķ I( |(I)L4 > J$¡) %N;F6K- > J$ 0K/ L$ - H¤

A1I&- H¶K- ª ¡² K$ 3}<F+K) Bª J2 D6K* 1 J(-I0F6 ¦¾8 ¡̧
AL- D- - I2 ¡̧ > K+ Kº H2 1I'- H2 Ḑ Kº ¡) 7 K$ ¡x 7NzU< Hº

The door is closed.

ELIJAH’S CUP

There was a dispute among the Rabbis. Some said that on this night we are obliged to drink five
cups of wine, neither more nor less. Others said that we drink only four, but the fifth will only be
drunk when the Messiah comes and we are restored to our homeland. There appears to be a third
opinion, that four cups are obligatory and the fifth optional. All agree that wine may be taken with
the meal and this does not count, but wine must not be taken before or after the meal except as
prescribed by the law. The accepted decision is the second opinion, that we drink four cups, but
on this night we are happy and try to please everyone, so when we pour out the fourth cup we also
pour a fifth cup – just one cup only, not one for each person – which we leave but do not drink.
There is an old Jewish tradition, based on the last verses of the book of Malachi, that before the
coming of the Messiah we will be paid a return visit by the prophet Elijah, who, according to the
book of Kings, did not die but was taken up to heaven. Elijah will then resolve all differences and
disputes in the world, so that the Messiah may usher in an era of peace. In Jewish law, where there
is a dispute over the ownership of an article, in certain special rare cases where the matter cannot
be resolved by any other means, the article is to be left in abeyance ‘until Elijah comes’ so that
he may resolve the dispute. Here, symbolically, we leave out the fifth cup for Elijah to decide
upon, so it has become known as ‘Elijah’s cup’. This is only symbolic. After the Seder we may
pour it back into the bottle and use it on a later occasion, as it is only the Seder cupful of wine that
is in dispute, not the wine itself.

As explained earlier, all are welcome to join us on the Passover, and when the blood-libel began
it was stressed that this includes non-Jews, as we have nothing to hide. Also as free men we are
not afraid, and the custom it seems was to leave the door of the house open all evening, so that
any may enter it at any time. The first night of Passover is callled a ‘night of watching’ (Exodus
12:42) when God watches over us, and even in our bedside prayers we do not ask, this night, for
special protection while we are asleep, we take it for granted.
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In the middle ages, certain historical events occurred that are usually presented to us in a false
light. Throughout Europe the economic situation was extremely bad, political power was in the
hands of the kings, the aristocracy and the Christian church, who began to face unrest among the
starving oppressed masses held down by the well-established feudal system. To maintain authority
and power it was decided to divert the attention of the ignorant masses by embarking on ‘crusades’
to ‘rescue the Holy Land, especially Jerusalem, for Christendom’ from the ‘pagan Moslems’, the
Saracens who governed it. The crusaders gathered all the rabble of Europe, hooliganism was
rampant and not discouraged, and in particular the Jews provided a useful scapegoat and a
defenceless outlet. Thousands were murdered, and in many cases whole communities were
massacred. The blood-libel was revived, and Passover, especially as it roughly coincides with the
Christian Easter, was taken as an opportunity for drunken hordes to savagely attack the Jews,
breaking into our homes and synagogues, plundering and murdering. Against a drunken
bloodthirsty mob one cannot reason, so the ‘open door’ was no longer practicable.

The persecution was intense, and although bitterness is out of place in Judaism and especially
at the Seder, in the face of such suffering it could not be wholly restrained. Four biblical verses,
which are not really bitter in their original context, taken together expressed the mood of the
people and were inserted here, to be quickly followed by the remainder of the Hallel expressing
joy and hope for the future redemption. Perhaps largely on account of printing these verses became
accepted as part of the Seder. So as not to completely abolish the custom of the ‘open door’, the
door was opened just for this short paragraph ‘shephokh’ or ‘pour out your anger’, possibly as an
act of defiance.

When the reason for all this had been forgotten, somebody thought up a pleasant and ingenious
explanation, a story that appeals to the superstitious and to young children. The verses are said just
after ‘Elijah’s cup’ is filled, and it was suggested that we open the door to admit Elijah, who,
disguised as an invisible angel, comes in and takes a quick tiny sip of wine from his cup, so tiny
that you cannot notice it, and then goes out again. To believe in this as a superstition is wrong, but
treated as a pleasant fairy story it is quite harmless.

(Psalm 79:6,7)1. Pour out your anger against those nations2 that have not acknowledged you,
and on those kingdoms that have not preached in your name;3 for they have consumed
Jacob,4 and they have destroyed his home.
(Psalm 69:25). Pour out your indignation against them, and may the heat of your anger reach
them.
(Lamentations 3:66). You will pursue them with your anger, and blot them out from under
God’s sky.

1. These two verses occur only slightly differently in Jeremiah 10:25.

2. Not against ‘gentiles’ as often wrongly translated, nor ‘heathens’ who know no better, but those
who have rejected God’s authority and teachings, who should know better.

3. Not literally ‘name’, because some of the worst crimes in history have been committed in the
name of God. Judaism clearly teaches that those who do good not in the name of God are merely
rebuked, but one who does bad in the name of God has sinned doubly and severely, and is heavily
punished.

4. Israel.
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=Ñ Î KÉ=The Hallel is resumed:

Aª Jº H2F$ 0 K6 Bª»z D5 K+ 0 K6 B'}% L¤ 3 Iº ª ¡2 Ḩ D0 - H¤ B|4 L0 $W0 BL- D- |4 L0 $W0
C?1 J(- I(W0E$ $L4 (I£ K$C 1H-}y K( |< ¡2$M- ( L2L0
!( LµL6 B9 I8L+ < J̧ F$ 0N¤ !1H- K2 L¹K% |4- I(W0$I)
S1 L' L$ - I'¡- ( IµF6 K2 B% L(L* ¡) 7 J5 J¤ 1J(-Ix K:F6

S|$U<H- $W0 ¡) 1 J(L0 1H-K4- I6 B|<Ix K'¡- $W0 ¡) 1 J(L0 ( J²
S3|+-V<¡- $W0 ¡) 1 J(L0 7 K$ B|6 L2 Ḑ H- $W0 ¡) 1 J(L0 1H-K4 D* ¾$

A1L4}< ¡&Hx |y D(J- $W0 B|/I¬ K(¡- $W0 ¡) 1 J(- I0 ¡&K< B3|¸- H2¡- $W0 ¡) 1 J(- I'¡-
A1 J(Lx K+ I,Nx < J̧ F$ 0N¤ B1 J(- IµN6 |- D(H- 1 J(}2 ¡¤

A$|( 1L̄H& L2| 1L<D* J6 !L--Kx + K, ¡x B0 I$L< DµH-
A$|( 1L̄H& L2| 1L< D* J6 !L--Kx |+ ¡,Hx B3N<F(K$ >- Ix
A$|( 1L̄H& L2| 1L<D* J6 !L--Kx |+ ¡,Hx BL- D- - I$»<H-

S3N<F(K$ >- Ix >J$ ¦I<L%¡- B0 I$L< DµH- >-Ix > J$ ¦I<L%¡- B¦I<L%¡- |4 L<L/¡* L- D-
A1-H0N' ¡y K( 1H6 1-H̄ K, ¡́ K( BL- D- - I$ ¡<H- ¦I<L%¡-
A1J/-I4 ¡x 0 K6¡) 1J/-I0F6 B1J/-I0F6 L- D- 7 I5M-
A9J< L$L) 1H- K2 Ļ ( IµN6 L--K0 1 Jº K$ 1- H/|< ¡x

A1 L' L$ -I4 ¡% H0 3 K>L4 9 J< L$ L(¡) BL-- K0 1H- K2 Ļ 1H- K2 L¹K(
A( L2|' - I'»<M- 0¾¤ $W0 ¡) B{L- |0 ¡0 K(¡- 1- H> I® K( $W0

!{L- |0 ¡0 K( S1L0}6 ' K6¡) ( Lº K6 I2 {L- ¦I<L% ¡4 |4 D+K4F$K)

A-L4|4F+ Kº -H0}; > J$ L- D- 6 K2 Ḑ H- - H¤ - Hº D% K( L$
A$L< D; J$ - K2L- ¡%| -H0 }4D* ¾$ ( L¢ H( - H¤

A$ L: D2 J$ 3}&L- ¡) (L< L: B-H4|$ L: ¡2 0}$ ¡̧ - I< L: ¡2| >J) L2 - I0 ¡% J+ -H4|8 L8F$
C!- Ḩ D8K4 ( L, ¡¬ K2 L- D- $L̄ L$C $L< D; J$ L-D- 1 I̧ ¡%|

A1 I+K< ¡2 |4- I(W0$I) B;-Vz K: ¡) L- D- 3|¯ K+
A K6- Ḩ }(¡- - H0 ¡) - H>W¬ Kz BL- D- 1H-$ L> ¡² < I2Ņ

A- H/¡- L0 L6 0 K2Ly L- D- - H¤ - H/¡- L+|4 ¡2H0 - Ḩ D8K4 -H%|¸
A- H+ Jz H2 -H0 D&K< > J$ B( L6 D2Vz 3 H2 -H4- I6 > J$ B>J) L® H2 - Ḩ D8K4 Lº D:K¬ H+ - H¤

A1-H£ K+ K( >}:»< K$ ¡x L- D- -I4 ¡8 H0 ¦I¬ K( D> J$
A'N$ ¡2 - H>-H4 L6 B-H4F$ B<Ix K'F$ - H¤ B- Hº D4 K2E$ J(
AC%I*N¤ 1L' L$L( 0¾¤C -H* D8 ¾+ ¡% - HºU< K2 L$ B-H4F$

?- L0 L6 - H(}0|2 D& Kº 0¾¤ BL--K0 %- Ḩ L$ ( L2
A$L< D; J$ L- D- 1 I̧ ¡%| B$ L¶ J$ >}6|¸¡- 5}¤
A}®K6 0¾/ ¡0 $L̄ ( L' ¡&J4 1I¬ Ķ F$ L--K0 -K< L' ¡4

A)- L'- H5F+K0 ( L>¡) L® K( L- D- -I4- I6 ¡x < L;L-
A-L< I5}2 ¡0 Lº D+ Kº H² Bª J> L2F$ 3Jx ª»z D% K6 -H4F$ Sª Jz D% K6 -H4F$ - H¤ L- D- (L̄ L$

A$L< D; J$ L- D- 1 I̧ ¡%| B( L'}º +K%J* +Kx D* J$ ª ¡0
A}®K6 0¾/ ¡0 $L̄ ( L' ¡&J4 1I¬ Ķ F$ L--K0 -K< L' ¡4

!{L- |0 ¡0 K( S H1L0 Ļ |<¡- - H/ I/}> ¡x BL- D- >-Ix >}< ¡: K+ ¡x
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HALLEL (‘Praise’).

THE HALLEL – part 2.

(Psalm 115) Not for us, GOD, not for us but for your reputation and honour, for [showing]
your kindness and your honesty. Why should the nations say ‘where is their God?’? Our God
is in heaven, he does all that he wishes. Their idols are silver and gold, manufacture of
human hands: they have a mouth but do not speak, they have eyes but do not see, they have
ears but do not hear, they have a nose but do not breathe! Those who make them become like
them, all who trust in them. Israel, trust in GOD! He is their help and shield. House of
Aaron, trust in GOD! He is their help and shield. Those who fear GOD, trust in God! He is
their help and shield. GOD has remembered us, he will bless: he will bless the House of
Israel; he will bless the House of Aaron; he will bless those who fear GOD, the small with the
great! May GOD increase [blessings] on you – on you and on your children. You are blessed
by GOD, maker of heaven and earth. The heaven is the heaven of GOD, but the earth he has
given to the children of man. The dead do not praise GOD, nor any who descend to stillness,
but we bless GOD from now and for ever, Halleluyah.

(Psalm 116) I love GOD, because he listens to the voice of my requests for goodwill; because
he has stretched his ear towards me, so I will call [on him] all my days. The snares of death
have surrounded me and the straits of hell have found me; I find trouble and sorrow. Then
I call on the name of GOD: ‘Please, GOD, help me out of this!’ GOD is full of goodwill and
is just, and our God is merciful. GOD protects the simple, I fell low and he saved me. Return,
o self, to your rest, because God has dealt kindly on your behalf. For you have delivered me
from death, my eye from weeping, my leg from being pushed over. I shall walk before GOD
in the lands of the living. I believe, because I speak, I who have suffered very much – I even
said in my impatience that every man is a liar! What can I repay to GOD for all his kind
dealings on my behalf? Let me raise the cup of salvation and call on the name of GOD: let
me pay my vows to GOD before, please, all his People! The [place of rest after] death
reserved for his kind ones is precious in the sight of GOD. Please, GOD, for I am your
servant – I am your servant, son of your maidservant – you have untied my bonds – may I
offer you a thanksgiving sacrifice, and may I call on the name of GOD? – may I pay my vows
to GOD, please, before all his people? – in the courts of the House of GOD, in the middle of
you, Jerusalem! Halleluyah!
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S1- H® O$ L( 0¾¤ |(|+ ¡x Ķ B1H-}y 0¾¤ L- D- > J$ |0 ¡0 K(
!{L- |0 ¡0 K( !1L0}6 ¡0 L- D- > J2E$J) B}z D5 K+ |4-I0 L6 <K%L& - H¤

The Head of the Household says each of the first four lines of the next psalm in turn. After each
line, the rest respond with the words in brackets.

B%}, - H¤ L-- K0 |'}(!}z D5 K+ 1L0}6 ¡0 - H¤
(!}z D5 K+ 1L0}6 ¡0 - H¤ B%}, - H¤ L--K0 |'}()

0 I$L< DµH- $L4 < K2$M-C!}z D5 K+ 1L0}6 ¡0 - H¤C
(!}z D5 K+ 1L0}6 ¡0 - H¤ B%}, - H¤ L--K0 |'}()

C!}z D5 K+ 1L0}6 ¡0 - H¤C 3N<F( K$ >- I% $L4 |< ¡2$M-
(!}z D5 K+ 1L0}6 ¡0 - H¤ B%}, - H¤ L--K0 |'}()

L- D- - I$ ¡<H- $L4 |< ¡2$M-C!}z D5 K+ 1L0}6 ¡0 - H¤C
(!}z D5 K+ 1L0}6 ¡0 - H¤ B%}, - H¤ L--K0 |'}()

A{L- % L+ D< J®K% -H4L4 L6 B{L- - H>$L< L; < K: I® K( 3 H2
?1L' L$ -H0 ( JµF6K- ( K2 S$L<- H$ $W0 B- H0 L- D-A- L$¡4Wµ ¡% ( J$U< J$ -H4F$K) B- L<¡*N6 ¡x - H0 L- D-

A1 L' L$Lx K+N, ¡x H2 L--Kx >}5F+K0 %},A1-H%-V'¡4 Hx K+N, ¡x H2 L--Kx >}5F+K0 %},
A1K0- H2F$ - H¤ L- D- 1 I̧ ¡x B-H4|%L% ¡5 1H-}y 0¾¤A1K0- H2F$ - H¤ L- D- 1 I̧ ¡x B-H4|%L% ¡5 1K& -H4|x K5

A1K0- H2F$ - H¤ L- D- 1 I̧ ¡x B1- H:}; ¸I$ D¤ |/F6Nz B1-V<}%»'H/ -H4|x K5
A-H4 L<L*F6 L--K) B0N² D4 H0 -H4 K>- H+»' (N+ KzA( L6|¸- H0 - H0 - H(¡-K) {L- >L< D2H* ¡) -H~¾6

A0H- L+ ( LµN6 L-D- 3- H2¡- S1- H;-Vz K: -I0G(¾$ ¡x ( L6|¸-H) (L̄V< 0};
A0H- L+ ( LµN6 L- D- 3- H2¡- B( L2 I2}< L- D- 3- H2¡-

A{L- - IµF6 K2 <I² K5F$K) B(J- D+ J$ - H¤ B>|2 L$ $W0A-H4L4 L> ¡4 $W0 >J) L®K0¡) B{L- -H4 K< ¡±H- <N±K-
A{L- ( J'}$ B1L% $N% L$ B; J' J: -< IF6 Ķ -H0 |+ ¡> H²A}% |$N%L- 1- H;-Vz K: BL--K0 < K6 K¹ K( (J*

A( L6|¸- H0 - H0 - H( ¡ºK) -H4 L>-H4F6 - H¤ ª»'}$(A( L6|¸-H0 -H0 - H( ¡ºK) -H4 L>-H4F6 - H¤ ª»'}$)

A(L̄ H² ¸$N< ¡0 ( L>¡- L( 1-H4}x K( |5F$ L2 3 J% J$(A(L̄ H² ¸$N< ¡0 ( L>¡- L( 1-H4}x K( |5F$ L2 3J% J$)

A|4-I4- I6 ¡x >$L0 D8H4 $- H( B>$M~ ( L>¡- L( L- D- > I$ I2(A|4-I4- I6 ¡x >$L0 D8H4 $- H( B>$M~ ( L>¡- L( L-D- > I$ I2)

A}% ( L+ ¡2 DµH4¡) (L0-H&L4 BL- D- ( Lµ L6 1}£ K( (J*(A}% ( L+ ¡2 DµH4 ¡) (L0-H&L4 BL- D- ( Lµ L6 1}£ K( (J*)
!$L̄ ( L6- Ḩ }( BL- D- $L̄ L$(!$L̄ ( L6- Ḩ }( BL- D- $L̄ L$)

!$L̄ ( L+-H0 D: K( BL- D- $L̄ L$(!$L̄ ( L+- H0 D: K( BL- D- $L̄ L$)

!L- D- >-Ix H2 1J/|4 D/K<Ix !L- D- 1 I̧ ¡x B$Lx K( ¦|<Lx(!L- D- >- Ix H2 1J/|4 D/K<Ix !L- D- 1 I̧ ¡x B$Lx K( ¦|<Lx)
! K+Ix D* H® K( >}4»< K; ' K6 1- H>N%F6Kx & K+ |< ¡5 H$ S|4 L0 < J$L£K) L- D- 0 I$

(! K+Ix D* H® K( >}4»< K; ' K6 1- H>N%F6Kx & K+ |< ¡5 H$ S|4 L0 < J$L£K) L- D- 0 I$)

A« J2 ¡2}<F$ - K(N0E$ B« J'}$ ¡) ( Lº K$ -H0 I$(A« J2 ¡2}<F$ - K(N0E$ B« J'}$¡) ( Lº K$ -H0 I$)
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(Psalm 117) Praise GOD all nations! Laud him all peoples! For his kindness on our behalf is
strong, and GOD’s honesty is eternal, Halleluyah!

(Psalm 118)
(Head of household): Thank God for he is good, for his kindness is eternal.

(Others reply): Thank God for he is good, for his kindness is eternal.
(Head of household): Please, let Israel say for his kindness is eternal.

(Others reply): Thank God for he is good, for his kindness is eternal.
(Head of household): Please, let the House of Aaron say for his kindness is eternal.

(Others reply): Thank God for he is good, for his kindness is eternal.
(Head of household): Please, let those who fear GOD say for his kindness is eternal.

(Others reply): Thank God for he is good, for his kindness is eternal.

From the straits I called God, he answered me with breathing space.
GOD is for me, I do not fear, what can man do to me?

GOD is for me through my helpers, and I can face my enemies.
It is better to confide in GOD than to trust in man;

it is better to confide in GOD than to trust in noble ones.
All the nations surround me, but in the name of GOD I will surely destroy them.

They surround me, indeed they surround me, but in the name of God I will surely destroy
them.
They surround me like bees – they are extinguished like a fire of thorns, in the name of

GOD I will surely destroy them.
You really pushed me to [make me] fall, but GOD helped me.
GOD is strength and song, and has become my salvation.

There is sound of joy and salvation in the tents of the just – the right hand of GOD shows
strength.
The right hand of GOD is high, the right hand of GOD shows strength!

I shall not die, but I will live and relate the deeds of GOD.
GOD has indeed chastised me, but has not handed me over to death.

Open the gates of justice for me, let me enter them, let me thank GOD.
This is the gate of GOD, the just will enter it.

I thank you because you answered me and became a salvation for me. (Repeat)
A stone the builders rejected has become the cornerstone. (Repeat)
This has come from GOD, it is wonderful in our sight. (Repeat)
This is the day GOD has made, on it let us be happy and rejoice. (Repeat)
(Head of household): Please, GOD, save, please!
(Others repeat this)
(Head of household): Please, GOD, grant success, please!
(Others repeat this)
My he who comes in the name of GOD be blessed, we bless you from GOD’s House. (Repeat)
GOD is God, and has given us light, bind the festival [sacrifice] with cords to the horns of
the altar. (Repeat)
You are my God and I thank you, my God and I exalt you! (Repeat)
Thank GOD for he is good, for his kindness is eternal! (Repeat)
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Some say the folowing paragraph here (note that there is no blessing at the end), but the more
usual custom is not to say it here but later on, with a blessing at the end (at a point that will be
indicated).
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The usual way of saying the following psalm is for the Head of the household to read the first part
of each line, and the others to answer with the refrain.
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(Some say the following paragraph here, to conclude the Hallel, without a blessing, and
later conclude the Nishmat hymn with its blessing. Others do not say the following paragraph
here, but conclude the Nishmat hymn without a blessing, then say the following paragraph
with its blessing. Some omit the following paragraph altogether and conclude the Nishmat
hymn with its blessing. The important thing is that one and only one blessing is said, and it
is said at the end after the Nishmat hymn.)

May all your works praise you, GOD our God; and your pious ones the righteous who do
your will and all your people the House of Israel will gladly thank, bless, praise, glorify, exalt,
fear, sanctify and sovereignty to your name, our King! For it is good to thank you, and fitting
to sing [praises] to your name, because you are God from eternity to eternity.

THE GREAT HALLEL

(Psalm 136 is known as ‘The Great Hallel’. Every verse concludes with a chorus ‘for his
kindness is eternal’. It is usual for the Head of the Household to sing or chant the first part of each
line, and the others to reply with the chorus, which is probably the way it was intended to be sung
when used by the Levites in the Temple service.)

Give thanks to GOD, for he is good – for his kindness is eternal.
Give thanks to the God of gods – for his kindness is eternal.
Give thanks to the Lord of lords – for his kindness is eternal.
– to the one who performed great wonders alone – for his kindness is eternal.
– to the one who made the heavens intelligently – for his kindness is eternal.
– to the one who spread the earth over the water – for his kindness is eternal.
– to the one who made great lights – for his kindness is eternal.
[namely] the sun for a ruler by day – for his kindness is eternal.
[and] the moon and stars for rulers by night – for his kindness is eternal.
– to the one who struck Egypt through their firstborns – for his kindness is eternal.
and who brought Israel out from among them – for his kindness is eternal.
with a strong arm and outstretched forearm – for his kindness is eternal.
– to the one who cut the Red Sea into pieces – for his kindness is eternal.
and brought Israel through the middle of it – for his kindness is eternal.
and shook out Pharaoh and his army in the Red Sea – for his kindness is eternal.
– to the one who led his People in the desert – for his kindness is eternal.
– to the one who struck great kings – for his kindness is eternal.
and killed powerful kings – for his kindness is eternal.
[namely] Sihon, king of the Amorites – for his kindness is eternal.
and Og, king of the Bashan – for his kindness is eternal.
and gave their land as a legacy – for his kindness is eternal.
a legacy to his servant Israel – for his kindness is eternal.
– that he remembered us when we were low – for his kindness is eternal.
and broke us free from our enemies – for his kindness is eternal.
– who gives bread to all flesh – for his kindness is eternal.
Give thanks to the God of heaven – for his kindness is eternal.
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The following poem is often printed (and usually read) as one long dreary paragraph. It deserves
better treatment.
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THE ‘NISHMAT’ HYMN

(This hymn, which is read in the morning service on Sabbaths and Festivals, is similar in idea
to the psalms of praise that we have just read, but was written many hundreds of years later in an
entirely different literary style. It can be described as a poem, but, unlike the psalms, not as a song.
Nishmat, meaning ‘the soul of’, is the first word of the prayer. The influence of the Aramaic style
of continual repetition referred to earlier appears very strongly. The Ashkenazi version is given;
the Sephardi versions – there are more than one – have minor variations in words and phrases.)

Let the soul of every living thing bless your name, GOD our God, and let the spirit of all
flesh always glorify and extol your repute, our King. You are God from eternity to eternity,
and besides you we have no other king who redeems and saves, liberates and rescues, supplies
(our needs), and has mercy at all times of trouble and distress; we have no king except you,
God of the early ones and the later ones, God of all creatures, Lord of all who are born, who
is praised with a multitude of praises, who guides his world with kindness and his creatures
with mercy.

Furthermore GD neither slumbers nor sleeps – the one who awakens the sleepers and
arouses the heavy sleepers, enables the dumb to speak, unties prisoners, supports those about
to fall, and raises those who are bowed down, to you alone we give thanks.

Even if our mouths were as full of song as the sea, our tongues full of joy as the multitude
of its waves, our lips full of praise as the expanse of the sky, our eyes shining as the sun and
the moon, our hands spread as the eagles of the sky, and our feet as swift as deer, we would
be unable to thank you sufficiently GOD our God and God of our fathers, for [even] one of
a thousand million times that you have done good deeds for us and for our fathers!

You have redeemed us from Egypt, GOD our God, and liberated us from the slavehouse;
during hunger you have fed us and provided us with plenty; you have resued us from the
sword and saved us from the plague, and freed us from bad and lasting diseases.

Uptil now your mercy has helped us and your kindness has not left us – do not ever
desert us, GOD our God!

Therefore the limbs that you have assigned to us, and the spirit and soul that you have
breathed into us, and the tongue that you have placed in our mouth – they all will bless,
praise, glorify, exalt, fear, sanctify and give sovereignty to your name, our King,
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for every mouth will thank you, every tongue will swear [allegiance] to you, every knee will
bend to you, and all that stand up will bow down to you, all minds will fear and respect you,
and all inner parts will sing to your name, as it is written (Psalm 35:10) ‘All my bones say:
GOD, who, like you, rescues the pauper from one stronger than him, and the poor and the
destitute from one who robs him?’

Who is like you, who is equal to you, who is comparable to you, the great, strong and
awesome God, God on high, owner of heaven and earth?

Let us praise, laud and glorify you, and bless your holy name, as is said (Psalm 103:1) ‘[A
psalm of] David: Let me bless GOD, and all within me his holy name!’

The God in the power of your strength, the great one in the honour of your reputation,
strong for ever and dreaded through your awesome deeds, the king who sits on a high, raised
throne, living in eternity, his reputation high and apart, as it is written (Psalm 33:1)
‘Righteous ones, rejoice in GOD; for the upright, praise is fitting.’

In the mouth of the upright you are praised, through the words of the just you are blessed,
by the tongue of the pious you are extolled, and amongst those who are holy you will be
sanctified.

Furthermore in the assemblies of the tens of thousands of your People the House of Israel,
in every generation your name, our King, is glorified with joy, because that is the duty of all
creatures, to thank, praise, laud, glorify, extol, beatify, bless, exalt and clap before you, GOD
our God and God of our fathers, even beyond all the words of song and praise (i.e. the
Psalms) of David son of Jesse, your servant, your annointed.

May your name, our King, be praised for ever, God and King, great and holy in heaven
and on earth, for to you GOD our God and God of our fathers, song and praise, psalm and
hymn, strength and dominion, eternity, greatness and might, praise and glory, holiness and
sovereignty, blessings and thanks, are appropriate from now and for ever!

(IF it was omitted after Hallel, say here:)

May all your works praise you, GOD our God; and your pious ones the righteous who do
your will and all your people the House of Israel will gladly thank, bless, praise, glorify, exalt,
fear, sanctify and give sovereignty to your name, our King! For it is good to thank you, and
fitting to sing [praises] to your name, because you are God from eternity to eternity: You are
blessed, GOD, King praised with songs of praise!

(OTHERWISE say:)

You are blessed, GOD our God, King, great in praises, God of thanks, Lord of wonders,
who chooses songs of psalm, King, God, life of all worlds.
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Raise the cup:

A3 J8Ly K( -V< ¡² $I<}x B1L0}6 L( ¦J0 J2 |4- I(W0E$ L- D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx

Drink the wine, leaning to the left. On this occasion it is necessary to drink not less than half the
cup, as before, but also not less than the volume of three large olives (about 86 cu.cms.).

After drinking it, the following is said. [On Friday night add the words in square brackets.]
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6Kx DµH4 ¡) B{L- D< H² H2 0K/$M4 ¡) B{L4L- D4 H% ¡x |4 I+ ¡® Kµ¡) B{L/}> ¡0 |4I0F6K( ¡) B|4- I2L- ¡% (L< I( ¡2Hx ¸J'Ń K( <- H6 1H-K0 Ļ |<¡-
|4 I+ ¡® Kµ¡) [(J~ K( >Lx K¹K( 1}- ¡x |4 I:-H0F+ K(¡) ( I:»<| >%=%] B(L<G( ¾, ¡%| ( L¹O' ¡;Hx L(- J0 L6 ª ¡/J<L% ¡4| B{L%|¢ H2
¦|<Lx A{L4 D8K&* -V< ¡² 0 K6¡) 9J< L$ L( 0 K6 ª ¡0 ( J'}4 ¡) .0N¤K0 %- H, I2| %}, BL-D- B( Lº K$ - H¤ A(J~ K( >}³ K® K( & K+ 1}- ¡%

A{L4 D8K&* -V< ¡² 0 K6¡) 9J< L$L( 0 K6 BL- D- B( Lº K$
* If the wine is known not to come from Israel (i.e. it is made from grapes not grown there) then
the word 3 J8L& K( is substituted for (48&.

=É LÛ DÝHÕ=
The Seder is essentially over. The following concluding poem is said or sung, followed by a wish
regarding next year, and then the songs.

B}> L/ ¡0 H( ¡¤ + K5 J² <|z H5 0 K5F+
S}> Ĺ O+¡) }, L² Ḑ H2 0¾/ ¡¤

B}>}$ < Iz K5 ¡0 |4- H/L* < J̧ F$K¤
A}>}µF6K0 ( J¤D*H4 3 I¤

B(L4}6 ¡2 3 I/}¸ ¦L*
!(L4 L2 - H2 >K'F6 0K( D; 1 I2};

(L̄ K/ - I6 ¡,H4 0 I(K4 %}< L; ¡x
!(L̄V< ¡x B3}£ H: ¡0 1-H-|' ¡²

!(L-|4 ¡x K( 1H- K0 Ļ |<- Hx ( L$ Lx K( (L4 L¹ K0

=Ý JÓN× LÉ ßKÝÎ HÙ DÖ=
On the second night only, the following is said, standing, except by those who have already said
it in the synagogue.

A< J2N6 L( >K<- H8 ¡5 0 K6 |4L| H:¡) )- L>M) D: H2 ¡x |4 Ļ »z H; < J̧ F$ B1L0}6 L( ¦J0 J2 |4- I(W0E$ L- D- ( Lº K$ ¦|<Lx
A< J2N6L0 ' L+ J$ 1}- 1}- K(
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THE FOURTH CUP OF WINE

(Blessing before wine:)

You are blessed, GOD our God, king of the universe, creator of the fruit of the vine.

(Grace after wine. On Sabbath add words in italics):

You are blessed, GOD our God, king of the universe, for the vine and the fruit of the vine,
and for the pleasant, good and spacious land that you were pleased to give to our fathers as
a legacy, from whose fruit to eat and from whose goodness to satisfy ourselves. Take pity,
GOD our God, on Israel your People, on Jerusalem your city, on Zion home of your presence,
on your altar and on your Temple; and rebuild Jerusalem the holy city quickly in our days,
bring us into it and let us be happy in its rebuilding, let us eat from its fruit and fill ourselves
from its goodness, and bless you for it in holiness and purity, and be pleased and give us peace
of mind on this Sabbath day, and make us happy on this Festival of Matsahs, as you GOD are
good and do good for all; so let us thank you for the land and the fruit of its vine: You are
blessed, GOD, for the land and the fruit of its vine.

(If the wine is not produced in Israel, say ‘the vine’ instead of ‘its vine’.)

NIRTSAH (‘Accepted’)

(The Finale – our Seder service is now accepted. The following short poem, easy to sing but in
a style difficult to translate, is sung or read, and followed by the expression of the wish of every
religious Jew.)

The end of the order or the Pessach service, according to its correct custom, according to
all its law and ritual! As we have been allowed to recite the order or it, so may we be allowed
to perform it. Pure One who dwells in heaven, reestablish the congregation of the assembly
of the ‘uncountable’ (Israel) . Soon lead [us back], planted on a base, redeemed, to Zion, in
joy!

NEXT YEAR IN JERUSALEM !

(In Israel the version is ‘Next year in rebuilt Jerusalem’, meaning when not only the city but
the Temple is rebuilt.)

* * *

(On the second night only, if the Omer has not been counted in the Synagogue it is counted
here. It must be said standing:

You are blessed, GOD our God, king of the universe, who has set us apart with his
instructions and instructed us concerning the counting of the Omer. Today is one day for
the Omer.

* * *
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THE SONGS

It has been customary to ‘round off’ the evening with certain songs which have now become
fixed as a part of the Seder. They are not really important, but many people fail to understand
them, taking them too seriously, and on seeing a translation are even more mystified! Apart from
the last two they are alphabetical: the first verse of each successive verse (or phrase in a verse)
begins with a successive letter of the Hebrew alphabet. Many contemporary poems were written
in that form. It has been suggested that this was to help people remember the order of the verses
before printing made books readily available.

The first two songs, of which one is read each night, are quite different to the others, and if they
are to be included, some note of explanation is needed. They are not poetically beautiful, nor are
their rhythm or metre suitable to fit into any tune. They use unusual words, contain references
often obscure to Biblical and Midrashic events, quote phrases sometimes familiar but more often
lesser-known from the Bible, are elliptic in style (ellipsis means the omission of words needed to
complete the sense), and so are very difficult to translate and even harder to understand except by
the author.

All these characteristics are typical of a large number of mediaeval Jewish poems and hymns
that have crept into the special (or extra) prayers, known as piyyutim, read on special occasions
such as the Ninth of Ab, the Festivals (especially New Year and Atonement), and certain Sabbaths,
among the Ashkenazi or European Jews, and even more so among the Hassidim. The true Sephardi
(South-European, North African and Asian) Jews have different ones, and far less. Piyyutim were
often accepted not because of any great literary merit, holiness, beauty or simplicity, but for one
of two reasons: either because of the authority of their authors and the respect in which they were
held, men of great piety and learning but not necessarily good composers of poetry; or because
some printer happened to accept them and include them in an edition that for other reasons
achieved wide circulation, and they were copied by others, thus becoming accepted. Many piyyutim
contained theological ideas of doubtful orthodoxy. Many were later discarded, but many were
retained, depending not on their merit but on the degree of acceptance they had achieved when
someone first wanted to discard them!

Not all such mediaeval poetry included in the services is of poor quality: much is really great,
but much is not. These two poems – the first two songs in the Hagadah – have been more or less
universally accepted (by Ashkenazim) in the Seder and are firmly entrenched. Hardly anyone
understands them.

The Midrash is a collection of legends that add colour and detail to Bible stories; for instance
they attribute many Bible stories to have taken place at night, or on the Passover, and these are
used in these two poems. But stories in the Midrash are meant to be symbolic, when understood
they usually contain great moral truths, but they should never be taken literally as historic fact. In
the notes, Bible references are given for those interested to follow up, but there is no attempt at
explanation as this is far too involved. People who have nothing better to do in life spend years
writing commentaries on such things. Contrast the Haggadah proper, the story of the Exodus,
where the rewards of study are lessons which should influence our whole outlook on life, even in
petty everyday matters.

The four other songs, whatever their meaning, have a simplicity of style, and a rhythm that
enables them to be fitted into popular tunes, and that is their merit. So that everyone, especially
the children, can finish the Seder on a light, happy note with community singing that everybody
looks forward to. Unlike the Haggadah proper, the narrative at the beginning, it is not necessary
to understand them, just to enjoy singing them, but translation and notes are given for those who
are interested, on some occasion when they are less tired, to know something of what they are
about.
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The following song is sung only on the first night:

( L0¡- K¬ K( - H:F+ Kx - H( ¡-K) 3 I/ ¡%|

(L0¡-K¬Kx L>$I0 D8 H( 1- H±H4 %N< * L$
(L0¡-K¬ K( (J* >}<|2 Ḑ K$ ¸$N< ¡x

(L0¡-K0 }0 ;K0E+J4 ¡¤ }º D+ K³H4 ; J' J: <Iy
(L0¡-K¬ K( - H:F+Kx - H(¡-K)

(L0¡- K¬ K( 1}0F+Kx <L< ¡y ¦J0 J2 LºD4 Kz
(L0¡-K0 ¸ J2 J$ ¡x - H®K<F$ LºU' K+ D8 H(

(L0¡-K0 }0 0 K/|£K) ¦ L$ D0 K2 ¡0 0 I$L< DµH- < KµL£K)
(L0¡-K¬ K( - H:F+Kx - H(¡-K)

(L0¡- K¬ K( - H:F+Kx Lº D: K+ L2 5}< D> K8 -I<}/ ¡x 6K<J*
(L0¡-K¬Kx 1 L2|; ¡x |$ ¡: L2 $W0 1L0- I+

(L0¡-K0 - I% ¡/}/ ¡x L>-H¬ H5 > J̧ N<F+ '-H&¡4 > K5- H,
(L0¡-K¬ K( - H:F+Kx - H(¡-K)

(L0¡-K¬Kx )-L<L& ¡8 Lº Ḑ K%}( -|| H$ 7 I8}4 ¡0 7I< L+ ¡2 9K6L-
(L0¡-K0 3}¸- H$ ¡x }% L³ K2| 0Ix 6K< L¤

(L0 ¡-K0 >}*F+ * L< (L0 D&H4 >}'|2F+ ¸- H$ ¡0
(L0¡-K¬ K( - H:F+Kx - H(¡-K)

(L0¡-K¬Kx }x &K<E(J4 ¸ J'N; -I0 ¡/Hx < I¤ Kº Ḑ H2
(L0¡-K0 - I>|>F6Hx < I>N² >}- L<F$ <}x H2 6 Ķ }4

(L0¡-K¬Kx 1-V< L8 ¡5 % K>L/ ¡) -H&L&F$ < K,L4 ( L$D4 Hµ
(L0¡-K¬ K( - H:F+Kx - H(¡-K)

(L0 ¡-K0 >K4 ¡̧ ' J'J4 ¡x )-L0 L6 ªF+ D:H4 LºU<K<}6
(L0¡-K¬ H2 ( K2 < I2}¸ ¡0 ¦}<U' Hº (L<|²

(L0¡- K0 1K&¡) < J;N% $ L> L$ + Lµ¡) < I2}¹K¤ +K< L:
(L0¡-K¬ K( - H:F+Kx - H(¡-K)

(L0¡-K0 $W0 ¡) 1}- $W0 $|( < J̧ F$ 1}- % I< L;
(L0¡-K¬ K( ª ¡0 7 K$ 1}£ K( ª ¡0 - H¤ 6K'}( 1L<

(L0 ¡-K¬ K( 0¾/ ¡) 1}£ K( 0¾¤ ª»<- H6 ¡0 ' I; D8 K( 1-V< ¡2}¸
(L0¡-K0 >K¤ Ḑ J+ 1}- <}$ ¡¤ <- H$ Lº
(L0¡- K¬ K( - H:F+Kx - H( ¡-K)
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AND IT OCCURRED AT MIDNIGHT1

(Recited only on the first night.)

Then2 you performed many miracles at night3,
At the chief watch4 of this night,

You glorified the righteous convert5 when he divided6 (his forces to attack) at night,
And it occurred at midnight.

You judged the king of Gerar7 in a dream at night8,
You terrified the Aramean9 with ‘last night’10 at night,

And Israel contended with the angel and prevailed over him at night,11

And it occurred at midnight.

You struck the firstborns of Pathros12 in the middle of the night,
They could not find their possessions13 when they arose at night,

You altered the highway14 for the flight of the captain of Harosheth15 through the
stars16 at night

And it occurred at midnight.

The despiser17 advised the one who shook his fist with lust18,
you caused his corpses to stink19, in the night,

Bel crumpled, with his statue20, in the middle of the night,
To a man beloved21 was revealed the secret of the vision22 of the night,

And it occurred at midnight.

He who got drunk using holy vessels23 was killed that night24,
From the lions’ den was saved the one who explained troubled thoughts of night,25

The Aggagite26 watched with hate and wrote books at night,27

And it occurred at midnight.

You aroused your glory against him through disturbance of sleep at night,28

You will trample the winepress29 for ‘watchman, what of the night?’30

He cried like the watchman and said ‘the morning comes and also the night’31

And it occurred at midnight.

Bring near the day which is neither day nor night32,
Make known, Onhigh, that yours is the day, yours also the night33,

Appoint watchmen over your city all day and all night34,
Illuminate as the light of day the darkness of night35,

And it occurred at midnight!
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The following song is sung only on the second night:

+K5 J² + K%J* 1 Jº D< K2F$K) 3 I/ ¡%|

+ K5J²Kx L>$I0 D8 H( ª- J>}<|% ¡y 9 J2N$
+K5 J² L>$ I¶H4 >}'F6}2 0¾¤ ¸$N< ¡x

+ K5 J² 0-I0 >}:F+ - H+L< D* J$ ¡0 L>- H¬Hy
+ K5 J² +K%J* 1 JºU< K2F$K)

+ K5 J²Kx 1}£ K( 1N+ ¡¤ Lº D;K8 Lz )- L>L0»z
+ K5 J²Kx >}³ K2 >}&|6 1- H: ¡:}4 '- H6 D5 H(

+ K5 J² ¦J< I6 <}¸ ¡0 <J/I* 9L< < L;Lx K( 0 J$¡)
+ K5 J² +K%J* 1 JºU< K2F$K)

+ K5 J²Kx ¸I$L% |,F(W0 ¡) 1- H2}' ¡5 |2F6M*
+ K5 J² 9 I; ¡x ( L8 L$ >}³ K2| 1 J( I2 ,}0 9K¬ O+

+ K5 J²Kx ª»< D%¾6 ¡x 7M4 ¡) 7N2 > K2»' K$ L>$ I,$ H,
+ K5 J² +K%J* 1 JºU< K2F$K)

+ K5 J² <|® Ḩ 0- I0 ¡x Lº D: K+ L2 3}$ 0¾¤ ¸$N< {L-
+ K5 J² 1K' ¡x Lº D+ K5 L² <}/ ¡x 3Ix 0 K6 <-Hx K¤

+ K5 J²Kx - K+ L> ¡8Hx $}%L0 >- H+ Ḑ K2 > I> - Hº D0H% ¡0
+ K5 J² +K%J* 1 JºU< K2F$K)

+ K5 J² - I>}º H6 ¡x (L< ¡y O5 >J<Jy O5 D2
+ K5 J² -I<N6 ¡µ 0- H0 ¡:Hx 3L- U' H2 (L' ¡2 Ḑ H4

+ K5 J² 'N;D- ' K;H- ¡x '|0 ¡) 0|8 -Ī K2 Ḑ H2 |8»<Nµ
+ K5 J² +K%J* 1 JºU< K2F$K)

+ K5 J² >K4}6 ( L6Ly ' K6 'N2F6K0 %M̄ ¡x 1}£ K( '}6
+ K5 J²Kx 0|: K6 I; D6 K; ¡0 (L% ¡> L¤ 'L- 5 K²

+ K5 J²Kx 3 L+ D0 O¹ K( ¦N< L6 >- H8 L³ K( (N8 L:
+ K5 J² +K%J* 1 JºU< K2F$K)

+ K5 J²Kx ¸I¬ Ķ ¡0 1}: ( L5L'F( ( L5 ¡̄ H¤ 0 L( L;
+ K5 J²Kx 1- H¹ H2F+ 9 I6 ¡x Lº D: K+ L2 6 Ļ L< >-Ix H2 ¸$N<
+ K5 J²Kx 1- H:|6 ¡0 $-H% Lº 6K&J< (J¬ I$ - Iº Ḑ

+ K5 J² & K+ ¸Iz K; D> H( 0- I0 D¤ ª ¡4- H2¡- 1|< L>¡) ª»'L- *N6 Lº
+ K5 J² +K%J* 1 JºU< K2F$K)

The rest of the songs are sung on both nights.
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YOU ARE TO SAY ‘IT IS A SACRIFICE OF PASSOVER’36

(Recited only on the second night.)

The strength of your might you have shown wonderfully on Passover
At the head of all your Festivals you have raised Passover37

You revealed to the Native38 (what would happen on) midnight, Passoverm

You are to say ‘It is a sacrifice of Passover’.

You knocked at his door at the heat of the day39 on Passoverm

He feasted the shining ones40 with cakes41 of Matsahm on Passoverm

And ran to the cattle42, a reminder of the bull prepared for Passover m

You are to say ‘It is a sacrifice of Passover’.

The Sodomites were cursed and burned with fire 43 on Passoverm

Lot was dragged out from them44, and baked matsah45 at the end of Passover
You swept46 the land of Moph or Noph47 when you passed through on Passover

You are to say ‘It is a sacrifice of Passover’.

God, you struck the ‘first of all strength’48 on the ‘watchnight’49, Passover
Mighty One, you passed over the firstborn son 50 (through) the blood of Passover

Not to let destruction enter my doorways51 on Passover
You are to say ‘It is a sacrifice of Passover’.

The bolted place52 was delivered53 (to Israel) at the time of Passover54

Midian was destroyed by a cake of barley55 of the Omer on Passoverm

The fat (soldiers) of Pul and Lud were burned with lighting of a fire on Passover56

You are to say ‘It is a sacrifice of Passover’.

Yet he shall remain at Nob that day57 until it reaches the time of Passoverm

The palm of the hand wrote to uproot the foundation (of Babylon)58 on Passoverm

Watch in the watchtower, prepare the table 59 on Passover
You are to say ‘It is a sacrifice of Passover’.

Hadassah60 gathered the congregation to fast three days61 on Passover
You have struck the head of a wicked house 62 on a tree fifty (cubits high) on Passoverm

May you bring the double punishment together63 on Edom64 on Passover
May you strengthen your arm and raise your right hand, as on the night you sanctified
yourself, the night of Passover

You are to say ‘It is a sacrifice of Passover’!
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1. Title and chorus taken from Exodus 12:29.

2. Passover. The firstborn were struck, and according to tradition many other miracles occurred.

3. Exodus 12:42.

4. Exodus 14:24.

5. Abraham.

6. Genesis 14:15.

7. Abimelech.

8. Genesis 20:3.

9. Laban.

10. Genesis 31:29.

11. Genesis 32:25-29 and Hosea 12:5.

12. Exodus 12:29. Descendant of ‘Egypt’ (Gen 10:13-14) used here poetically for Egypt.

13. Exodus 12:35-36.

14. Made him lose direction.

15. Sisera (Judges 4:2).

16. Judges 5:20.

17. Sennacherib.

18. Rabshakeh (2Kings 18, especially verse 30).

19. 2Kings, 19:35.

20. Isaiah 46:1.

21. Daniel.

22. Daniel 2:19.

23. Belshazzar (Daniel 5:1-4).

24. Daniel 5:30.

25. Daniel 6:23. See also note 21.

26. Haman (Esther 3:1).

27. Esther 3:12.

28. Esther 6:1.

29. Isaiah 63:3.

30. Isaiah 21:11.

31. Isaiah 21:12.

32. Zechariah 14:7.

33. Psalm 74:16.

34. Isaiah 62:6.

35. The Messianic Era.
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36. Title and chorus taken from Exodus 12:27.

37. Leviticus 23:4-5.

38. Abraham (traditionally Ethan, Psalm 89:1).

39. Genesis 18:1.

40. Angels (Ezekiel 1:7).

41. Genesis 18:6.

42. Genesis 18:7.

43. Genesis 19:24.

44. Genesis 19:3.

45. Genesis 19:3.

46. Isaiah 14:23.

47. Memphis in Egypt, referred to in the Bible sometimes as Moph and other times as Noph.
Approximately modern Cairo.

48. Firstborn, cf. Deuteronomy 21:17.

49. Exodus 12:42.

50. of Israel; also see Exodus 4:22.

51. Exodus 12:23.

52. Jericho (Joshua 6:1).

53. A pun in Hebrew.

54. See Joshua 5:10.

55. Judges 7:13.

56. Based on 2Kings 15:19 and 19:35, and Isaiah 10:12 and 10:16, highly confused with Isaiah
66:19. (A different ‘Pul’, one a nation, the other a king of Assyria! But who notices?)

57. Isaiah 10:32.

58. The writing on the wall, seen by Belshazzar. (Daniel 5:5.)

59. Isaiah 21:5 where the same incident is foreseen.

60. Esther (Esther 2:7).

61. Esther 4:16.

62. Haman. According to the Midrash, Esther’s fast overlapped into Passover, and Haman was
hanged on the second day. The actual battle of Purim took place eleven months later.

63. Isaiah 47:9.

64. Lamentations 4:21.

m. Midrashic source, a tradition, but not in the Bible.
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( J$L- }0 - H¤ B( J$L4 }0 - H¤
(L/|0 ¡2Hx <-Vz K$
(L/L0F(K¤ <|+Lx

}0 |< ¡2$M- )- L'|' ¡y
BC!(L/L0 D2 K® K( L- D- ª ¡0 Bª ¡0 7 K$ ª ¡0 Bª ¡0 - H¤ ª ¡0 Bª ¡0| ª ¡0C

A( J$L- }0 - H¤ B( J$L4 }0 - H¤

(L/|0 ¡2Hx 0|& Lz
(L/L0F( K¤ <|'L(

}0 |< ¡2$M- )- L;- H>L)
BC!(L/L0 D2 K® K( L- D- ª ¡0 Bª ¡0 7 K$ ª ¡0 Bª ¡0 - H¤ ª ¡0 Bª ¡0| ª ¡0C

A( J$L- }0 - H¤ B( J$L4 }0 - H¤

( L/|0 ¡2Hx -$K¤K*
( L/L0F(K¤ 3- H5F+

}0 |< ¡2$M- )- L< ¡5 D8 K,
BC!(L/L0 D2 K® K( L- D- ª ¡0 Bª ¡0 7 K$ ª ¡0 Bª ¡0 - H¤ ª ¡0 Bª ¡0| ª ¡0C

A( J$L- }0 - H¤ B( J$L4 }0 - H¤

(L/|0 ¡2Hx '- H+L-
(L/L0F(K¤ <-Hx K¤

}0 |< ¡2$M- )- L'|®H0
BC!(L/L0 D2 K® K( L- D- ª ¡0 Bª ¡0 7 K$ ª ¡0 Bª ¡0 - H¤ ª ¡0 Bª ¡0| ª ¡0C

A( J$L- }0 - H¤ B( J$L4 }0 - H¤

(L/|0 ¡2Hx 0 I̧ }2
(L/L0F(K¤ $L<}4

}0 |< ¡2$M- )- L%-H% ¡5
BC!(L/L0 D2 K® K( L- D- ª ¡0 Bª ¡0 7 K$ ª ¡0 Bª ¡0 - H¤ ª ¡0 Bª ¡0| ª ¡0C

A( J$L- }0 - H¤ B( J$L4 }0 - H¤

( L/|0 ¡2Hx )-L4 L6
(L/L0F( K¤ ( J'}²

}0 |< ¡2$M- )- L;-Vz K:
BC!(L/L0 D2 K® K( L- D- ª ¡0 Bª ¡0 7 K$ ª ¡0 Bª ¡0 - H¤ ª ¡0 Bª ¡0| ª ¡0C

A( J$L- }0 - H¤ B( J$L4 }0 - H¤

( L/|0 ¡2Hx ¸}' L;
(L/L0F( K¤ 1|+K<

}0 |< ¡2$M- )-L̄ K$ D4 Ḩ
BC!(L/L0 D2 K® K( L- D- ª ¡0 Bª ¡0 7 K$ ª ¡0 Bª ¡0 - H¤ ª ¡0 Bª ¡0| ª ¡0C

A( J$L- }0 - H¤ B( J$L4 }0 - H¤

( L/|0 ¡2Hx 7- H́ Kº
(L/L0F(K¤ ¦ I2}º

}0 |< ¡2$M- )- L2- H2 ¡º
BC!(L/L0 D2 K® K( L- D- ª ¡0 Bª ¡0 7 K$ ª ¡0 Bª ¡0 - H¤ ª ¡0 Bª ¡0| ª ¡0C

A( J$L- }0 - H¤ B( J$L4 }0 - H¤
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KI LO NA’EH KI LO YA’EH

(for to him it is seeming, for to him it is fitting).

The chorus after each verse is:

To you and to you; to you for to you; to you even to you;

to you, GOD, is the authority,

for to him it is seeming, for to him it is fitting.

Distinguished in authority;
Splendid in accordance with justice;

His faithful ones say to him:
(Chorus)

Guiltless in authority;
Strong in accordance with justice;

His courtiers say to him:
(Chorus)

Unique in authority;
Powerful in accordance with justice;

His disciples say to him:
(Chorus)

Ruler in authority;
Awesome in accordance with justice;

His surrounders say to him:
(Chorus)

Humble in authority;
Redeemer in accordance with justice;

His righteous ones say to him:
(Chorus)

Holy in authority;
Merciful in accordance with justice;

His reiterators say to him:
(Chorus)

Protector in authority;
Supporter in accordance with justice;

His upright ones say to him:

To you and to you; to you for to you; to you even to you;

to you, GOD, is the authority,

for to him it is seeming, for to him it is fitting.
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($|( <-Vz K$)
B$|( <-VzK$

S%}< L; ¡x }>-I% (J4 D%H-
S%}< L; ¡% |4- I2L- ¡x B(L< I( ¡2Hx B(L< I( ¡2Hx

!%}< L; ¡x ª ¡>-I% (I4 ¡x B(I4 ¡x 0 I$ B(I4 ¡x 0 I$

B$|( 0|& Lz B$|( 0}'Ly B$|( <|+Lx
S%}< L; ¡x }>-I% (J4 D%H-

S%}< L; ¡% |4- I2L- ¡x B(L< I( ¡2Hx B(L< I( ¡2Hx
!%}< L; ¡x ª ¡>-I% (I4 ¡x B(I4 ¡x 0 I$ B(I4 ¡x 0 I$

B$|( -$ K¤K* B$|( ;- H>L) B$|( <|' L(
S%}< L; ¡x }>-I% (J4 D%H-

S%}< L; ¡% |4- I2L- ¡x B(L< I( ¡2Hx B(L< I( ¡2Hx
!%}< L; ¡x ª ¡>-I% (I4 ¡x B(I4 ¡x 0 I$ B(I4 ¡x 0 I$

B$|( '- H+L- B$|( <}( L, B$|( '- H5 L+
S%}< L; ¡x }>-I% (J4 D%H-

S%}< L; ¡% |4- I2L- ¡x B(L< I( ¡2Hx B(L< I( ¡2Hx
!%}< L; ¡x ª ¡>-I% (I4 ¡x B(I4 ¡x 0 I$ B(I4 ¡x 0 I$

B$|( ¦J0 J2 B$|( '|2L0 B$|( <- Hx K¤
S%}< L; ¡x }>-I% (J4 D%H-

S%}< L; ¡% |4- I2L- ¡x B(L< I( ¡2Hx B(L< I( ¡2Hx
!%}< L; ¡x ª ¡>-I% (I4 ¡x B(I4 ¡x 0 I$ B(I4 ¡x 0 I$

B$|( *|~ H6 B$|( %-Hy K5 B$|( $L<}4
S%}< L; ¡x }>-I% (J4 D%H-

S%}< L; ¡% |4- I2L- ¡x B(L< I( ¡2Hx B(L< I( ¡2Hx
!%}< L; ¡x ª ¡>-I% (I4 ¡x B(I4 ¡x 0 I$ B(I4 ¡x 0 I$

B$|( ¸}' L; B$|( ;-Vz K: B$|( ( J'}²
S%}< L; ¡x }>-I% (J4 D%H-
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B$|( 7- H́ Kº B$|( - Kz Ķ B$|( 1|+K<
S%}< L; ¡x }>-I% (J4 D%H-

S%}< L; ¡% |4- I2L- ¡x B(L< I( ¡2Hx B(L< I( ¡2Hx
!%}< L; ¡x ª ¡>-I% (I4 ¡x B(I4 ¡x 0 I$ B(I4 ¡x 0 I$
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The words na’eh and ya’eh mean the same – becoming, seeming, apt, fitting, appropriate, or ‘a
pleasant thing to do’. Although we regard God in many capacities, including that of merciful
father, great importance was always attached by the rabbis to the duty of recognising and
proclaiming him in his capacity of a god and king, that is to say ruler, judge and supreme authority
(or, who governs and dispenses justice) both of Israel in particular and of the whole world, and this
is the meaning of the Shema, the basic creed of Judaism. The word ‘translated’ as GOD is his
name, which has a wider significance, but it is ‘seeming’ and ‘fitting’ to acknowledge the Supreme
Authority. This note is necessary because the word ‘king’ as used nowadays does not convey the
same idea as it did. So the word ‘authority’ replaces the usual translation ‘sovereignty’ or
‘kingdom’.

In the song there is a cabbalistic or mystic idea: the phrase ‘to you’ occurs in three pairs,
representing the six directions in space (forward, backward, right, left, up, down) and the seventh
sums them all up in one. ‘To you ... and to you’ is based on Ps.65:2, ‘for to you’ on Ps.38:16,
‘even to you’ on Ps.74:16, ‘to you ... is the authority’ on 1Chron.29:11.

MAY HE BUILD HIS HOUSE (The Temple).

(The chorus is:) May he build his House soon! Quickly, quickly, in our days, soon!
God, build! God, build! Build your House soon!

He is mighty! (Chorus)

He is chosen! He is great! He is distinguished! (Chorus)

He is splendid! He is faithful! He is guiltless! (Chorus)

He is kind! He is pure! He is unique! (Chorus)

He is powerful! He is expert! He is king! (Chorus)

He is awesome He is exalted! He is majestic! (Chorus)

He is redeemer! He is just! He is apart (holy)! (Chorus)

He is merciful! He is almighty! He is strong! (Chorus)
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(? K6 I'}- - H2 ' L+ J$)

? K6 I'}- - H2 ' L+ J$
! K6 I'}- -H4F$ ' L+ J$

A9J< L$L%| 1H- K2 L¹Kx J̧ |4- I(W0E$ ' L+ J$

? K6 I'}- - H2 1H-K4 ¡̧
! K6 I'}- -H4F$ 1H-K4 ¡̧
>-H< ¡x K( >}+|0 -I4 ¡̧

A9J< L$L%| 1H- K2 L¹Kx J̧ |4- I(W0E$ ' L+ J$

? K6 I'}- - H2 ( Ļ W0 ¡̧
! K6 I'}- -H4F$ ( Ļ W0 ¡̧

>}% L$ ( Ļ W0 ¡̧
>-H< ¡x K( >}+|0 -I4 ¡̧

A9J< L$L%| 1H- K2 L¹Kx J̧ |4- I(W0E$ ' L+ J$

? K6 I'}- - H2 6KxU< K$
! K6 I'}- -H4F$ 6KxU< K$

>}( L®H$ 6KxU< K$
>}% L$ ( Ļ W0 ¡̧

>-H< ¡x K( >}+|0 -I4 ¡̧
A9J< L$L%| 1H- K2 L¹Kx J̧ |4- I(W0E$ ' L+ J$

? K6 I'}- - H2 ( L¹ H2F+
! K6 I'}- -H4F$ ( L¹ H2F+
(L<}> - I̧ ¡® O+ ( L¹ H2F+

>}( L®H$ 6KxU< K$
>}% L$ ( Ļ W0 ¡̧

>-H< ¡x K( >}+|0 -I4 ¡̧
A9J< L$L%| 1H- K2 L¹Kx J̧ |4- I(W0E$ ' L+ J$

? K6 I'}- - H2 ( L¹ Ḩ
! K6 I'}- -H4F$ ( L¹ Ḩ
(L4 Ḑ H2 -I< ¡' H5 ( L¹ Ḩ
(L<}> - I̧ ¡® O+ ( L¹ H2F+

>}( L®H$ 6KxU< K$
>}% L$ ( Ļ W0 ¡̧

>-H< ¡x K( >}+|0 -I4 ¡̧
A9J< L$L%| 1H- K2 L¹Kx J̧ |4- I(W0E$ ' L+ J$

? K6 I'}- - H2 ( L6 D% Ḩ
! K6 I'}- -H4F$ ( L6 D% Ḩ
$ L> ¡x Ķ - I2¡- ( L6 D% Ḩ
(L4 Ḑ H2 -I< ¡' H5 ( L¹ Ḩ
(L<}> - I̧ ¡® O+ ( L¹ H2F+

>}( L® H$ 6KxU< K$
>}% L$ ( Ļ W0 ¡̧

>-H< ¡x K( >}+|0 -I4 ¡̧
A9J< L$L%| 1H- K2 L¹Kx J̧ |4- I(W0E$ 'L+J$

? K6 I'}- - H2 (L4}2 ¡̧
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(L0- H2 - I2¡- (L4}2 ¡̧
$ L> ¡x Ķ - I2¡- ( L6 D% Ḩ
(L4 Ḑ H2 -I< ¡' H5 ( L¹ Ḩ
(L<}> - I̧ ¡® O+ ( L¹ H2F+

>}( L® H$ 6KxU< K$
>}% L$ ( Ļ W0 ¡̧

>-H< ¡x K( >}+|0 -I4 ¡̧
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? K6 I'}- - H2 ( L6 Ḑ Hº
! K6 I'}- -H4F$ ( L6 Ḑ Hº
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WHO KNOWS ONE?

ONE – who knows? One I know
One is our God,
who is in heaven and on earth.

TWO – who knows? Two I know
Two are the Tablets of the Contract,
One is our God,
who is in heaven and on earth.

THREE – who knows? Three I know
Three are the Patriarchs
Two are the Tablets of the Contract,
One is our God,
who is in heaven and on earth.

FOUR – who knows? Four I know
Four are the Matriarchs
Three are the Patriarchs
Two are the Tablets of the Contract,
One is our God,
who is in heaven and on earth.

FIVE – who knows? Five I know
Five are the books of the Torah
Four are the Matriarchs
Three are the Patriarchs
Two are the Tablets of the Contract,
One is our God,
who is in heaven and on earth.

SIX – who knows? Six I know
Six are the sections of the Mishnah
Five are the books of the Torah
Four are the Matriarchs
Three are the Patriarchs
Two are the Tablets of the Contract,
One is our God,
who is in heaven and on earth.

SEVEN – who knows? Seven I know
Seven are the days of the week
Six are the sections of the Mishnah
Five are the books of the Torah
Four are the Matriarchs
Three are the Patriarchs
Two are the Tablets of the Contract,
One is our God,
who is in heaven and on earth.

EIGHT – who knows? Eight I know
Eight are the days for circumcision
Seven are the days of the week
Six are the sections of the Mishnah
Five are the books of the Torah
Four are the Matriarchs
Three are the Patriarchs
Two are the Tablets of the Contract,
One is our God,
who is in heaven and on earth.

NINE – who knows? Nine I know
Nine are the months of pregnancy
Eight are the days for circumcision
Seven are the days of the week
Six are the sections of the Mishnah
Five are the books of the Torah
Four are the Matriarchs
Three are the Patriarchs
Two are the Tablets of the Contract,
One is our God,
who is in heaven and on earth.
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? K6 I'}- - H2 (L< LµF6
! K6 I'}- -H4F$ (L< LµF6

$L£ K< ¡xV' (L< LµF6
( L'I0 - I+»<K- ( L6 Ḑ Hº
(L0- H2 - I2¡- (L4}2 ¡̧
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$L£ K, D% Ḩ < Lµ L6 1-I4 ¡̧
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TEN – who knows? Ten I know
Ten are the Commandments
Nine are the months of pregnancy
Eight are the days for circumcision
Seven are the days of the week
Six are the sections of the Mishnah
Five are the books of the Torah
Four are the Matriarchs
Three are the Patriarchs
Two are the Tablets of the Contract,
One is our God,
who is in heaven and on earth.

ELEVEN – who knows? Eleven I know
Eleven are the Stars
Ten are the Commandments
Nine are the months of pregnancy
Eight are the days for circumcision
Seven are the days of the week
Six are the sections of the Mishnah
Five are the books of the Torah
Four are the Matriarchs
Three are the Patriarchs
Two are the Tablets of the Contract,
One is our God,
who is in heaven and on earth.

TWELVE – who knows? Twelve I know
Twelve are the Tribes
Eleven are the Stars
Ten are the Commandments
Nine are the months of pregnancy
Eight are the days for circumcision
Seven are the days of the week
Six are the sections of the Mishnah
Five are the books of the Torah
Four are the Matriarchs
Three are the Patriarchs
Two are the Tablets of the Contract,
One is our God,
who is in heaven and on earth.

THIRTEEN – who knows?
Thirteen I know

Thirteen are the Qualities
Twelve are the Tribes
Eleven are the Stars
Ten are the Commandments
Nine are the months of pregnancy
Eight are the days for circumcision
Seven are the days of the week
Six are the sections of the Mishnah
Five are the books of the Torah
Four are the Matriarchs
Three are the Patriarchs
Two are the Tablets of the Contract,
One is our God,
who is in heaven and on earth.

1. ‘Our God is One’ is the fundamental creed of Judaism (the Shema).
2. The tablets Moses brought down from Mount Sinai.
3. Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.
4. Sarah, Rebecca, Rachel and Leah.
5. The Pentateuch or Five Books of Moses.
6. The Mishnah, basis of the Talmud, is divided into six sections or ‘orders’.
7. The whole concept of the week is based on the Sabbath.
8. Circumcision is performed when a boy is eight days old.
9. The first instruction (‘mitsvah’) given to Adam was to have children.

10. The Ten Commandments given at Mount Sinai.
11. The stars in Joseph’s dream.
12. The tribes of Israel.
13. The qualities or attributes listed in Exodus 34:6-7, which Moses invoked when praying for
forgiveness for the people.
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$L- D'Ky ' K+ B$L- D'Ky ' K+
A$L- U'Ky ' K+ B$L- U'Ky ' K+
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$L<}> $ L> L$¡)

Note: ¼Å LT KÅ ¼Ô KÆ DËVV ‘that father bought’ and
NOT ¼ÅLT KÅ ¼Ô¼Î ITKËUV (meaning ‘that father
sold’, a common mistake missing the
whole point of the song).

The other mistakes in Aramaic grammar
do not matter at this time of night.

$L£ K2 ¡0 ( L> Ļ ¡)
$L<|4 ¡0 (L%L/»z
$L< D, O+ ¡0 7K< Lµ»z
$Lx D0K/ ¡0 ( L¤ H(»z
$L<L4|¸ ¡0 ¦ Ķ L4»z
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ONE KID, ONE KID

This song, which concludes the Seder, is (mainly) in Aramaic, the language
spoken by Jews in Talmudic times, just as the opening part was. It helps to
conclude, as we began, in an informal atmosphere.

According to some it is just an old popular harmless children’s song left to the
end so that the children, looking forward to it, would keep awake. Others say it
has a deep significance, the ‘kid’ being Israel, the cat, dog and so on being the
powers that attack Israel, each in turn being destroyed by its successor until God

restores justice and peace in the end. Some say it refers to the kid or lamb brought for the Pessach.
Most probably it was an old children’s song without the last verses, expressing as children’s

songs and nursery rhymes usually do, some simple secular philosophy which children do not
understand anyway, and finishing, as nursery rhymes have a habit of doing, on a gruesome and
unpleasant note. (Incidentally the kid was probably already slaughtered when the cat ate it.) It was
chosen because a kid (or a lamb) was brought as the Pesach sacrifice, which was the essential of
the seder, and it reminds us of it nowadays when we do not offer it. By adding the last three verses
(whose additions – the slaughterman onward – are in Hebrew, not Aramaic), somebody gave it a
religious significance, in other words made it kosher, capable of being interpreted as a history of
Israel, with a pleasant ending on a note of hope, so suitable for children and for ending the Seder.

One KID, one kid,
that father bought for two pounds:

One kid, one kid.

Then came the CAT,
which ate the kid

that father bought for two pounds:
One kid, one kid.

Then came the DOG,
which bit the cat

that ate the kid
that father bought for two pounds:

One kid, one kid.

Then came the STICK,
which hit the dog

that bit the cat
that ate the kid
that father bought for two pounds:

One kid, one kid.

Then came the FIRE,
which burned the stick

that hit the dog
that bit the cat
that ate the kid
that father bought for two pounds:

One kid, one kid.

Then came the WATER,
which quenched the fire

that burned the stick
that hit the dog
that bit the cat
that ate the kid
that father bought for two pounds:

One kid, one kid.

Then came the BULL,
which drank the water

that quenched the fire
that burned the stick
that hit the dog
that bit the cat
that ate the kid
that father bought for two pounds:

One kid, one kid.

Then came the BUTCHER,
who slaughtered the bull

that drank the water
that quenched the fire
that burned the stick
that hit the dog
that bit the cat
that ate the kid
that father bought for two pounds:

One kid, one kid.
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* *

*
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Then came the ANGEL OF DEATH,
who killed the butcher

that slaughtered the bull
that drank the water
that quenched the fire
that burned the stick
that hit the dog
that bit the cat
that ate the kid
that father bought for two pounds:

One kid, one kid.

Then came THE HOLY ONE (he is
blessed)
who killed the Angel of Death

who killed the butcher
that slaughtered the bull
that drank the water
that quenched the fire
that burned the stick
that hit the dog
that bit the cat
that ate the kid
that father bought for two pounds –

ONE KID, ONE KID!

* * *
* *

*
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